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Introduction

The science of constructing a commonwealth, or renovating it, or reforming it, is, like every other experimental science, not to be taught a priori. … [V]ery plausible schemes, with very pleasing commencements, have often shameful and lamentable conclusions.

—Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France

No research using “human subjects” may be done in an institution receiving federal research funds unless an “Institutional Review Board” licenses and monitors it. Not just federally funded research, but all research, however funded. Not just biomedical, but social-science research. Not just faculty research, but students’ and staff’s. IRBs are appointed by researchers’ institutions, but they are required and overseen by the federal Office for Human Research Protections.

The ideals underlying the IRB system—that research subjects’ informed consent should be obtained and that they should be protected from harm—have “long been at the center of scientists’ moral traditions.”¹ Nor is ethical review of research new. But the IRB system’s proximate cause was the revelation of the Public Health Services’ Tuskegee study of untreated syphilis among poor blacks, a revelation that reanimated memories of the Nazi atrocities that inspired the Nuremberg Code. The National Research Act (1974) obliged HHS to oblige institutions seeking research funds (principally universities and hospitals) to have IRBs.² HHS created what is now OHRP to supervise IRBs.³ The act also mandated a National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, whose Belmont Report stated the IRB system’s foundational guidelines.
Halpern divides the system’s history into four phases. In its “formative period” (through the early 1980s), its core features were established, but its yoke was easy. During a consolidation period (through the early 1990s), oversight expanded. In the enforcement period (through the late 1990s) “federal policy makers depicted IRBs as overtaxed and inadequately supported by sponsoring institutions,” and HHS expanded its purview, abandoned “its largely educative stance,” grew “unprecedentedly rigid,” and launched “compliance action that suspended IRB operations at major universities.” Thus research institutions became “highly risk averse.” Finally, starting in the late 1990s, a reprivatization period moved toward accreditation of institutions’ regulation of research.4

Each institution appoints its own IRBs, predominantly from its own faculty, physicians, and staff. IRBs must have more than four members. At least one cannot be an employee, at least one’s primary concerns must be scientific, and at least one’s primary concerns must be nonscientific. Members should be expert, experienced, and diverse enough to command respect.

IRBs have imposing authority. First, the federal regulations’ definitions are broad and loose: Research is “a systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.”5 A human subject is a living person about whom a researcher “obtains (1) [d]ata through intervention or interaction with the individual, or (2) [i]dentifiable private information.”6 IRBs thus regulate not just cancer trials but studies of violin lessons. IRBs must require that risks be “minimized”; that they be “reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits”; that subjects be selected equitably; that consent be (elaborately) obtained; that data be (elaborately) monitored; that privacy be (elaborately) guarded; and that “additional safeguards” protect “vulnerable” subjects.7

IRBs interpret these broad and loose regulations broadly and loosely. Even “exempt” research is reviewed to make sure it is exempt. IRBs increasingly define quality-improvement programs as research. And OHRP, IRBs, and the literature treat regulations as a floor for, not the ceiling of, IRB authority. IRBs view their mission broadly and loosely. They do not just protect subjects; they ask if research is “ethical.” They evaluate not just ethics, but methodology and scholarship. They increasingly monitor research while it is conducted and while its results are analyzed.
and published. Many IRBs enforce conflict-of-interest rules and HIPAA confidentiality regulations. IRBs are building “mechanisms to ensure that institutions, IRBs, and investigators are following regulations and guidance.” IRBs teach researchers ethics and test their learning.

IRBs are increasingly exigent. They regulate slighter chances of slighter harms (psychological, social, economic, legal, and dignitary). IRBs may shelter subjects from “depression, altered self-concept, increased anxiety, decreased confidence in others, guilt, shame, fear, embarrassment, boredom, frustration, receiving information about oneself that is unpleasant, and inconvenience.”

All this understates IRB authority, for researchers cannot effectively appeal IRB decisions within their institution, to OHRP, or to a court. IRBs may operate as secretly as they wish and need explain decisions only when flatly forbidding research. Thus IRBs not only have virtually plenary discretion, their decisions are procedurally insulated from challenge.

The breadth and detail of IRB review are suggested by the University of Michigan Medical School’s IRB application form. It contains 993 questions, many directed to particular areas, but many requiring complex answers or documentation. The form asks about a project’s personnel and their ethics training, sponsors and funding, consent, consent-form templates, the research’s significance and benefits, risks to the subjects, recruitment of subjects, financial documents, special considerations and vulnerable subjects, payments, confidentiality, and more. Or consider the breadth and detail of IRB review in a garden-variety study:

CASE STUDY: FREE PARKING
Extremely low birth weight infants weigh from about 14 to 35 ounces. They are usually 3 months premature. Many die; all must fight for life. Those who live stay in the neonatal intensive care unit as they are stabilized and coaxed to grow. On average, they are hospitalized almost 100 days at $3,035 per day. Parental involvement shortens hospital stays, teaches parents to care for the child, and encourages follow-up care and evaluation. And it helps the infants. Parents have more time to feed a child than a nurse. Babies whose parents change, feed, console, and bathe them get fewer infections (since fewer people touch them). Mothers can feed children fresh breast milk, which reduces the risk of visual problems and of major infections that can prolong NICU stays and impair mental development.
Patricia Evans was a NICU attending physician who wanted to improve care. Research had suggested that the cost of parking discouraged parents from visiting. It costs $10 to park for 3 hours, so a family might pay $1,000 during a hospitalization. Mothers of ELBW babies are often single and poor, NICU bills are enormous, and children need months or even years of costly care and attention. Evans and her colleagues hypothesized that free parking would help bring parents to the NICU and lower its costs. The hospital wanted proof, so she proposed giving a random half of the parents free parking—a simple, harmless, beneficial study. It would leave half the parents where they were and give the others perhaps $1,000 in parking.

Had the hospital wished, it could simply have given parents free parking. But this was “research,” so it needed IRB permission. Evans’ IRB application detailed her plan. The IRB was free to examine any aspect of her research in any way. It required, for example, informed consent; that is, Evans had to warn parents of the risk of offering them a 50-50 chance of a $1,000 voucher and of asking them a few questions. Originally, consent had to be in writing and include a HIPAA (privacy) release. The IRB required a data and safety monitoring plan. The IRB required that the research data be stored in a locked file in an office on a secure floor.

Even after the IRB approved the research, it supervised it, as Evans’ log of interactions with the IRB shows. It began on June 21, 2007, with the application. Even before the analysis was complete, the log included the entries shown in table I.1.

Why so many entries? Some reflect annual IRB review, some a requirement that everybody involved annually submit a CV and proof of completion of ethics training. Some are requests for and grants of IRB approval of changes in research personnel. Some report protocol violations. (At one point, the researchers found that one person’s consent and HIPAA forms were missing and that another’s HIPAA form was unsigned. As the IRB later put it, “[t]hese deviations were reported on one Protocol Deviation form.”)

The breadth and detail of IRB authority increase rapidly. The number of IRBs, members, and applications have grown, and “the number of IRB professionals has grown especially dramatically.” The IRB movement comprises not only IRBs and their staff but organizations like PRIM&R.
Table I.1
Evans’ Log of Interactions with the IRB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial application submission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review process for MHH initiated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-off removal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign-off reminder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol reviewed and approved pending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td>08/30/07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval to begin research by expedited review and approved pending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted—protocol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for review by SAC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval to implement requested changes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of activity log</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of data forms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing review submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned for expedited review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of continuing review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of removal of W. from team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of Spanish surveys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of addition of L. to team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval of addition of R. to team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval to remove B. and add K. to team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change request submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second notice of continuing review</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections requested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval—waiver of signed HIPAA form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted personnel change request</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted pre-review corrections needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-review corrections needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submitted pre-review corrections needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval—change of personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional information required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal investigator sign-off notification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require stamped copy, Spanish information sheet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification of subject death</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject death notification not required</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research), CITI (the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative), and AAHRPP (the Association for the Accreditation of Human Research Protection Programs). It includes people who study, write about, or teach research ethics. The movement wants professional status and advocates standards, certification, and continuing education.\textsuperscript{10} There are “certified ethicists, ethics conferences, training workshops, professional literature, scholarly journals, research programs, local networks, and national and international associations focused on research ethics.”\textsuperscript{11}

The IRB movement finds unity in its creed. As van den Hoonoord found at national meetings in America and Canada, “there were no
critical challenges posed about the ethics-review system itself. No critical self-reflection about the work and nature of ethics committees. Participants of both conferences lived in a bubble of compliance. Unlike academic conferences, there were no voices of dissent, nor were any expected.” Thought in this bubble is articulated in OHRP’s pronouncements, government and elite committees’ reports, manuals instructing IRB members, and journal articles.

OHRP’s first director—Greg Koski—limns the creed. Research uses people as an end, which appears “to violate the fundamental ethical principle of respect for persons.” Such “exploitation” is tolerable only if research is done “responsibly within an established framework of ethical principles.” But research scientists’ abuses “fostered a regulatory approach” to research. Biomedicine’s “noble reputation” was “severely compromised” by the crimes of German and Japanese doctors and scientists during World War II. “The extreme nature of these atrocities may have allowed American scientists” to disregard them—until Tuskegee and other scandals, many described in Henry Beecher’s influential 1966 article. After Tuskegee, Congress wanted clearer research ethics and “a regulatory framework” to “ensure” that publicly funded research was ethical. “Having already decided that the competing interests of scientists precluded their ability to independently govern their own conduct, a system of peer oversight” was adopted. “Regrettably, from the outset neither” principles nor regulations “were enthusiastically embraced by the research community.” Only when researchers had to have “some training in research ethics” did they even begin to read OHRP’s principles. Because researchers’ scientific zeal may blind them to ethical problems, IRBs with wide authority and discretion must license and supervise each research project.

I need a term for people who generally support the IRB project. “Regulationist” seems neutral and workable. It is a generalization, like, say, “environmentalist.” Like “environmentalist,” it is imprecise: everybody wants research regulated in some fashion (as I do). Like “environmentalist,” the term encompasses a range of opinion. Among regulationists are true believers in the present system, purifiers who think it rightly conceived but poorly run, reformers who favor licensing research but with significant changes, and exemptionists who would exclude some kinds of research from scrutiny.
For example, in 2011 OHRP’s “advanced notice of proposed rulemaking”\(^\text{17}\) (ANPRM) acknowledged serious problems in the IRB system, including mismatching the severity of review with the severity of the risk, multiple reviews of single studies, and obscure guidance. Yet the ANPRM suggested no doubts about the system’s basic structure and assumptions, and while some of its proposals might moderate the system’s inefficiency, others would expand its reach and intensify its scrutiny.

IRBs are agencies established by government and wielding government power. They do not just debate ethics; they make and enforce decisions. Measured by their growth and power, they are successful agencies. But the measure of regulatory success is not an agency’s size or strength but whether it does—or can do—more good than harm. Each regulatory problem presents its own issues and solutions. Yet the IRB system is so anomalous, so flouts core regulatory principles, that it demands scrutiny. IRBs are anomalous because virtually identical but far riskier activities are regulated far less severely. “IRBs’ review of research projects is both more frequent (annual review of every project) and more intense (requiring human subjects training, registration of staff, adoption of very specific routines, e.g., for informed consent and for data storage) than is oversight of most professional workers.”\(^\text{18}\) More specifically, doctors must daily use unproved treatments, and patients often face choices much more numerous and dangerous than most research subjects. Doctors cause over 50,000 unnecessary deaths annually—incalculably more than research misconduct in all its history. Yet doctors are regulated by licenses and tort liability, not a Treatment Review Board. Journalists routinely expose people to many and harsh risks and sometimes try to expose and even ruin them (for idle or lofty reasons). Yet journalists rarely need fear litigation, much less a Press Review Board.

IRBs have anomalously unfettered discretion. What agency is so little constrained by law or accountability? Courts and agencies must explain their actions publicly; IRBs need not explain decisions even to themselves and may operate in secret. Agencies’ decisions can be appealed; IRBs’ decisions cannot be. Agencies report to bureaucratic superiors; OHRP’s small staff could not supervise the flood of IRB decisions even if it wanted to.

IRBs are anomalous because they are censors, an enterprise virtually driven out of American law. And IRBs censor in universities, where freedom of inquiry and expression are vital.
But are IRBs desirable even if anomalous? The conventional answer is Koski’s: that only they can protect subjects. Regulation is one of the balkier human enterprises, however, and anyone recruiting the state’s coercive power to restrict citizens’ freedom and expend their resources owes them well-founded reasons. Yet neither at the IRB system’s inception, nor during its rise, nor in its present triumph have such reasons been given. Despite pleas “for measures of IRB quality and effectiveness,” Abbott and Grady “could not identify one study that evaluated the effect that IRB review has on the protection of human subjects.” And “few studies” have investigated how the system works. For all anyone knows, IRBs chronically approve bad but impede good research.

So does the IRB system meet the fundamental regulatory criterion—that it do more good than harm? Can it? Part I begins to answer these questions by examining the extent of and reasons for the system’s costs and benefits. Because so little is known about IRBs’ efficacy, chapter 1 principally asks how much good IRBs can do. Surprisingly, research is not especially dangerous. Some biomedical research can be risky, but much of it requires no physical contact with patients, and most contact cannot cause serious injury. Ill patients are, if anything, safer in than out of research. Social-science research cannot injure people physically, and its risks are trivial compared with daily risks like going online or on a date. Research, Hamburger concludes, has been far less risky “than many entirely ordinary activities” like walking. No doubt IRBs sometimes make research safer and better. But they have less scope to do good than their harshness suggests because research is safer than their rhetoric of scandal implies.

Chapter 2 argues that regulatory choices drive the IRB system’s costs abnormally high. The IRB system might, for example, make researchers partners in writing and enforcing research ethics. Or it might punish and exact restitution from erring researchers. Crucially, however, it instead uses an extravagant version—“event licensing”—of a costly regulatory form—“command and control.” Event licensing requires IRBs to examine every study in advance. Event licensing makes sense only if activities are exceptionally dangerous or actors are exceptionally unscrupulous, otherwise mountains of innocuous projects must be reviewed to find molehills of baneful ones. Event licensing’s costs are raised by the crescendoing intensity of review, which is driven by the distrust, even demonization, of researchers that animates the IRB ethos.
Furthermore, intensively reviewing so many protocols promotes another structural feature of IRBs—bureaucratization. Bureaucratized event licensing requires thousands of IRB members (often expensive people, like doctors) and burgeoning staffs. Researchers must devote scarce resources to dealing with IRBs (in some multisite studies, 15% of the research budget). IRBs, chapter 2 finds, delay, distort, stop, and deter research; impede training in research; and drive researchers from fields IRBs regulate. “Because research on human subjects is how we produce the innovations that improve health, reduce morbidity or mortality, and alleviate human suffering, preventing or delaying research results in vastly more suffering and death than occurs from researchers’ ethical lapses.”

Part I, then, contends that IRBs have modest scope to do good because they regulate so much research that is so little risky and that IRBs are inescapably costly in dollars, lives, health, and welfare. In short, the system can hardly help doing more harm than good.

IRBs’ costs and benefits both depend on how well IRBs make decisions. Part II argues that IRBs’ structure, incentives, and ethos all impair IRBs’ decisions. Chapter 3 finds much evidence that IRBs make decisions poorly. For example, it describes multisite research in which IRBs treat identical protocols so variously that one study concluded that decisions “defied any pattern” except “that IRBs approve inappropriate investigations and inhibit appropriate investigations.” Chapter 3 finds that bureaucratized event licensing so overtaxes IRBs that informed and thoughtful decisions are discouraged, especially when IRBs regulate so many specialized fields that tyros must routinely make expert judgments. IRB incentives also distort decisions. Unlike the FDA, which weighs a drug’s benefits against its costs, IRBs are told to protect research subjects without considering protection’s costs. Also, if IRBs say no to research, they are safe; if they say yes, they risk institutional disgrace, lawsuits, and federal sanctions that have included (briefly but unforgettably) closing down research at major universities.

Reviewing consent documents preoccupies IRBs, yet much research shows that people understand little that those documents say, even in optimal circumstances. “Consenting” chronically falls between two stools: complete information and comprehensible information. Bureaucratization, distrust of researchers, and fear of liability push IRBs to prefer completeness to comprehension and to make forms grow longer,
denser, and deadlier. Research ethics thus comes to mean having subjects sign “documents that conform to the increasingly rigid specifications of OHRP,”25 while protecting IRBs and their institutions can edge out protecting subjects.

Bureaucrats need good guidance to make good decisions, so IRBs thus need a coherent and legible ethics. Instead, chapter 4 finds, they get the Belmont Report’s principles—respect for persons, justice, and beneficence. But as Holmes said, “General propositions do not decide concrete cases.” In addition, a “bureaucratized research ethics is essentially an ethics of documentation.”26 Yet how could anyone write a coherent and legible ethics when so many disciplines with so many complex ethical problems must be managed, and researchers (who best know their disciplines’ problems) are largely excluded from the task? Finally, IRB ethics privilege autonomy, but IRBs are “deeply and pervasively paternalistic,”27 for they tell people whether and how they may participate in research, even though research subjects as a class are no less competent to evaluate risks than, say, patients contemplating surgery or homeowners choosing a mortgage. The IRB ethos aggravates IRB paternalism by treating research subjects as manipulable victims while anathematizing researchers.

Even if IRBs lacked an adequate ethics, they could have effective rules, but chapter 5 finds that IRB regulations are so vague and crude that subjectivity reigns. As one IRB manual says, “Each member will have a different threshold for when he or she becomes concerned about a scientific protocol or informed consent form.”28 To make good decisions, agencies also need good procedures—in lawyers’ terms, due process. IRBs, however, need respect none of due process’s basic elements. Finally, while bureaucratic decisions benefit from accountability, IRBs essentially need not explain their decisions to researchers, an appeals board, or a court. In short, IRBs make poor decisions because they are essentially lawless and unaccountable.

IRBs’ decisions are also warped by their role as censors: IRBs tell researchers what they may study, how they may conduct research, what they may say to subjects, and how they may report results. Chapter 6 consults first-amendment jurisprudence to see how IRBs’ censorship duties lead them to underweight interests in free inquiry and speech. For example, censors ordinarily prefer orthodoxy to heterodoxy, and chapter 6 reviews evidence that IRBs tend toward orthodoxy in both scholarship and ideology.
In sum, the IRB system has proved a poor tool because it is compounded of ill-judged regulatory choices. It was born out of scandal, not study of the extent and nature of ethical problems and of possible solutions to them. Its framers were too inexpert in regulation to appreciate the costs of event licensing. Its design invites IRB imperialism, and it has invaded new areas (like social-science research) and seized new powers (like reviewing the substance and methods of research). What Becker called moral entrepreneurship leads the movement always to see new evils to suppress, and IRBs have reasons to regulate more research ever more strictly. The system today is so distant from its origins that Zywicki thinks that IRBs’ “defining feature” may be a “tendency to expand well beyond their originally designed scope and purpose.”

To find the IRB system fundamentally misconceived is not to oppose regulating research. The problem is not regulation, but bad regulation. Were IRBs abolished today, research would still be regulated: Funders often review research ethics. Injured subjects may sue researchers for damages, as injured patients may sue doctors. Unethical researchers risk formal and informal professional sanctions, including loss of standing, funding, publication, and jobs. Those sanctions can be much increased, even through criminal penalties. I object not to severity, but to severity that does more harm than good. Furthermore, the modern view is that regulation is most effective not when it is severe but when people regulated believe its source is legitimate, its procedures just, and its principles wise. I object not to regulation, but to regulation based on a misunderstanding of what subjects need, researchers think, and regulation achieves.

It is right to be angry at unethical researchers, but it is foolish to regulate them destructively. We need a wise ethics of research, but the system promotes a puerile one. We need to discourage bad research, but amateurs are unsuited to do so. We should cherish research subjects, but IRBs protect them erratically and perversely. Researchers must be law-abiding and accountable, but lawless and unaccountable regulation is a feckless means to that goal. In short, the IRB system was perhaps a plausible scheme. Perhaps it had a pleasing commencement. But it is demonstrably having shameful and lamentable conclusions. If its deficiencies could be repaired, reform would be the answer. But because the system is fundamentally misconceived, it should be abolished and replaced by regulation that does more good than harm.
Part I
More Good than Harm

Some research can harm subjects. Some researchers have behaved, are behaving, and will behave badly. But the regulatory issue is not whether bad things happen, it is what regulation—if any—can do more good than harm.

Part I begins to answer that question by comparing the IRB system’s potential benefits with its actual costs. IRBs aspire to protect research subjects, so their benefit depends first on (1) the risk subjects run and (2) how well IRBs manage that risk. Chapter 1 assesses the risks of the categories of research IRBs regulate. It asks four questions: First, how do regulationists assess that risk? Second, what is the risk? Third, does researchers’ untrustworthiness heighten risks? Fourth, by what standards should risk be evaluated?

Research is safer than regulationist rhetoric implies. Social-science research and much biomedical research cannot harm subjects physically. Most other research involves little opportunity for physical harm, serious physical harm is improbable in most of the remaining kinds, and many serious risks are diminished by the structure of research. And while all research can inflict social, psychological, and dignitary harm, it happens little and is rarely grave.

Chapter 2 assesses the system’s costs. When it—and thus part I—are finished, we will find the modest good IRBs can do outweighed by the costs they exact. Part II suggests that IRBs do less good in practice than they might in theory. Chapter 3 concludes that IRBs make decisions so badly that they cannot reliably assess or reduce risks. Chapters 4 and 5 suggest that IRBs err because they lack the guidance—in ethics, regulations, and procedures—agencies need to work well. Chapter 6 describes
another reason IRBs err: their task of censorship is basically incompatible with a free society. Finally, the IRB system’s unsatisfactory ethics, unfair procedures, and erratic decisions hardly seem calculated to win researchers’ respect and collaboration. In sum, IRBs cannot accomplish even the modest good part I describes.
A. INTRODUCTION: “THAT’S NOT LIKELY, BUT IT’S POSSIBLE”

[Subjecting] animal experimenters to special supervision and legislation ... involves the revival of that animosity to discovery and to the application to life of the fruits of discovery which, upon the whole, has been the chief foe of human progress.

—John Dewey, The Ethics of Animal Experimentation

I begin with an example of what researchers do and IRBs regulate:

CASE STUDY: KEYSSTONE

Intensive care units try to keep desperately ill people alive long enough for their systems to recover. Crucial to an ICU’s technology is the plastic tube threaded through a major vein into the central circulatory system. This “central line” lets doctors give drugs and fluids more quickly and precisely and track the patient’s fluid status better.

Every tool has drawbacks. An infected IV in your arm is a nuisance, but the tip of a central line floats near your heart and can spread bacteria throughout your body. When antibiotics fail to stop these infections, patients die. Because there is one central-line infection for every 100 or 200 patient-days, a hospital like St. Luke’s in Houston, with about 100 ICU beds, will have a central-line infection every day or two. There are perhaps 10,000 or 20,000 central-line fatalities annually, and a 2004 study estimated 28,000.
There is a well-known sequence of steps to follow to reduce these infections: (1) wash your hands, (2) don cap, mask, and gown, (3) swab the site with antibiotic, (4) use a sterile full-length drape, and (5) dab on antibiotic ointment when the line is in. Simple enough. But doctors in one study took all five steps only 62% of the time. No surprise. Doctors might forget to wash their hands. Or use an inferior alternative if the right drape or ointment is missing.

Peter Pronovost is a Johns Hopkins anesthesiologist and intensivist who proposed three changes. First, have a nurse with a checklist watching. If the doctor forgets to wash his hands, the nurse says, “Excuse me, Doctor McCoy, did you remember to wash your hands?” Second, tell the doctor to accept the nurse’s reminder—to swallow hard and say, “I know I’m not perfect. I’ll do it right.” Third, have ICUs stock carts with everything needed for central lines.

It worked. Central-line infections at Johns Hopkins fell from 11 to about zero per thousand patient-days. This probably prevented 43 infections and 8 deaths and saved $2 million. In medical research, reducing a problem by 10% is ordinarily a triumph. Pronovost almost eliminated central-line infections. But would it work in other kinds of hospitals? Pronovost enlisted the Michigan Hospital Association in the Keystone Project. They tried the checklist in hospitals big and small, rich and poor. It worked again and probably saved 1,900 lives.

Then somebody complained to OHRP that Keystone was human-subject research conducted without informed consent. OHRP sent a harsh letter ordering Pronovost and the MHA to stop collecting data. OHRP did not say they had to stop trying to reduce infections with checklists; hospitals could use checklists to improve quality. But tracking and reporting the data was research and required the patients’, doctors’, and nurses’ consent. And what research risks did OHRP identify? Ivor Pritchard, OHRP’s Acting Director, argued that “the quality of care could go down,” and that an IRB review makes sure such risks are minimized. For instance, in the case of Pronovost’s study, using the checklist could slow down care, or having nurses challenge physicians who were not following the checklist could stir animosity that interferes with care. “That’s not likely, but it’s possible,” he said.
B. THE REGULATIONIST STEREOTYPE OF RESEARCH RISK

The history of bioethics follows a pattern ... Some catastrophe happens, then people look for some rule that would have prevented the catastrophe. ... [T]hey do not think much about whether the rule may also prevent other things that would not be so bad in its absence, or whether the rule will prevent the next catastrophe.

—Jonathan Baron, Against Bioethics

Regulationists know little about research risks but treat them as dangerous. NBAC said that whether subjects in unregulated research are harmed more than those in regulated research “is not and cannot be known” but that “protecting the rights and welfare of all participants is necessary.” The IOM said that “until evidence is available” we must “pursue every promising mechanism to maximize” subjects’ protection. Robert Levine—a father of the IRB system and author of its bible advocates deference to “the reasoning and recommendations” of “deliberative bodies” like the [National] Commission and the President’s Commission,” whose membership, resources, and “circumstances” place on the rest of us a “weighty burden of proof.”

Instead of evidence and argument, regulationists use “justification by scandal.” They invoke a few emblematic disgraces to show that research subjects are abused. Even as the principal scandals of their rhetoric recede into the past, even as their system moves into scandal-free areas of research, regulationists recite the litany of shame. As an OHRP director (Koski) wrote,

The noble reputation of biomedical science was severely compromised by revelations of atrocities and crimes ... by Nazi physicians in European concentration camps. ... The germ warfare experiments conducted by Japanese scientists ... are no less horrific. The extreme nature of these atrocities may have allowed American scientists to disavow their relevance, at least until revelation of the US Public Health Service [Tuskegee] Syphilis Study in 1972.

Thus “abuses” have “fostered a regulatory approach to oversight of human research.”

Justification by scandal is a bad way to make public policy. A scandal is not an argument; it is an event to be interpreted. This regulationists do not do. Consider Koski’s linking of Nazi and American doctors. His logic is apparently that Nazi doctors did research and brutalized their victims.
American doctors do research. Therefore (?) American doctors brutalize research subjects. Therefore (?) American doctors must be restrained. Therefore (?) all human-subject research (including research where physical harm is impossible) must be regulated by something like the IRB system. This is not an argument but a series of dubious and dubiously related assertions.

If Koski has an argument, it proves too much. The Nazis debased all they touched, especially regulation and bureaucracy. If Nazi Germany has lessons for today, they concern the danger of government, not citizens. The last thing Nazi tyranny justifies is an unaccountable agency with unconstrained power. Furthermore, Nazi doctors doing research killed hundreds of prisoners; Nazi doctors practicing medicine killed thousands of “defectives.” By regulationist logic, doctors, more than researchers, need government permission for every decision.

Worse, “the historical record has been mischaracterized. Harms to research subjects were (and are) rare and typically modest; harms attributable to researcher misconduct were (and are) even rarer. The moral and regulatory traditions of clinical researchers were often quite robust” and long-standing. “And some research projects characterized in hindsight as abusive did not seem morally wrong to either researchers or research subjects at the time.” Furthermore, Nazi atrocities “occurred despite pre-war German regulations, which were ‘as strict and comprehensive as the post-war Nuremberg Codes.’” 7

In short, the IRB system received its impetus from and invokes a stereotype—unscrupulous researchers restrained only by the leash and muzzle of the IRB system. How accurate is that stereotype?

C. THE PHYSICAL RISKS OF HUMAN-SUBJECT RESEARCH

Researchers know that it is often inappropriate to rely primarily on anecdotal evidence, on the isolated results of what happened in only one or another instance. ... Or, in shorthand terms: garbage in, garbage out.
—Jerry Menikoff (Director, OHRP), Where’s the Law?

The regulationist stereotype is that subjects routinely risk serious physical injury. As Levine said, much regulationist literature assumes that being a subject “is a highly perilous business.” But as Levine warned, that is not true. 8
1. AN OVERVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE

What, frightened with false fires?
—William Shakespeare, *Hamlet*

First, general evaluations of research risks have long found little to measure. In 1977—well before IRBs proliferated—2,000 researchers, 800 IRB members, and 1,000 subjects were asked about harmful effects from research not predictable “as integral to the procedure.” The vast majority of projects had no such effects. Three percent of projects experienced harms (to an average of two subjects), generally trivial or temporary. The three projects with fatalities involved cancer research, and in two at least some subjects were already terminally ill. Similarly, Levine reported that three large institutions studied “reported a very low incidence of injury to research subjects and an extremely low rate of injuries that could be attributed directly to the performance of research.” In both 1981 and 1988, Levine concluded: “On the basis of all the empirical evidence” he knew, “the role of research subject is not particularly hazardous. … [A]ttempts to portray it as such and arguments for policies designed to restrict research generally because it is hazardous are without warrant.”

Recent literature reviews concur. Burris and Moss report that harm from research misconduct is “apparently very rare.” Saver says “the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments’ comprehensive review of federally funded research … determined that most studies posed only minimal risks of harm.”

Revealingly, OHRP compliance audits are not about death and disaster. Most commonly, they are about following and documenting “required procedures,” about “poorly kept minutes, inappropriate use of expedited review, failure to make or document the required special findings for research involving children, lack of required diversity on the IRB, and poor management of continuing review.” The “vast majority” of letters showed no harmed subjects, or undue risks, or even that “a substantive violation of the regulations (as opposed to a failure to document compliance) had occurred.”

Finally, if research is perilous, there should be a “trial effect” of research subjects faring worse than ordinary patients. But literature reviews repeatedly find none. In 1998, Edwards examined fifteen studies going back to 1971 (before IRBs’ heyday) of physical harm from trial
participation. Two studies found no difference, three a statistically non-significant trend toward better survival in trials. Seven found a statistically significant higher survival rate among subjects in trials. Edwards’ review offered “some support for the plausible belief that well-researched treatment protocols” help patients. In 2001, Braunholtz (reviewing 21 trials, most of cancer treatments) found the evidence “not conclusive” but thought it likelier that clinical trials’ effect is positive. In 2004, Peppercorn reviewed 24 articles comparing cancer patients in and out of trials and discarded poor studies. Trial patients did better in seven of 17 comparisons. In four, trial patients in some subgroups did better, and in one trial patients had better endpoints by some measures. No studies found patients in trials doing worse. Finally, in 2008 Vist's ambitious Cochrane review found no strong evidence of a trial effect of either kind.

In sum, three kinds of evidence confirm Levine’s view that being a subject “is not particularly hazardous.” First, surveys both before and after the rise of the IRB system found few examples of serious risk. Second, people and institutions with incentives to discover and publicize risk locate little. Third, studies repeatedly find that patients are not hurt and might be helped by being research subjects.

2. WHY THE REGULATIONIST STEREOTYPE ERRS

This empirical evidence is confirmed by the strength of the explanations for it: The category of “human-subject research” cannot be as risky as the regulationist stereotype: First, most inquiries offer modest scope for harm. Second, research is constructed to minimize risks. Third, regulationists overestimate some kinds of serious risks.

First, research is safer than the regulationist stereotype because so much of it cannot cause physical harm, so little can cause serious physical harm, and serious risks often are not increased by research. Most damningly, the stereotype ignores social-science research, although it is a large part of IRBs’ jurisdiction. Large categories of biomedical research are physically riskless: some need no encounter with patients; some use data already collected; some consult patients’ charts; some use stored body parts and products. Some research is just observational. Much research (like “Free Parking”) involves interaction but no physical contact: Researchers ask doctors to define brain death, or patients about taking prescriptions, or families about how asthma patients died.
Another hefty category of biomedical research involves physical contact without physical risks, like lung-function tests, ultrasounds, retinal photography, functional MRI of the brain to identify areas activated by performing work, photography to study light-sensitive retinal tissue, neurological examinations to track disease progression, tests of blood gases in mountain climbers at altitude, measurement of bladder pressure in incontinent patients, using contact lenses to monitor which visual cues are watched, testing saliva for HIV/AIDS infection, clipping toenails to study fungal infections, Pap smears to evaluate viral infections that precede cervical cancer, Doppler evaluation of blood flow in carotid arteries to assess cholesterol treatments, cheek swabs of superficial cells for DNA analysis, cutting hair for heavy metal analysis, and hearing tests of rock bands.

Some research involves physical contact in which nontrivial harm is nontrivially possible. Even it fits the regulationist stereotype badly. The issue is not whether patients may suffer harm during research; it is how much harm they risk because they participate in research. In most riskier research, patients are ill. Once you’ve made the mistake of becoming sick, both the illness and the treatment pose risks. The issue is how research increases them.

The baseline, then, is sickness and ordinary medical care. Crucially, much that the IRB system regulates because it is “research” is just ordinary medical care provided in a structured way. For example, there are often two standard treatments but doubt about which is better. Each has risks, but nobody knows which has fewer. In clinical medicine, patients routinely make such choices without government supervision. But when the choices are studied, treatment becomes research vulnerable to the severities of IRB review. This is exemplified by our next case study.

CASE STUDY: THE LOST CORD

Very premature infants suffer serious complications and often die. When they are born, the obstetrician can either clamp and cut the umbilical cord immediately or wait until it stops pulsating. There are good arguments for both methods: The pulsations provide additional blood and reduce the risk of anemia. But the additional blood may overtax the infant’s frail circulatory system and eventually cause respiratory distress and heart failure. No obstetrician consults any patient about when to clamp.
A fine study of clamping could easily be designed. Women in premature labor could be assigned randomly to early or late clamping, and each infant’s progress could be tabulated. (Randomization is essential. If we simply compare the differences between children delivered by early and later clampers, we wouldn’t know if the differences were caused by the time of clamping or by some other systematic characteristic of early or late clampers.) Hundreds of infants would have to be followed, but apart from the costs of coordinating the study and analyzing the data, the study would not be expensive and could be done in a reasonable time if several hospitals participated.

However, the neonatologists who believe this study is necessary also believe that IRBs would require consent from the women in labor, requiring a research nurse on duty all day every day at several centers for several years. The cost is prohibitive; the study impossible. So one of the cord-clamping practices is probably increasing the risk that very premature infants will suffer and die. We could easily find out. But the neonatologists who considered the study rejected it because their IRBs seemed too likely to prohibit the research.

Is the IRB system protecting mothers and infants? No. Every day doctors decide when to clamp cords. Either practice is proper in the present state of knowledge. No doctor asks for consent to early or late clamping. Research adds no risk. It simply makes the choice of treatment systematically, rather than haphazardly, random.

As this case suggests, much research does not increase risk because patients get what they would have gotten anyway—a standard treatment where no alternative is demonstrably superior. This is unpleasantly ordinary because, as Tyson writes, “many, if not most, therapies have unproven value,” and “informal experimentation is commonplace in clinical practice.”

At the riskiest end of the research continuum, regulationists generally put Phase 1 trials. Horng writes that “the prospect of direct clinical benefit in them ‘may be extremely low, whereas the risks may be substantial and the possible harms severe.’” Yet what is the risk of death? In this riskiest of trials with fatally ill patients whose disease resists all other treatments? Over the years, about 0.5% of Phase 1 trials include a bedeviling blend of suffering and hope. The average subject can expect, at most,
slight benefit. Toxicity from new medications is a significant risk, and there is a small but unavoidable risk of death. But while one out of 200 subjects in a Phase 1 cancer trial dies from the treatment, the remaining 199 die from the cancer.

Second, research is safer than the regulationist stereotype because it is generally structured to minimize risk. Researchers consider subjects’ welfare in planning research, and research is cautiously incremental. Consider Phase 1 studies of cancer medications. New treatments are not haphazard; they grow out of knowledge about the body, the disease, and current treatments. Progress is generally by slow steps. For instance: Estrogen stimulates some breast tumors by binding to receptors on cancer cells. Using what is known about estrogen and the receptors, biochemists can custom-make compounds to block estrogen-receptor interaction. Prospective therapies are then tested for safety and (where possible) efficacy in animals. Next, the medication is tried in a Phase 1 trial in a few (from 20 to 80) humans. The first patients receive a low dose, which is increased cautiously until the maximum tolerated dose is reached.

The first humans to receive cancer drugs have cancer unresponsive to standard therapy. If there is no evidence of effectiveness, or if toxicity is excessive, the test is ended. Phase 1 trials are designed to give patients enough of the drug to assess efficacy while minimizing toxicity. Phase 2 trials involve more subjects (100–300) and test effectiveness as well as safety. Phase 3 trials give the medication to many subjects (often 1,000–3,000) to confirm its effectiveness and compare it with standard treatment. For every drug approved, 5,000 to 10,000 enter preclinical testing. From preclinical testing to completion of clinical testing (including any postapproval) takes 8 to 12 years. None of this makes research riskless, but it does reduce risk.

Third, the regulationist stereotype exaggerates clinical trials’ risks. OHRP Director Menikoff’s book virtually caricatures those exaggerations, so consider the careful work of Charles Lidz. He describes four standard concerns: randomization, placebos, double-blind designs, and restrictive protocols. As to the first of these (randomization), Lidz says that while “there may be no evidence that any one treatment is better than another,” that “may not be true for the individual.” But trials are typically conducted when the better treatment is uncertain. If special
circumstances make one treatment preferable, the patient is an inappropriate subject.

It is easy to suppose standard is safer than innovative care. But both may present problems of efficacy, side effects, costs, and convenience. Nobody knows a priori which is best. It is unnerving to think that there may be no convincing evidence of the superiority of a standard treatment, but it is a truism of sophisticated medicine that many decisions must be made without reliable information. Uncertainty “is clinically commonplace.”

Medicine “is engulfed and infiltrated by uncertainty” and practiced “in a sea of doubt and uncertainty,” so that doctors must rely on “personal experience of past cases; the comparison of the present size, sound or feel of something with what is remembered; and on what a clinician believes to be the problem, based sometimes on very scanty evidence.” So in a sense “every clinical act is an investigation.”

Second, Lidz fears that in research but not clinical medicine, subjects “may receive placebos for reasons unrelated to improving their condition.” But this is a special case of “treatments assigned at random.” Even the best standard treatments can harm or fail some patients. Some treatments are worse than no treatment. For example, surgeons used to remove scar tissue from the abdomen to reduce “chronic abdominal pain—until researchers faked the procedure in controlled studies and patients reported equal relief.” And when doctors tested the efficacy of surgery for Parkinsonism by drilling holes in the skull without doing the full procedure, the sham surgery patients did as well as the patients receiving the conventional treatment.

In a review of 147 studies, Willcox found that antioxidants “delay or prevent oxidative stress” (although she advocated “controlled studies”). Yet a review of 68 randomized trials of antioxidants with 232,606 participants found the placebo arm the place to be, since antioxidants “significantly increased mortality.”

The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial classically showed how research can unmask harmful treatments. In the 1980s, heart-attack patients who developed a dangerous arrhythmia were given an electric shock to convert them out of it. Patients with milder and asymptomatic arrhythmias received medication intended to keep mild arrhythmias from progressing to worse ones. Plausible enough, but when cardiologists conducted a study withholding three popular antiarrhythmics, the death rate
was higher in patients given an antiarrhythmic than in those receiving a placebo.36

Third, Lidz writes that research (but not clinical medicine) may be double-blind, with neither doctors nor patients knowing which treatment a patient receives. Lidz fears that “clinicians’ and subjects’ abilities to recognize physical and mental symptoms as related to the intervention they are experiencing may be impaired by their ignorance,” despite protocols designed to protect patients from such problems. Studies are double-blinded because patients’ and doctors’ perceptions may change if they know what medication the patient is getting. Lidz contends that researchers are “often hesitant” to break the blind in an emergency, but he provides no evidence.37 Nor do the trial-effect data confirm his concerns.

Fourth, Lidz writes that in research, protocols and not patients’ responses often determine dosages and management of side effects. As Fried put it, subjects in randomized trials lose the “good of personal care.”38 And a 1998 review showed 10 articles arguing that randomized trials “necessarily violate patient rights to the best treatment available” and oblige patients to sacrifice themselves to help future patients.39

There are three problems with this argument. First, sometimes the only controlled element is the treatment itself. Second, following restrictive protocols can be a road to better care, not disaster. Algorithmic care is increasingly favored because studies recurrently show its superiority over clinical judgment. About 60% of some 200 studies comparing clinical and statistical predictions found algorithms significantly better, while in the rest algorithms were no worse than clinical predictions.40 Meehl argued long ago that judgment is rarely superior to formulas.41 One reason is that people “are incorrigibly inconsistent in making summary judgments of complex information. When asked to evaluate the same information twice, they frequently give different answers.” Even experienced radiologists given the same chest X-ray on different occasions “contradict themselves 20% of the time.”42 Third, the argument that protocols injure subjects lacks good evidence and is contradicted by the trial-effect findings.

More specifically, OHRP director Menikoff says that strict protocols “may to some extent intentionally be subordinating” subjects’ well-being to “better research results.”43 His evidence is a footnote that says only “[for] a discussion of some empirical evidence that being denied the individual
care of a doctor and instead having care determined by a protocol may be better for some patients, see S.J.L. Edwards et al.’s 44 But Edwards found no evidence that research harms patients and some that it benefits them.

Regulationists, then, say things like: “Randomized trials often place physicians in the ethically intolerable position of choosing between the good of the patient and that of society.” 45 Lawrence studied the issue and concluded that “researchers were strongly oriented toward protecting individual subjects’ best interests. If a participant needed a treatment not permitted by protocol or if the patient were at risk for doing poorly in the study, researchers preferred to remove the subject or to defer enrollment, rather than place the subject at risk or violate the protocol.” 46 Nor is it clear that IRBs improve the situation. Interpreting protocols requires judgment. But the literature is “clear that protocol deviations need to be IRB-approved” and that approval takes “time and energy,” since deviations are suspect. How often does the burden IRBs thus place on researchers’ judgment help either patients or science? 47

3. CONCLUSION

The regulationist stereotype emphasizes research’s physical risks. Research can kill and injure people. But research is so unlikely to produce death and disaster that IRBs have limited room to reduce physical risks to subjects. I have emphasized three reasons. First, the regulationist stereotype treats the riskiest segment of research as typical of the whole (which includes social-science research). Second, the stereotype ignores ways good research practices reduce risks. Third, the stereotype exaggerates the disadvantages of the four most prominent problems with the riskier kinds of research.

D. THE NONPHYSICAL RISKS OF HUMAN-SUBJECT RESEARCH

A very large proportion of the matters upon which people wish to interfere with their neighbours are trumpery little things which are of no real importance at all. The busybody and world-betterer who will never let things alone, or trust people to take care of themselves, is a common and a contemptible character.

—James Fitzjames Stephen, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity

Human-subject research, then, poses much smaller risks of physical harm than the regulationist stereotype implies. What of the nonphysical harms
regulationists increasingly invoke? They are generally the kind that people daily manage. IRBs routinely see harms where there are none and overestimate the likelihood of real harm.

1. INTRODUCTION

My life has been full of terrible misfortunes most of which never happened.
—Michel de Montaigne

Regulationists emphasize three nonphysical harms. First, social harm, like “embarrassment within one’s business or social group, loss of employment, or criminal prosecution.” Second, psychological harm, like “undesired changes in thought processes and emotion,” including “feelings of stress, guilt, and loss of self-esteem.”48 Third, dignitary harm, which is suffered when people are treated as “mere means” rather than “as persons with their own values, performances, and commitments.”49

2. THE REGULATIONIST STEREOTYPE AND THE EVIDENCE

In all the years I was responsible for human-subjects issues at NSF, I never learned of one case in which a respondent was actually harmed from participation in anthropological research. So, although the possibility of harm to participants in ethnographic research is real, the probability of harm is very low.
—Stuart Plattner, Comment on IRB Regulation of Ethnographic Research

With mounting zeal but minimal evidence, regulationists treat nonphysical harm as both serious and probable. Elite commissions emphasize it. NBAC lamented that “the possibility of such harms is not widely appreciated” and wanted “to ensure that IRBs are sensitive to such risks.”50 Officialdom concurs. An NIH director once said it’s “not the scientist who puts a needle in the bloodstream who causes the trouble. It’s the behavioral scientist who probes into the sex life of an insecure person who really raises hell.”51 OHRP director Schwetz “dismissed the notion that most nonmedical research carries few dangers. ‘Obviously the balance is very subtle,’ he said. ‘I think it’s naïve to say there isn’t any risk.’”52 IRB manuals join in: surveys’ risks “may be every bit as serious as the physical risks associated with an investigational drug.” Like “harm or loss (e.g., disclosure of private medical problems or sexual preference), inconvenience (e.g., boredom, frustration), psychological risk (e.g., insult, trauma), and legal (e.g., subpoena, fine) risk.”53
Commentators agree. Saver concedes that many subjects probably are as well or better off therapeutically than patients getting medical care, but they face “a range of serious potential hazards,” including “lost opportunity costs, destruction of trust and confidence in the research process, … breach of confidentiality, invasion of privacy, loss of meaningful choice about use of one’s body as an experimental object, [and] participation in a study that fails to disseminate trial data. …” De Wet claims that “any research” can be harmful and that “[p]sychological harm, unfulfilled expectations, deception, unexpected or erroneous representations and different interpretations” exemplify risks of nonmedical research. The “preconceived idea that social science does not need ethical clearance” because it is harmless “points to a generalized ignorance and unconcerned attitude.”

The apotheosis of such risks is the following

CASE STUDY: THE NIGHTMARE
Hadjistavropoulos and Smythe discern “important elements of risk in qualitative research” that researchers and IRBs “often” disregard. Its “main ethical problems” arise from “its open-ended methodology and the nature of the questions posed.” Interviews “may touch on issues that neither the researcher nor the participant was prepared to discuss,” leading “participants to disclose sensitive psychological themes and information about third parties that can be problematic.” Hadjistavropoulos and Smythe fear “the subtle and often unforeseeable consequences of writing about people’s lives’ and, in particular, ‘the emotional impact of having one’s story reinterpreted and filtered through the lenses of social scientific categories.’” The “researcher’s status as a duly constituted ‘expert’ interpreter of social and psychological phenomena can seriously undermine an individual’s inherent authority to interpret his or her experience. …” Nor is it hard to imagine a participant who “suffers from major depression and participates in a study that involves a narrative about his or her life’s experiences.” And in interviews, “a negative social experience could exacerbate the negative mood state of the already depressed participant.”

Furthermore, interviews could harm third parties “who never consented to participate in the research.” They might become angry at the interviewees and “could sue them for defamation and perhaps even violation of privacy.” Finally, interviewees are often quoted “in publicly accessible
documents such as theses, dissertations, and published articles,” creating “the possibility of identifying the participants as well as third parties mentioned in narratives.”

This is Pritchard’s wondrous world of “not likely, but possible.” As one manual says, since “IRBs know very little about such risks” they “must speculate and make decisions on the basis of worst-case scenarios. The word *must* is important because ... the absence of data on risks and wrongs in social scientific research does not prove that subjects go unscathed.”

In this world where scandals are evidence that risks run high and where the absence of evidence justifies regulation, social, psychological, and dignitary harms seem omnipresent. For IRBs, for example, breaches of confidentiality are principal social harms, and many IRBs enforce HIPAA (elaborate regulations of confidentiality in clinical medicine and research). Yet, who cannot imagine *some way some information about some person might somehow reach some person who for some reason uses it in some damaging way? Imagination is inflamed by “risk-averse administrators” interpreting regulations “very broadly” to protect subjects “at risk of any dismay at all.”

Harms are rare because risks are low. First, confidentiality is an old principle. As an AAUP subcommittee says, concerns are “entirely met by long-standing departmental and disciplinary practice.” Second, confidentiality is a legal duty. Thus the Association of Academic Health Centers argues that HIPAA may offer no “greater protection than current long-standing effective regulation,” like FDA and NIH rules and state privacy law. Thus before HIPAA there had been no “explosion of improper disclosures” or any “systematic unwillingness to deal with the problems that do arise.” HHS’s rationale for HIPAA centrally relied on
nine anecdotes, like health insurance claims forms blowing out of a truck or a health department employee stealing a computer disk. Unfortunate, but no law can keep winds from blowing or employees from stealing, and state law already penalizes negligence and theft.

Third, as the (British) Academy of Medical Sciences concluded, in most research “the risk of inadvertent or damaging disclosure of sensitive information is extremely low.”\textsuperscript{69} Harm hangs on a long chain of events: Information the subject wants kept secret must be collected. Most research does not do so. That information must leave the researcher’s custody. Researchers have few incentives to release and many incentives not to. That information must reach someone able and willing to misuse it. But to whom is that information useful? Consider the modal regulationist fear—insurance companies getting genetic information and denying coverage because of it. Hall and Rich report that there has not been and is unlikely to be “serious adverse selection.”\textsuperscript{70} Furthermore, “[m]ultiple, independent sources refuted” or could not “document, any substantial level of genetic discrimination.”\textsuperscript{71} Another study found no evidence of insurers canceling such policies.\textsuperscript{72}

IRB fears of social harms stretch beyond confidentiality. Recall, for example, our case study’s nightmare that interviewees might defame someone. Anybody \textit{can} sue anybody for anything, but only a chain of gossamer links could make this nightmare real. An interviewee would have to say something defamatory \textit{and} false. The defamed person would have to hear about it and sue, thus advertising the slander and embracing the miseries of litigation. A lawyer would have to take the suit (despite discouraging economics). A court would have to find the comment defamatory, false, and injurious. West estimates that only 80 defamation cases a year are decided;\textsuperscript{73} are any of these brought by third parties defamed by interviewees?

But nightmares haunt IRBs. An IRB warned a historian not to ask civil rights workers about laws broken during civil disobedience.\textsuperscript{74} Did the IRB know that the \textit{point} of civil disobedience is to break the law openly, be arrested, and even jailed? Did it know the “Letter from Birmingham Jail”? Did it know that the statute of limitations on these “crimes” ran out long since? Did it know that civil rights workers are heroes because they defied the law? Did it know that suppressing evidence of that defiance dishonors them?
In sum, social harms—usually the worst nonphysical risks—are rare and modest. People daily handle similar risks. The law has other ways to deter, punish, and exact compensation for them. We are back to “not likely but possible.”

But what of psychological harm? What of “depression, altered self-concept, increased anxiety, decreased confidence in others, guilt, shame, fear, embarrassment, boredom, frustration, receiving information about oneself that is unpleasant, and inconvenience?” OHRP thinks “[s]tress and feelings of guilt or embarrassment may arise simply from thinking or talking about one’s own behavior or attitudes on sensitive topics such as drug use, sexual preferences, selfishness, and violence.” IRBs have objected to research because “subjects might find it distressing even to be asked the questions.” Mazur tells IRBs that a questionnaire study of posttraumatic stress disorder “may elicit negative responses” including “suicidal ideation or even suicide attempt [sic].” The evidence confutes this stereotype of frail subjects bludgeoned by questions. Furthermore, Mueller observes, psychological research before IRBs “was not rife with misbehavior. Some of us know this from having lived through that era, others can document it by examining the research literature. Furthermore, it was clear in the early days of the IRB literature that the minuscule incidence of negative outcomes was well known.”

**CASE STUDY: LAST WORDS**

Regulationists recoil at research with terminally ill patients. The literature seems to agree “that palliative patients are vulnerable.” They have “reached a state of immense vulnerability through the violence of terminal illness, being weakened by losses, and confronted with overwhelming burdens.” An NIH consensus conference doubted the decency or propriety “of intruding on patients at a particularly important time in their lives.” Annas would bar interviews with the terminally ill: “Desperate, and, therefore, too vulnerable, they are unable to distinguish research from treatment.”

These patronizing admonitions rest on shallow ideas about human life, and “there is no empirical research to support” them. Terry’s subjects, for example, had days to live. Far from thinking this impaired “the autonomy of their consent,” they found “a ‘freedom’” in having nothing to lose. And while regulationists fear the dying may grasp at participation hoping to
live longer, Terry’s patients said they would participate only were there “no possibility of it delaying their deaths.” They protested “the usurpa-
tion of their autonomy [to choose to speak] by others” and “being treated as already dead.” Some yearned to use their remaining days “to do some-
ting of enduring value” and thought research let them “give something back to their families and careers and to the community.”

IRBs are easily alarmed because they substitute speculations for research on risks,81 speculations distorted by errors like overweighting single cases, scanting base rate information, and consulting salience, not probability.82 Bell and Salmon warn that ignorance about illicit drug use leads to using “stereotypes that depict drug users as selfish, irresponsible and unable to make sound judgments.” And they find “some evidence to suggest that ‘special protections’ for drug users have become synonymous with ‘over-
protection.’”83 Worse, risk-adverse IRBs tend “to ask for maximum protec-
tion” of subjects; e.g., excluding subjects who might become depressed, requiring that subjects be offered therapy, and rewording questions.84

So what is the evidence? Take a standard case: IRBs widely fear emo-
tional harm from recalling traumatic events,85 and “many IRBs” require interviewers to assure interviewees counseling.86 But as a literature review found, people can and do say no if they fear distress.87 Even parents who recently lost a child “clearly and unambiguously” decided whether to par-
ticipate. A third of them declined, and 8% agreed but withdrew later.88 Furthermore, few interviewers like upsetting people, and it is callous and stupid to hector the distraught, who won’t answer well, or at all. No an-
swers, no research.

Researchers considered this problem and years ago responded produc-
tively—with research. Their reassuring evidence comes in three stages.

Stage one. Questions upset people much less than regulationists imag-
ine. For example, in a study of trauma, “no participants reported adverse reactions.”89 None of the 9,500 HMO members asked about abuse and other traumas called researchers’ 24-hour crisis line.90 Only 0.3% of New Yorkers questioned about 9/11 asked about mental health services offered them, and not always because of the study.91 Regulationists mistake the spark that reignites memories and misery. It is not direct questions about abuse, but being in situations like the original event. “[D]aily exposure
to media” is likelier than research questions to stimulate memories of trauma.92

Stage two. Suppose—against the stage one evidence—that questions often upset people. What would that mean? The rate of distress says nothing about its degree. People are less upset by questions about unhappy subjects than intuition suggests. Over 80% of parents of stillborn children were not distressed by interviews, and only 1% thought the interviews both distressing and unhelpful; the rest found them distressing but helpful.93 Furthermore, people are discomfited by different things than IRBs think. In one study, young women more willingly discussed their abortions than their income.94 In sum, “research is not more stressful, and may be less stressful, than other experiences in everyday life.”95

Stage three. Assume—against the stage one and stage two evidence—that discussing painful topics often distresses people. How do they feel about their distress? Only “a small proportion” of those “markedly or unexpectedly upset” regretted participating or rated the experience negatively. While a fifth of the people asked about trauma were more upset than they had anticipated, “only one regretted participating.” And talking about trauma is “regularly followed by emotional relief that many participants identify as a benefit.”96 For example, 95% of acutely injured adults reported a net benefit from participating in research (and 98% did not regret participating).97

Since talking about distress is a standard therapy for it, participants in two studies unsurprisingly “found it useful to reflect on” even painful experiences, and all 29 child and adult refugees “reported relief lasting several days” after interviews. Similarly, after psychiatric inpatients were interviewed, 36% said it “led to new insights,” 16% said it was generally helpful, and 12% said it clarified memories. Finally, while OHRP’s Guidebook warns of stress, guilt, and embarrassment “simply from thinking or talking about one’s own behavior or attitudes on sensitive topics,” half the seriously injured children and their parents interviewed said participating enhanced self-esteem, and half the children and 90% of the parents “felt good about their altruism.”98

In short, asking people important questions expresses respect for them, their lives, and their ideas. People discussing troubling things may be sad, perplexed, rueful, dismayed. They talk with families, friends, counselors,
and interviewers knowing that is possible but thinking the game worth the candle. Few serious people think life’s goal is avoiding these feelings; rather they think them part of living wisely.

I have reviewed the three-stage evidence that asking people about trauma is much safer than IRBs apparently think. Regulationists similarly exaggerate other risks. For example, NBAC feared that HIV research that included a blood draw might involve “all the nonphysical risks” of, “for example, learning one’s HIV status.” Those risks are often put laceratingly. Gostin said in 1989 that patients should be told about false positives; that “[s]ome patients bear an intolerable psychological burden” when told they are positive; that “suicide can result”; that confidentiality can be lost; and that disclosure “can cause ostracism” and losing “a job, a home, a place in school, insurance,” and more. Again the evidence is consoling. Even before anti-retrovirals, Moulton’s “most striking finding” was that seropositives’ distress did not increase significantly when they were told. Asymptomatic people learning their “disease status” do not generally suffer “distress, depression, or suicide.” People getting either a negative or a positive result showed less psychopathology than people declining notification. Some subjects in an HIV vaccine trial had bad experiences, but 94% would participate again, and of the rest, none mentioned social harms.

IRBs see clouds of risk when children buy cigarettes to assess minors’ ability to do so, but participating “may be associated with low intentions to smoke” and with efforts to deter others. Regulationists perseverate on how paying subjects might impair their decisions. But Halpern “found no evidence that commonly used payment levels represent undue or unjust inducements,” and “the payment level was, if anything, less influential among poor patients.” Regulationists abhor deception in research far more than subjects: studies find that 90% of participants “perceive social psychological experiments as valuable and valid.” In a review of experiments involving deception, participants “reported virtually no annoyance” and “did not mind being misled.” One study found that deceived subjects actually enjoyed the experience more and felt they had learned more than undeceived subjects.

Psychological harm is not just rarer than regulationists believe, it is slighter. The IOM grimly warns of “unnecessary risks, however minimal.” Mazur ominously tells IRBs that any change in “awareness,
concentration, or affect to a degree that the person has not previously experienced may be viewed as a change that makes him or her vulnerable in decision making.” Regulationists live blissful lives if they do not daily suffer the harms they fear, like “depression, altered self-concept, increased anxiety, decreased confidence in others, guilt, shame, fear, embarrassment, boredom, frustration, receiving information about oneself that is unpleasant, and inconvenience.” One bad class pretty much takes care of all of these for me.

Trivial risks are clad in suits of solemn black: Ending studies poses “considerable risk” because “by definition” successful participant observation “generates feelings of loss in the community” when an ethnographer leaves. So “plans for ending the research should be discussed with participants” throughout the study. Levine frets that “researchers may transmit nonverbal expressions of surprise or disapproval upon hearing a patient’s response to a question about some aspect of the doctor-patient interaction.” And recall the nightmare—that the “researcher’s status as a duly constituted ‘expert’ interpreter of social and psychological phenomena can seriously undermine one’s ‘inherent authority to interpret’ one’s experience.” Stray outside New Haven, Ann Arbor, or Palo Alto and see what awe that status inspires.

Finally, what are the “dignitary harms” regulationists fear? NBAC says they occur when people “are not treated as persons” but “as mere means, not deserving of respect.” Defined so capacious, what harms are not dignitary? Defined so vaguely, how can one identify and assess them? Affronts to dignity depend on three questions. First, what is the social understanding of dignity? Affronts rest on social norms, not all desirable—like the norms that once led to duels or today provoke honor killings. Second, what harm is intended? If none is intended, is offense appropriate? Third, how is the affront interpreted? If you share the regulationist distrust of researchers, you may think yourself badly used. If not, you may be glad to have helped promote learning.

Is deceiving research subjects a dignitary harm? Two of the social-science studies most commonly used to indict researchers involved deception. Milgram told his subjects he was studying education, not obedience to authority, in the study in which people were told to give larger and larger shocks to someone they thought was suffering them (although he was Milgram’s confederate and the machine delivered no shocks). And
Laud Humphreys studied male-male sexual encounters in public toilets by being a lookout for police during the encounters and by interviewing the men later while concealing his having met them and misrepresenting the interviews’ purpose. Yet “in a follow-up survey, 84 percent of the subjects told Milgram they were glad to have participated, though some remained angry enough to complain to Milgram or the president of his university.” And were Humphreys’ subjects harmed if they never knew what Humphreys had done? If Humphreys’ work changed the circumstances that led the men he studied to fear discovery?

How should an IRB treat dignitary harms, given their obscurity? Part of the answer depends on my upcoming discussion of what standards IRBs should use to evaluate nonphysical harms. But there is another problem. The IRB remedy for dignitary harms is principally longer consent forms. Yet they can “erode the important personal relationships between subjects” and researchers. Bureaucratic impositions are what people rightly resent. Few people think signing their way through a thicket of paper a compliment to their dignity.

E. THE RISKS OF RESEARCHER MISBEHAVIOR

Men in slaughterhouses, truck drivers, hostlers, cattle and horse owners, farmers and stable keepers, may be taken care of by general legislation; but educated men, devoted to scientific research, and physicians, devoted to the relief of suffering humanity, need some special supervision and regulation!

Many regulationists think research risks are heightened by researchers’ callousness. Justification-by-scandal intimates that only IRBs keep researchers in Austin from acting like doctors in Auschwitz. This intensification is intensified by a trend Anechiarico and Jacobs call the “panoptic vision.” It assumes officials (here researchers) tend to be weak or evil, “will succumb to corrupt opportunities,” and require “comprehensive surveillance.”

OHRP’s first director, Greg Koski, preaches the panoptic gospel: “Empirical surveys have shown that too many [scientists] are all too willing to ignore regulatory requirements when they get in the way of ‘scientific progress’—by which they mean what they want to do, done when they want to do it.” After IRBs arose, Koski laments, “it was as though [all?] scientists
had been absolved of their responsibilities ... by delegation to an impersonal third party.”

Moral obligation should be “more than enough motivation” not to abuse subjects, but, Koski says snidely, “this may be ‘too much to expect.’” Koski invokes empirical surveys, but he cites none.

OHRP’s present director, Jerry Menikoff, wrote a book titled What the Doctor Didn’t Say: The Hidden Truth about Medical Research. As McCullough writes, it “suggests that clinical investigators are reckless and not trustworthy,” that becoming a “research participant is a ‘bad’ choice; [that] investigators routinely misrepresent the benefits of clinical research,” that “information potential participants need is ‘hidden’ from them,” and that conflicts of interest that cause “‘protocol violations are not uncommon.’” McCullough finds Menikoff as frugal with evidence as Koski: “The first sort of claim requires careful ethical analysis and argument, which are not provided. The second, third, and fourth claims are empirical and require justification by adherence to evidence-based standards, which are not met.”

IRB manuals also recite the panoptic gospel. Mazur says researchers often will face a study’s problems only after IRBs force them to. The bad apples come not as single spies but in bushels: The attempt “is always the same”—to divert IRBs from protecting subjects toward goals like facilitating research. Worse, researchers do so “not to acquire new general scientific knowledge to benefit future generations but to acquire the financial rewards” of research.

Were researchers as debased as panopticism implies, it would intensify research risks. But researchers are much less likely to harm subjects than, for example, doctors are to harm patients. As Fost writes, deaths related to research “since 1973 are extremely uncommon compared to standard care.” Fost cites the IOM’s estimate of “60,000 to 90,000 deaths a year in doctors’ offices. These are preventable deaths.” The estimate “is surely exaggerated,” but “the unit of measurement is the tens of thousands,” while in research, it is “in single digits or possibly two digits.” Vaporous as panopticism is in biomedical research, it is embarrassing in social science. As Patullo wrote 40 years ago, “The handful of horror stories notwithstanding, the record of social scientists in protecting human subjects is remarkably good—as, in fact, is that of biomedical scientists.” Many millions of subjects have been “‘used’ in this century. The available evidence strongly suggests that the actual harm done by this vast enterprise is negligible.”
Furthermore, the regulationist psychology of the researcher is crude, for it sees only a conflict of interest that would lead researchers to betray subjects’ interests. But researchers also have many contrary interests. For example, dragooned subjects rarely cooperate enough to be useful. Furthermore, as van den Hoonaard learned, researchers develop bonds with interviewees. He found that his relationships with some 200 interviewees involved ties that “either evolved out of, or became, natural friendships or relationships involving trust.” Similarly, Heimer asked a doctor how he could keep track of so many subjects’ data. “It’s not as impersonal as you think,’ he replied.” Heimer concluded that relationships are not “primarily between scientist and research subject but instead are experienced as relationships between doctor and patient.”

F. WHAT IS THE STANDARD FOR EVALUATING RISKS?

Some degree of abuse is inseparable from the proper use of every thing; and in no instance is this more true, than in that of the press. … [But] better to leave a few of its noxious branches to their luxuriant growth, than, by pruning them away, to injure the vigor of those yielding the proper fruits.

—James Madison, Report on the Kentucky-Virginia Resolutions

While research can hurt subjects, we have seen that serious nonphysical harms are rare and that many nonphysical harms are “trumpery little things.” But gravity may be in the mind of the beholder. When is a harm serious and likely enough to justify regulation? I investigate three measures: the standard IRBs seem to apply, the law’s standard for intervening to prevent similar risks, and OHRP’s minimal-risk standard.

1. THE REGULATIONIST “ENSURE” STANDARD: ZERO DEFECTS

He does have a fairly dynamic zero-defects program.
—General Thomas Kelly, on Saddam Hussein’s executing two commanders

Regulationists tend to see even slight risks of small harms as probable and grave enough to require government action—even when they are “not likely but possible.” As White says, IRBs try “to prevent any imaginable risk, regardless of the magnitude, likelihood, or duration.” But many regulationists have a fairly dynamic zero-defects program in another way:
They want IRBs (1) to “guarantee,” or “assure,” or “ensure” (2) that nobody is (3) ever harmed. So in a 2,400-word pronouncement, the HHS Secretary used “ensure” nine times and “guarantee” and “make sure” twice each. The “system of protections” must “ensure” not optimal but “maximal protection for all human subjects” and “guarantee” not optimal but “the greatest possible protection for every human subject, in every clinical trial and at every research institution in the country.” Really and truly: “even one lapse is too many.”

The OHRP Guidebook is awash in “ensures.” Researchers must “ensure that all aspects of the project and follow-up” are proper. Monitoring must “ensure” that research stops when “reliable results have been obtained.” IRBs must “ensure” that prospective subjects get information in understandable language. And that subjects know who has “access to the data and who might contact them.” And that information “is not improperly divulged.” And that participation is “truly voluntary.”

The IOM too wants “to ensure the protection of every research participant.” Diligently applying federal “policies and practices will ensure” that subjects avoid undue risk, are informed, “and that all efforts are made to ensure that participants’ rights, privileges, and privacy are protected throughout the entire research process.” Safety “must be guaranteed from the inception of a protocol, through its execution, to final completion and reporting of results.” Not just guaranteed. “[U]ntil evidence is available, ... it is necessary to pursue every promising mechanism to maximize” subjects’ protection. An NRC/IOM report thinks its advice will “ensure that consent is truly informed” by “ensuring that parents” understand acres of arcana. That will “ensure that the rights of child subjects are protected.” It will “ensure” that research is “carefully justified.” IRBs “should ensure” that they have the expertise for “a complete and adequate review.”

The ensure principle also animates IRBs. It helps inspire them to preserve subjects from faint and fanciful harms. As one of Klitzman’s respondents said, “A couple of members tend to come down quite hard on clinical research operations, and shut down more studies if issues don’t look really fixed: ‘If we can’t guarantee that studies are absolutely perfect, we should stop them.’”

This is not responsible policy making. The only way to ensure that no subject is harmed is to prohibit research. As Hyman writes, bad outcomes
are “fully consistent with an optimal level of research risk and of research oversight.” The alternative is no research and “‘children on ventilators after polio.’”

2. THE LEGAL STANDARD

To try to regulate the internal affairs of a family, the relations of love or friendship, or many other things of the same sort, by law ... is like trying to pull an eyelash out of a man’s eye with a pair of tongs. They may put out the eye, but they will never get hold of the eyelash.

—James Fitzjames Stephen, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity

Activities as little risky as most (most, not all) human-subject research are generally unregulated, and much more dangerous activities are often regulated mildly. Take two close analogies. Clinical medicine is incomparably riskier than research, yet patients are protected primarily by malpractice suits and medical-board discipline, not Treatment Review Boards. Journalism injures more people more awfully each week than social-science research has in its history. Many admired reporters use “hidden cameras, deception of informants, [and] purloining of confidential documents.” Their investigations cause “blasted careers, emotional trauma, ruined reputations, lost income, and shattered egos—even the occasional suicide has been attributed to them.” Yet journalists are primarily regulated by the laws of defamation and privacy, much diluted by constitutional concerns.

The law already provides remedies for some social harms (like breaches of confidentiality) IRBs fear. But by legal standards, few nonphysical harms justify IRB regulation, for “offense, embarrassment, or other mental discomfort” are too “trivial, immeasurable, or subjective” to be taken on by law. So negligently or intentionally inflicting emotional distress is tortious but rarely actionable. Even intentionally inflicting emotional distress is actionable only when distress is “severe” and the conduct so “outrageous” and “extreme” that it is “beyond all possible bounds of decency,” “atrocious,” and “utterly intolerable.”

Furthermore, the Supreme Court shields even brutal and base speech if it might be “of political, social, or other concern to the community.” Snyder v. Phelps shows how far this goes. A group picketed the funeral of Snyder’s soldier son carrying signs (like “Thank God for Dead Soldiers”) saying that God had killed the son to punish America’s tolerance of sin.
The picketers intentionally or recklessly behaved in extreme or outrageous ways that caused acute emotional distress—“severe depression” and exacerbation of Snyder’s “preexisting health conditions.” The picketing piled anguish on Snyder’s “already incalculable grief.” But the picketing concerned “matters of public concern” and so was constitutionally protected, however questionable “its contribution to public discourse.” We “protect even hurtful speech on public issues to ensure that we do not stifle public debate.”

The law also hobbles privacy suits. Disclosure is wrongful only if it is given publicity and would highly offend reasonable people. While IRBs often restrict ways researchers may contact people, the Supreme Court has long “invalidated restrictions on door-to-door canvassing and pamphleteering,” even where they were imposed to protect people’s privacy in their homes. What clearer dignitary harm is there than losing a constitutional right? A federal statute (42 USC § 1983) makes people who infringe constitutional rights under color of state law liable for the damage they do. But when a court told jurors to “place a money value on the ‘rights’ themselves,” the Supreme Court prohibited compensation for the dignitary affront except when accompanied by “actual injury.”

Why does the law permit deliberate and dreadful insults, intrusions, and injuries? Partly, even courts cannot reliably make reasoned, consistent, and fair decisions about them. For example, the law hesitates to protect people against emotional distress “[b]ecause of the fear of fictitious or trivial claims, distrust of the proof offered, and the difficulty of setting up any satisfactory boundaries to liability.” People deprived of constitutional rights do not get “damages based on the abstract ‘value’ or ‘importance’” of those rights because “[h]istory and tradition” give too little guidance on valuing them, and “juries would be free to award arbitrary amounts” or “use their unbounded discretion to punish unpopular defendants.” And because society’s “rough edges” need “a good deal of filing down,” people are “expected and required to be hardened to a certain amount of rough language” and “inconsiderate and unkind” acts.

IRBs too lack “sound guidance concerning the precise values” of such interests. When IRBs protect dignitary interests they can (and do) reach arbitrary decisions and “use their unbounded discretion to punish unpopular” researchers and causes. As chapter 3 will show, “caprice” does infect IRB decisions about these harms. And intolerance of “rough language”
“inconsiderate and unkind” acts leads IRBs to impair essential social activities and the liberties of both researchers and subjects.

3. THE MINIMAL-RISK STANDARD
A third standard for evaluating harm is that research is “minimal risk” when “the probability and magnitude of harm” are no greater than in daily life or in “routine physical or psychological examinations.” On that standard, IRBs should rarely act. Families, friends, colleagues, journalists, vendors, pollsters, and strangers on trains ask distressing questions so often that parents teach children about sticks, stones, and words. Researchers’ impositions rarely compare with those of many employers. One article says that trolling (“provoking strangers online”) has become “vicious” but doubts we want “an Internet where law enforcement keeps watch over every vituperative blog and backbiting comments section,” as “it is next to impossible to excise the trolling without snuffing out the debate.”

Similarly, humiliation is a TV staple. Candid Camera has yielded to a show that asks people on a lie detector questions like “if you knew you wouldn’t be caught, would you commit adultery?” People go on TV to be bullied by Dr. Phil, to hear paternity test results, and to be jeered at by coached audiences. Such shows are far riskier to people (and decency) than social-science research, as they “slither past suicide and accountability.” Why is research, which does great good and labors to avoid harm, regulated minutely while entertainment intended to injure is barely touched?

Finally, regulationists perseverate on risks arising from the right to make decisions. Levine worries that asking “a patient to choose between therapeutic innovation and an established therapeutic regimen may provoke severe anxiety. And “there may be severe guilt reactions if the risk actually becomes manifest as harm.” Leave aside the evidence contradicting these ingenious speculations. If IRBs must protect people from such risks, why do patients have a right to make medical decisions?

In short, most nonphysical harms IRBs try to prevent are harms we risk daily. “As subjects we could be entrapped, exposed, and embarrassed with only the laws of slander, libel, privacy, and contract to protect us. But we are thus exposed already to friends, enemies, journalists, acquaintances, and strangers. Rather than accept regulation that begins to erode
freedom of speech, would it not be wiser to return scholars to the ranks occupied by our friends and enemies?"150

IRBs once regulated only risks of physical injuries—and in the rhetoric, serious physical injuries—to subjects of biomedical research. The IRB standard is now to “ensure” against even small risks to subjects of even social-science research. But both the law’s standard and OHRP’s risks-of-daily-life standard, sensibly interpreted, would treat most nonphysical risks as beneath regulatory notice.

G. CONCLUSION: “THAT’S NOT LIKELY, BUT IT’S POSSIBLE”

The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be led to safety) by menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, most of them imaginary.

—H. L. Mencken, In Defense of Women

Like most human activity, research has risks and can be abused. But overall the costs of regulation outweigh its benefits. This chapter has asked how much scope IRBs have to do good. The regulationist stereotype of hapless subjects and heartless researchers is false. Harms are generally slight and rare. Patients in trials fare at least as well as other patients. Logically so, for only a fraction of research can cause physical harm, only a fraction of that fraction can cause serious physical harm, and virtually none can cause serious nonphysical harm. The system’s assertion of authority over social-science research despite its safety suggests the fragility of the argument that IRBs are needed to protect subjects.

Nor can the regulationist stereotype be defended by claiming that it is IRB regulation that moderates risks. First, the rate of research misbehavior was low before the IRB system gathered momentum. And the “fact there are no reports of increasing harm by social science research procedures over time suggests that real dangers to human subjects cannot explain the regulatory surges.”151 Second, research risk is modest because the category “human-subject research” offers so much less opportunity for harm than regulationist rhetoric and behavior imply. Third, some of the safety of research is due to other kinds of research regulation—self-restraint, professional government, institutional and legal sanctions, and the scrutiny of funders.152
Could the case for IRBs be persuasively made, surely regulationists would have tried. That they instead recruit rhetoric, stereotype, and aspersion suggests that argument and evidence are scarce. Were research as dangerous as the rhetoric and stereotype imply, IRBs could hardly waste so much time on such trivial risks. And when OHRP’s head justifies impeding lifesaving research by invoking possible but not likely risks, the bankruptcy of regulationist risk-assessment has been announced.

In sum, the IRB system’s potential benefits must be modest. To justify it, then, regulationists must show that its costs are slight indeed. The next chapter asks if they are.
Investigators, sponsors, institutions and IRBs appropriately feel daunted by the array of procedural, ethical, regulatory and logistical requirements …, and many have expressed concern that critical research may not be done, thereby depriving individuals and society from [sic] the potential benefits for which they look to science with hope. We cannot, however, allow the interests of science, sponsors or society take [sic] precedence over those of individuals who are taking the risks for the rest of us.

—Greg Koski, *Imagination and Attention*

Regulation is never free. Regulators must be funded, complying with regulations can be expensive, and regulation can degrade regulated activities. Yet regulation’s cost depends on its form and culture. However inadvertently, the choices that shape the IRB system characteristically increase its cost. Most basic is the choice of a “command and control” model, one that assumes that people follow rules because they will be punished if they do not (or, sometimes, rewarded if they do). Deterrence is the modal command-and-control mechanism, but the IRB system uses a yet more costly one—event licensing, which condemns IRBs to review every inquiry to prevent bad outcomes that are generally unlikely and rarely severe. IRB members’ time is often valuable, and IRBs use their time (and their staffs’) ever more profligately. Finally, IRB regulation can distort, slow, and stop research whose “potential benefits” can be precious lives protected, health restored, and welfare promoted.

Worse, the IRB system’s structure and culture encourage indifference to cost. First, IRBs are assigned to think only of subjects and not of cost. Shamoo recites the creed: “The regulatory mandate is clear: human subject protection, first, foremost, and last.”1 NBAC invokes Hans Jonas: “[P]rogress is an optional goal,” and its tempo, “compulsive as it may
become, has nothing sacred about it.”\(^2\) A regulationist can even say that one way “to assure serious attention to the ethical, regulatory and scientific aspects of research involving cognitively impaired subjects is to have fewer researchers conducting such research.”\(^3\)

Second, regulators can ignore costs because they do not pay them. OHRP does not fund IRBs, nor IRBs researchers, and the benefits foregone when research is impaired are obscured. Third, IRBs have reasons to ignore costs. Saying yes can lead to scandal, suits, and sanctions; saying no may incense researchers, but they can do little. Fourth, IRB regulations and OHRP’s supervision fetishize paperwork, afflicting both IRBs and researchers. Fifth, lacking procedural and substantive rules, IRBs make inefficiently ad hoc decisions, and researchers must guess what is wanted. Sixth, IRBs are unaccountable and need not justify even pointless costs.

**A. INTRODUCTION**

Because research on human subjects is how we produce the innovations that improve health, reduce morbidity or mortality, and alleviate human suffering, preventing or delaying research results in vastly more suffering and death than occurs from researchers’ ethical lapses.

—Carol A. Heimer, *The Unstable Alliance of Law and Morality*

This chapter first reviews the evidence that IRB regulation reduces research’s benefits and provides an example of that effect. It next explores three costs IRBs impose: First, the subtraction from funding of resources diverted by regulation. Second, the reduced efficacy restrictions on research cause. Third, the damage that regulation does the infrastructure of research and the work of hospitals and universities. Finally, the chapter asks whether IRBs’ benefits justify their costs.

**1. THE LOGIC OF COST**

Regulating research is so costly because it inhibits activities that can do so much good. Curing disease and preventing death, Dewey said, make possible “all social activities” and preserve “human affections from the
frightful waste and drain occasioned by the needless suffering and death of others with whom one is bound up.” 4 American parents once feared polio, diphtheria, typhus, typhoid, tuberculosis, tetanus, mumps, measles, chickenpox, and more. In the last century, war killed 150 million people; smallpox 500 million.5 A century ago, American life expectancy was 47 years; now it is 77. Deaths from cardiovascular disease dropped two-thirds between 1950 and 2000. The twentieth century’s medical revolution “produced economic value about as large as the increase in all other goods and services.”6

Much remains to do. “[R]ecent improvements in social welfare appear to be more strongly related to growth in public and professional biomedical knowledge” than (as once) to economic development.7 Many diseases, like malaria (250,000,000 cases and 1,000,000 deaths annually), are unconquered. New infections arise, old pathogens invade new areas and grow more virulent and harder to treat.8 The need is desperate in the third world, and the world’s poorest continent is scourged by AIDS and tuberculosis.

Regulation impedes research first by “taxing” it, by exacting resources from researchers to pay for compliance. Second, regulation’s “supervision” is supposed to improve research but too commonly impairs it. Both taxation and regulation divert resources from research: Researchers assemble applications, wait for IRB reactions, and respond to IRBs’ demands, many of which slow or distort research. Taxation and supervision can harm research by, for example, making samples unrepresentative or inhibiting use of epidemiological data. Taxation and supervision can stop research.

Research being valuable, regulation must be thrifty. Yet IRB regulation is extravagant, since it is an extreme form of the expensive command and control method. That method typically relies much on deterrence—which research has widely found both costly and minimally effective. It is costly partly because it requires so much monitoring and surveillance. IRBs’ event licensing multiplies that monitoring and surveillance. First, IRBs license every research project, not just ones that abuse subjects. Second, surveillance so intensive tends to alienate the regulated from the regulators, thus increasing the need for and cost of surveillance.

In the chapter’s epigraph, Koski implicitly acknowledges that IRBs impede research. Researchers bleakly agree. They—like regulationists—have
their own axes to grind, but no one knows better how IRBs hobble re-
search. Stewart and Kurzrock include IRB regulation in the ““regulatory
burden” in clinical trials that “is to the war on cancer what World War
I mud was to trench warfare.” That “burden is onerous, misguided, and
expensive, with little value added.” At a meeting of senior orthopedic
surgeons, 90% said the threat to research of “regulatory obstacles” was
“moderate or severe.” Asked if their IRB was “(1) cumbersome, bureau-
cratic, and difficult to deal with; (2) more interested in protecting the
institution than the patient; and (3) causing delays and unnecessary
costs,” two-thirds said “all three.” As Wootton writes, “thousands of
unnecessary deaths may be caused by undue regulatory barriers or con-
sent requirements that reduce enrollment in trials of effective therapies
or that obscure their treatment effects due to selection biases or delays in
treatment.”

2. THE EXAMPLE OF EMERGENCY-MEDICINE RESEARCH

A certain man … fell among thieves, which … [left] him half dead. … But a certain
Samaritan … went to him, and bound up his wounds … and set him on his own
beast, and brought him to an inn, and took care of him.

—Luke 10:30–34

The regulation of emergency-medicine research whose subjects cannot
give consent exemplifies ways regulation can constrict inquiry with du-
bious benefit to subjects but undoubted harm to life, health, and wel-
fare. An expert panel said in 2005 that “resuscitation rates are currently
unsatisfactory,” “treatments are unsatisfactory,” and much standard care
is poorly tested. IRBs could once authorize deferred or implied consent,
but in 1993 OHRP’s predecessor (OPRR) and the FDA forbade research
without prospective consent. The blow to resuscitation research was “far
reaching and devastating.” During three years, one protocol was permit-
ted. So “innovative therapies either have not been developed” or lack
“well-designed trials,” which often long delays discovering that innova-
tions are “toxic, inefficacious or both.”

In 1996, “growing concerns” that “high quality acute care research”
had become “difficult or impossible” evoked new regulations that
prohibit some research, permit some in principle but not practice, and
allow some at crippling cost. IRBs may waive consent only if researchers
leap three sets of hurdles. First, (1) subjects’ lives must be threatened and treatments “unproven or unsatisfactory.” (2) Informed consent must be unfeasible. (3) Preclinical studies must show potential for “direct benefit” to subjects, and risks must be “reasonable.” (4) The research must be impractical without the waiver.

Second, the subject’s (or surrogate’s) consent must be sought if possible, and IRBs must be kept informed about such attempts. Failing prior consent, researchers must expeditiously seek permission to continue.

Third, researchers must (1) “consult” with “representatives of the communities” where research will be done and (2) “disclose” the plans, risks, and benefits. Minimally, this means a

summary of the research protocol, study design, and a description of the procedures …; [a] summary of other available treatment options and … their risks and benefits; [a]n estimate of how long the study will last …; [a] description of how] subjects will be identified; [i]nformation about the test article’s use, including a balanced description of the risks and expected benefits …; [a] statement that informed consent will not be obtained for most research subjects; [t]he rationale [for waiving informed consent] …; [a] copy of the informed consent document; … information that would be part of the informed consent process …, e.g., available treatments for the condition under study; risks/potential benefits of participating in the research; [the] possibility that FDA might inspect the subject’s records; [a] description of the therapeutic window … and the portion of that window that will be used to contact the subject’s LAR [legally authorized representative]; [a] description of the attempts that will be made to contact the subject’s LAR to obtain consent, or, if no LAR is available, a family member to provide an opportunity to object …, both before and after the test article is administered …; [a] description of how someone might decline to participate …; [r]easons why community input is important; [k]nown community perceptions/concerns …; and … individuals to contact for more information. …

Furthermore, where “appropriate,” the IRB should consult the community. The FDA advises IRBs to, for example, consider “a public meeting,” a “separate panel” of community members, IRB consultants from the community, community representatives to the IRB, or “other mechanisms.” There must be an “independent data monitoring committee.” And the community must get the study results and demographic data about the subjects.

Yet many regulationists find these rules lax: One writes sarcastically that you should know that if rushed to an ER, “[you] may be entered into an experimental research project” without consent, “compliments of the [FDA] and [DHHS].”17
These baroque rules introduce regulatory “cost.” Cost is calculated first in resources, like space, money, and time. IRBs must assess, approve, and monitor the requirements; researchers must “consult” the “community.” When Dix sought to manage brain trauma better, the IRB decided the “community” was Mississippi. An IRB member was the “community liaison,” attended all seven community meetings, and distributed, collected, analyzed, and refined questionnaires. The regulators’ costs were pennies compared to the researchers’. Dix’s whole team, including two neurosurgeons, attended all meetings whenever possible. They met groups four times in Jackson and traveled 150 miles to the Delta for a fifth meeting. And the IRB wanted still more meetings and quarterly reports on community consultation to “verify continued community support.”

The regulations not only devour resources, they damage research. By slowing it they postpone its benefits; Dix’s community consultation, for example, delayed her a full year. The regulations can cause “selection bias” by excluding people too ill to consent, i.e., those most needing help. Even researchers who have poured resources into their work have just given up. Kremers wanted to compare a pneumatic vest with standard CPR. He advertised a community forum in newspapers. Of the 1.4 million people invited, 25 attended (15 of them health care workers). The IRB accepted Kremers’ protocol “pending approval of the informational brochures and posters.” But the posters called the vest “innovative,” which the IRBs said could cause “recruitment bias.” The IRB wanted the admitting nurse to “point out the brochure to each new patient and encourage the patient to read it and ask questions.” The posters had to be videotaped to prove that patients really could see the information. None of the 1,750 relevant patients admitted wanted exemption or raised concerns. Four underwent cardiac arrest and were enrolled. The direct cost of the community consultation was $5,600, $1,400 per subject. Kremers quit.

Yet emergency-medicine research is needed urgently. For example, children’s brains may be protected from cardiac arrest’s consequences by methods like hypothermia. But “1) What is the optimal temperature … ? Does it vary by age group or etiology … ? 2) What is the … therapeutic window? Are there factors that affect this? 3) What is the optimal duration of hypothermia?” Yet “[n]o large-scale RCT has been conducted.”

The regulations make such research heroic.
The emergency-medicine establishment urges researchers to serve on IRBs “to educate” them, to “perform research to ask the community how it defines the success of community consultation,” and to study the rules’ effect on research. So regulation drives doctors away from what they do well—conducting research and saving lives—toward what they do poorly—analyzing policy.

In short, these liberalized regulations hardly change the prohibition they supplant. In their first decade, the FDA received 60 requests to conduct research and approved 21, “a pittance, considering the scope of the acute illnesses and injuries for which we currently have unsatisfactory or no treatment.” Damschroder says that many IRBs interpret the ambiguous criteria conservatively, causing “less health services research in many settings.” Sponsors, investigators, and IRBs just give up, since interpreting and implementing the rules are “too confusing, time-consuming, and cost-prohibitive for many sites.” Nichol observed in 2004 that “the number and proportion of randomized trials” of treatments for sudden cardiac arrest fell significantly during the last decade because of the regulations.

Even in this corner of research, the stakes are disturbing. Roughly 300,000 people annually have cardiac arrests out of hospitals. Five percent of unselected patients survive, so “a one-year delay of a new therapy that improves survival by 1% may cost approximately 3,000 lives.” Halperin says that in many emergency situations like “cardiac arrest, mortality may exceed 90%.” Because sufferers are numerous, “even small increases in survival could save many lives.” Even if research reduced “mortality only from 90% to 80%,” more than 20,000 lives would be saved yearly.

Worse, cardiac arrest is changing, and the survival rate is dropping. Research has focused on ventricular fibrillation, but equally lethal cardiac rhythms (pulseless electrical activity and asystole) are increasingly common. Survival remains dismal without “large, well-designed studies.” And in Seattle (with nationally admired emergency services), survival of cardiac arrest from the research moratorium into the emergency-waiver era has fallen: Between 1977 and 1981, 17.5% survived to hospital discharge; between 1998 and 2001, 15.7%.

So what good do these regulations do? Consulting communities is otiose, since communities decline to be consulted. Salzman, for example,
wanted to test two devices to improve survival “with good neurologic outcome” after CPR. He sent a press release to four TV stations, four talk-radio stations, two metropolitan newspapers, and many community newspapers. He was interviewed by some of these, bought notices in 10 newspapers, and addressed the city council and the county commissioners. A video was aired on five cable stations. He invited 136 organizations to a meeting and called and e-mailed nonresponding groups. Only 84 people attended, 43 with “EMS/public health” affiliations; 15 more with IRB affiliations. Ignoring researchers’ time, Salzman paid $4,150 to reach 26 unaffiliated people.29

Insofar as communities respond, it is generally “fine with us.” Eighty percent of Contant’s respondents approved of emergency research without consent.30 When Dix surveyed the few people who came to hear about head injuries, all approved.31 All the 25 people at Kremers’ forum supported his study,32 none had questions. A study of public-access defibrillation included consultation involving 24 IRBs, 20 demanding revisions, 10 more than once. There were “1030 meetings, attended by at least 8169 individuals (median 88 participants per meeting); 475 press releases; distribution of 9270 letters, brochures, newsletters, or e-mails; 231 radio, television, or print advertisements; posting of 459 notices; 286 feature news stories; and 75 radio or television appearances.” The negative response was 1%.33

These “liberalized” rules painfully illustrate regulation’s cost. Researchers sacrifice time and money. Some are denied waivers, others give up, many never try, almost no research is finished. Thousands of patients die and suffer who might have been helped. Considering how few lives the IRB system can save, regulating emergency-medicine research alone surely costs more than the system’s benefits.

B. TAXING RESEARCH

[T]he power to tax involves the power to destroy. …
—U.S. Supreme Court, *M’Culloch v. Maryland*

Consent waivers show IRBs both taxing and supervising research. This reduces researchers’ funds and time and hobbles research, obscuring ways to save lives, cure illness, and enhance welfare. The system taxes research
in many costly ways. In other contexts, claims that funds spent on regulation would be better spent elsewhere are often empty because the money rarely reaches the elsewhere. But resources IRBs divert already are dedicated to research to save lives, cure illness, and soothe distress. These are the true costs of the dollars this section counts.

1. **RUNNING IRBS**

It is not merely the IRB members whose time and energy are wasted. Consider the consequences of imposing on investigators the obligation to comply with some of the regulations I have called defective and … the pointless documentation requirements. …

—Robert J. Levine, *Ethics and Regulation of Clinical Research*

What does administering the IRB system cost? First and least, the agencies that regulate IRBs must be paid for. OHRP is by federal standards small and cheap. (In 2011 it wanted $7 million for a staff of 29.) Second, however, the thousands of IRB members include expensive people like doctors or scientists (e.g., $600 an hour for consulting in a malpractice suit). IRB members at the hundred institutions receiving the most NIH funding meet for many hours and spend 275 hours yearly outside meetings. IRB members are so numerous that “[m]any social sciences and humanities departments are smaller” than IRBs.

Third, IRB staffs are populous, proliferating, and prosperous. There has been “tremendous growth in what can be termed the ‘IRB industry.’” The Northwestern “Office for the Protection of Research Subjects grew from two full-time professionals in the late 1990s to 25 professionals and an administrative staff of 20.” Columbia has five IRBs of some dozen members each with 28 staffers. A 2007 estimate concluded that medical schools’ IRBs cost averaged about a million dollars annually. The National Cancer Institute’s central review board costs $1.9 million yearly.

The cost of IRB labor is hinted at by a 1998 study of 491 IRBs doing 284,000 reviews, “including 105,000 initial reviews,” “116,000 continuing/annual reviews, and 63,000 reviews of amendments.” IRBs also responded to reports of harmed and complaining subjects and to legal actions, trained researchers, recruited members, made policy, and managed records, personnel, and technology. Reviewing protocols took 1.7 million hours: 122,000 by chairs, 516,000 by members, 472,000 by
administrators, 498,000 by administrative staff, and 62,000 by institutional officials. These costs soar if OHRP audits an IRB to see if it is operating properly or in response to a complaint. Klitzman writes that audits can be triggered easily “and cost millions, yet in the end find little, if anything.” One of Klitzman’s interviewees described an audit sparked “by a disgruntled former faculty member” who might have had “some mental health issues.” OHRP found no evidence to support the complaint, “but it took four years!”

Fourth, IRBs require support. Members and staff are increasingly trained and certified; IRBs use space, supplies, and services (like the general counsel and HR). Fifth, a small industry provides IRB-related specialists, including consultants, bioethicists, academics, and trainers. Sixth, IRB accreditation is spreading, and obtaining it is costly in fees and work, like a self-study requiring “documentation of goals and procedures for all dimensions of IRB operations” that takes “some institutions several years to complete.” In sum, after a sturdy childhood, Big Ethics is enjoying its teenage growth spurt.

2. RUNNING RESEARCH

We have long endured online tutorials, reams of paperwork, and advice from our [IRBs]. … Through the questioning of small segments of proposals, IRBs have caused delays, missed deadlines, and reduced productivity for our graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and ourselves.

—Stephen J. Ceci & Maggie Bruck, Do IRBs Pass the Minimal Harm Test?

Thousands of researchers and their staffs prepare materials for IRBs both before and during research. Review can be long and arduous. One report estimates that more than 80% of proposals are sent back for changes; one experienced observer estimates 90–95%. Multiple rounds of modifications are possible. After approval, researchers must report even trivial changes and get annual reapproval. IRBs tax research in other ways. They can make recruiting subjects costlier. A study of respiratory care for very premature infants had to pay about $200,000 for research nurses to get consent to routinely performed procedures.

Even regulationists have long deplored paperwork minutely documenting minor topics. NBAC bemoaned its “overwhelming burden” on both IRBs and scholars. “Free Parking” shows how much paperwork even a
small, riskless study may need. As IRB authority expands, paperwork proliferates. In a national study, the mean pages per application doubled from 2002 to 2008.\textsuperscript{47} In an eight-IRB study using essentially the same protocol in 2002 and 2007, pages per application went from 86 to 104.\textsuperscript{48} Thus clinical research coordinators are coming to specialize in handling IRBs. Thus to “ask a few children whether they recognised Tinky Winky or Jake,” an English doctor needed statistical advice and a pilot study to see how many subjects to have. He “filled out the rather lengthy ethical approval application form” and then was told it had been supplanted. “If you never read this study written up in any journal don’t be surprised.”\textsuperscript{49}

IRBs and researchers must increasingly submit to education. NBAC: Education is the IRB system’s foundation and essential to protecting subjects.\textsuperscript{50} IOM: “Research investigators and key personnel should be versed in the ethical foundations underlying research participant protection, the regulatory requirements ..., research administration and management skills ... [, and] GCP and medical ethics.” Otherwise “serious errors” could compromise subjects’ safety and data’s integrity and interpretation, all creating “unnecessary risks, however minimal the risks may have been.”\textsuperscript{51}

Many people must learn much. NBAC: Researchers, IRBs, and institutions frequently do not understand “research ethics.”\textsuperscript{52} It is “important to educate prospective participants and the general public.” Researchers must recurrently be retrained, or at least retested, and institutions must pay for the “development and oversight of this training.” The proportion of hospitals requiring training doubled from 2002 to 2008, with 12% newly requiring “HIPAA training specific to their institution.” And NBAC wants “education, certification, and accreditation systems that apply to all researchers, all IRB members and staff, and all institutions.”\textsuperscript{53}

A final set of administrative costs is unnoticed but noteworthy—research subjects’ time and trouble. Even when consent forms were shorter, an average of 30 minutes was spent discussing them.\textsuperscript{54} Aggregate the time, and the sum is enormous.

3. COST AND THE EVIDENCE OF MULTISITE STUDIES

[Chairs (87%) and members (83%)] agreed that “This IRB runs with reasonable efficiency.”

—NIH Report
Increasingly, major biomedical studies require multiple sites. Sometimes to investigate differences among sites. Or to replicate results in one center in others. Or to accumulate enough subjects. Even 15 years ago a third of initial IRB submissions were from multisite studies. These studies have evaluated many treatments for many diseases, preventing “several tens of millions of premature deaths and much suffering.” These studies not only do much good, they provide some of the best evidence about how IRBs work, since they reveal how different IRBs handle identical protocols.

Multiple review has no apparent benefits, and the regulations sensibly permit single IRB review. Yet IRBs tenaciously reject it. Scores of American and British reports show that (1) multiple review is hideously wasteful, (2) many IRBs are dilatory and cumbersome, (3) IRBs’ obsession with forms devours everyone’s time, and (4) different IRBs’ decisions about the same protocol are often irreconcilable and unfounded in discernible principles. In Humphreys’ “eight-site observational substance abuse treatment study,” review “after the home IRB had approved the project” consumed 17% of the research budget. First, IRBs often disagreed about the particulars of forms. Second, review was required by more than one IRB from the same institution. Finally, the study’s coordinators were often prohibited from contacting IRB staffs at the sites, nor would IRBs talk to each other. Yet the study’s basic procedures were never substantially altered, even after 15,000 pages were exchanged. Similarly, in Vick’s mailed survey and medical-records review of ventral hernia repairs, IRB issues cost roughly 13% of the 30-month budget, 25% of the first year’s budget, and 30% of the project’s calendar.

C. SUPERVISING RESEARCH

If parents of children dying of some of the diseases we encounter in neurology understood how much more cumbersome and expensive research is as the result of this system, the system would be in big trouble.
—Survey respondent

The IRB system discourages, delays, degrades, and destroys research, often for ghostly gains and wraithly reasons. The ways are many.
1. RESEARCH DELAYED

[Society] is under definite obligations to see to it that physicians and scientific
men are not needlessly hampered in ... the inquiries necessary for ... their impor-
tant social office of sustaining human life and vigor.
—John Dewey, The Ethics of Animal Experimentation

IRBs protract research. It cannot start until an IRB reviews and licenses
it, and permission is needed to modify research. IRBs slow research by
restricting its conduct.

CASE STUDY: MY PORTION OF PARADISE

Anybody who wants to save me from kidney stones is a fine, fine fel-
low. Such is Dr. Fredric Coe. In 1969, he began using his patients’ urine
samples to analyze their risk of stones and to seek treatments. In 1987, he
began saving samples (now for 4,500 patients) and getting IRB permis-
sion to use them. The IRB’s confidentiality obsession baffled Coe, since
each patient was a dot on a graph, unidentified by name, address, or
age. The results were averages, never case studies. Nobody “out there”
cared about cases; they wanted numbers. But Coe memorized HIPAA’s
“eighteen personal health identifiers.” He told “people in charge” that
no identifiers appeared and that they were only seen by the people who
already took care of the patients. Coe could freely use the samples to treat
patients, but when he used them for research, he suddenly had to rebut a
presumption that he would breach a patient’s confidentiality.

Soon, Coe got “‘Pending Conditional’ status, meaning more infor-
mation was needed.” Eventually the IRB told him to get oral consent
from “all future patients to have their data used in your publications”
by reading a script to them. Since the study used no identifiers and had
“no risk the script should be very simple. This oral script will need to be
voted upon at another fully convened IRB meeting.” Since “discussion for
your protocol was quite lengthy at the last meeting,” the IRB “strongly
suggest[ed]” sending the script to the same panel of the IRB. Otherwise,
“new stipulations may arise.” By the time approval came, months had
elapsed, “months during which I was not permitted to analyze my own
data.”

Yearly Coe completed tables of the number of patients in the pro-
gram, the number of measurements of blood and urine in his records,
and papers published. In 1998, Coe’s two-page request for re-approval was summarily granted. Next year requirements were more involved, including “an amendment to add an additional investigator who would isolate proteins.” In 2002, the IRB wanted a bibliography and literature summary on urine proteins, which took much time. Next year, another bibliography. In 2004, one that included the search criteria.

In 2005, Coe had apparently “used far more than our original 100 urine samples specified in 1997 and could not account for all of them. How many in 2002? 2003?” Since this was “scrap urine, it is hard to be sure; a sample may show up in several notebooks because it is merely a substrate for extraction of molecules.” Coe consulted his notebooks. “This took real time—hours and hours. … In addition, there were questions about how the grant from the NIH that funded the research might relate to this protocol.” Coe “could not understand why our grant would matter to an IRB,” and the IRB eventually agreed it did not. But 2005 was “expensive.”

Next year, the IRB reviewed all of our past submissions and found worrisome irregularities. Questions soon followed. Why does our research pose no more than minimal risk to subjects? Why will a waiver of consent not adversely affect the rights and welfare of subjects? Why is it impractical to do the research without a waiver? Will pertinent information be provided to subjects, if appropriate, at a later date? Then there was the vexatious matter of how many urines. We needed to submit an amendment to increase the numbers—we really have used too many. Finally, the grants became relevant. On reading our program project grant—over 1,000 pages in all—it appeared that some grant work might have used these scrap urines. If so, the IRB needs a copy of the grant for its files.

Coe “submitted the usual continuation application, with its bibliography, search criteria and summary of changes to the risk–benefit ratio.” And “an amendment to use more urine.” And “a supplemental form W waiver of consent-authorization,” since getting each patient’s consent would be “Herculean.” (Coe did not know beforehand when he would need urine.) When last heard from, he was waiting to see if he could “use the scraps of urine? Or, to save our patients from harm, need we pour it down the drain?”

Coe wonders why the tiniest protocol change requires so many forms, why so much bureaucracy is needed to change the time of a meal or blood draw. “Does a decision to put up signs to recruit normal subjects somehow impose a heightened risk of an allergic reaction? The latter change
required not only submitting the request, but clearing the text on the signs, and even having each sign stamped with an official stamp.”

So Coe recites his little speech to his patients. They think he is daft. He says that “it is HIPAA, it is the IRB.” Most of his patients say “what is HIPAA? What, indeed, is the IRB? My world, I tell them. My portion of paradise.”

IRB approval can take months. An extreme example is Gittner’s trivially risky health-service research—8 years of negotiation with several IRBs.63 More normally, McWilliams’ genetic epidemiologic research study “took 9 to 252 days for approval by 31 IRB committees.” Dziak’s health-services research “took 5 to 172 days by 15 IRB committees.” Stair’s “clinical trial took 26 to 62 days for approval by 44 IRB committees.” Sherwood’s median time between enlisting an investigator at a site and IRB approval there was 14.7 months. Preparing materials took a median of 9.5 months; the average wait after submission was over 3 months.64 Some research is “exempt,” but IRBs insist on approving exemptions. IRBs may (but need not) “expedite” some research (allow one IRB member to say yes but not no),65 but only if it fits one of nine categories and is minimally risky. And research occasionally “suggests that ‘expedited’ review can actually be slower than standard review.”66

Delay can degrade research. For example, delay in epidemiological research diverts funds and scientists.67 New infections are often ill understood, and outbreaks are often seasonal and geographically unpredictable. Despite the urgency this creates, in a multisite study of West Nile virus IRBs variously asked from zero to 269 questions. Topics “ranged from grammatical and editorial requests to mandated inclusion of site specific language.”68 Because it took so long to develop and approve protocols, (1) they reached sites after the viral season had started, (2) most sites could not enroll subjects at peak season “for lack of IRB approval,” and (3) “a number of sites lacked IRB approval even after the season ended.” Such delays “make clinical trials impracticable” and “severely restrict” clinical trials’ capacity to respond quickly to new infections.69

Social scientists suffer too. Stern studies terrorists, and the Harvard IRB’s review has sometimes been so protracted that research had to be abandoned. For example, radical black Muslims agreed to speak to her, but after six months waiting for IRB approval, they declined.70
2. RESEARCH RESTRICTED

[W]e should not have a system in which thousands of lives might be lost because we have an outmoded conception of human-subjects research that leaves little room for riskless studies aimed at improving medical practice.
—Thomas L. Beauchamp, Viewpoint

IRBs alter protocols in ways that reduce research’s reliability, scope, and utility. The problem is extensive and expensive.

IRBs damage research by impeding recruitment. IRBs forbid the use of whole categories of research subjects, restrict the ways subjects are approached, and impose requirements that discourage participation. This diverts resources to recruiting, keeps numbers too small, and creates selection bias, as in this

CASE STUDY: LAST BREATH

A fatal asthma attack begins like any other. The child has been wheezing more and using her inhaler more, with less benefit. Her airways are inflamed, in spasm, plugged with mucus; her body labors to get air into them. She becomes anxious and tells her mother she can’t breathe. Going to the emergency room, she struggles more violently but less successfully. She panics, her breathing worsens, her lips turn blue. At the emergency room, her chest muscles are so exhausted that little oxygen reaches her brain. Her terror recedes as she loses consciousness. Oxygen can be forced through a tube down her trachea, but not deep enough into the lungs. She dies.

Asthma afflicts 7.5% of us. “In 2000, asthma exacerbations accounted for approximately 1.8 million emergency department visits, 465,000 hospital admissions, and 4,500 deaths.” Since 1980, deaths have increased more than 50%; among children under 19, 80%. The disease is slightly more common among African Americans than among whites, but they are three times likelier to die from it. “Ethnic differences in asthma prevalence, morbidity and mortality are highly correlated with poverty, urban air quality, indoor allergens, and lack of patient education and inadequate medical care.”

But what precipitates an asthma death? Since little is known, Clark proposed a fatal-asthma registry. She worked “closely with HIPAA experts and one of the four IRBs” to develop a protocol. She thought it qualified for a waiver of authorization from next of kin for access to data,
but the four IRBs disagreed with her. They disagreed with each other about contacting next of kin. Two allowed contact by phone following a contact letter; the other two let researchers call only if their letter was answered. It took three months for Clark to get IRB clearance, and IRB review changed the protocol in ways that made the registry less representative and thus less valuable.

IRBs constrict access to subjects. One regulationist thinks subjects should only be approached by letter or a third party. Some IRB members insist that people first return a signed card agreeing to participate, which devastates recruitment (in one study, success fell from 92% to 31%). Such low participation promotes selection bias and stops epidemiological research.

IRBs often make consent so burdensome to researchers or alarming to subjects that recruitment is slowed and skewed. Some IRBs impose inflammatory language, like lists even grislier than Viagra ad side effects. Legal trappings alone can alarm recruits. Morahan describes evaluating a program to help senior female medical and dental school faculty with their careers. Mid-study requirements reduced participation from 100% to 84%. Every dropout who gave a reason blamed the consent form. Because of (fatuous) phrases like “[t]his is a long and important document,” “[y]ou should take your time and carefully read [it],” and you can discuss this form “with your family member, physician, [or] attorney.” Because of (insulting) warnings of “anxiety or stress when answering questions about success or failures in leadership” serious enough that the researchers would “be happy to refer you to counseling.”

Somewhat differently, Harvard’s IRB made Stern (the terrorism researcher) warn subjects that she would tell the authorities of specific plans for violence. She didn’t wish to know about such plans but didn’t “want to be so explicit,” since it “just reminds them that they have done bad things” or that “maybe I’m not on their side.” IRBs often tell those studying “hospitalized psychiatric patients, marihuana smokers, homeless black men, or pool hustlers” to get signed consent. But “[m]ost ethnographers establish trust only through gaining rapport,” so requiring consent first usually severs “ties before trust can begin to be cultivated.” Thus government “shields us from knowing the truth about ghettos, tearooms, marihuana users, and abuses of patients in psychiatric hospitals.”
Likewise, a Canadian stroke registry had to spend C$500,000 on consent issues during its first two years and hire neurologic research nurse coordinators and reached a participation rate of only 40% to 50%. Many patients died or were discharged before being approached. Selection biases were severe: 7% of the enrolled patients but 22% of the stroke victims died in the hospital.\textsuperscript{80} In Gong’s study of the genetic risk of acute strokes, less damaged patients were overrepresented because 40% of the IRBs prohibited surrogate consent. Gong concludes that such requirements “may severely restrict and bias needed research in critical illnesses” and in “conditions that can affect a patient’s decision-making.”\textsuperscript{81} In Greene’s mailed survey of psychosocial consequences of prophylactic mastectomy, IRBs set varying “physician consent requirements, invitation letter content and signatories, incentive type, and mailing protocol,”\textsuperscript{82} which obscured the nature and degree of bias.

Selection bias not only makes research less useful generally, it makes it less useful to the neediest specifically. Inhibitions on recruitment tend to exclude the sickest patients. The more IRBs protect people from risk, the less researchers can study people at risk.

IRB regulation has impaired kinds of research that are fruitful yet cheap. For example, medical care generates information, and blood and tissue samples may be taken. These data can be stored in biobanks—collections of biological material (even, say, genetic material from intestinal microorganisms or colonies of disease-causing bacteria) and information. Biobanks let researchers do in months what might otherwise take years. Even more can be learned when archives are linked to other medical data sources, both traditional (like death certificates) and novel (like DNA databases), or to nonmedical data, like air samples or lists of toxic dumps.

Such research has lovely advantages. It is efficient because databases already exist. Smaller groups (say, ethnic minorities or patients with rare comorbidities) are likelier to be adequately represented. And such research “studies (messy) real experience.”\textsuperscript{83} For example, cancer registries’ “output is impressive” by “any standards, and often in the face of limited resources.” They have contributed “most of the evidence” justifying multidisciplinary care and specialization.\textsuperscript{84} Epidemiology especially mines them. Until Doll and others identified cigarette smoking as a cause, the spike in lung cancer deaths was baffling. Since tobacco-related mortality this century may average 10 million people annually, a 1% reduction
saves 1,000,000 lives per decade. And research on clozapine for schizophrenia linked the Clozaril National Registry’s mortality data on almost 70,000 patients with data in the Social Security Death Files and the National Death Index.85

IRB interpretations of HIPAA corrode archival research. This “significantly reduced” consent for a follow-up questionnaire in a registry study of patients with acute coronary syndrome, perhaps producing a damaging selection bias.86 Chart reviews are “critical to evaluating medical treatments, detecting harmful drug interactions, uncovering dangerous side effects,” and “developing new therapies.” But they are impossible with “anonymous information, because the detailed data that researchers require will always include information that could be used to identify a specific person.”87

Not only can IRBs make archival research costlier, longer, and harder; they can stop it. Fost reports that HIPAA reduced medical-records research at the University of Wisconsin 77%. Multiplied nationally, “tens of thousands of important epidemiologic studies” are stopped.88 Yet there is scant evidence that archival research is unsafe. As one investigator wrote passionately, constraints on it “are a major set back in science and I hope all those at OHRP and the ethicists die of diseases that we could have made significant progress on … USE OF THESE SAMPLES IN NO CONCEIVABLE way harms the study subjects. It is a bureaucratic legalistic impediment to research that only HURTS people and protects no one.”89

IRBs particularly impede research the vulnerable need. IRBs restrict access to group members, make consent forms scarier, require special confidentiality measures, and otherwise make research so much more expensive and arduous that less research can be done, that research is less reliable, and that researchers give it up. Bell and Salmon say, “Ironically, concerns expressed in the name of protecting drug users may actually harm individuals by inhibiting research that is beneficial to them and their communities or disallowing study procedures that participants themselves endorse as ethical and respectful.”90 Programs to reduce lead-paint risks for poor children demand sound research, but the NRC and IOM advocate restrictions so burdensome that IRB approval would be virtually impossible and that sensible researchers would avoid the field.91 “Intimidated for several years” by rules restricting research with the vulnerable, “almost no one” at Northwestern outside education, psychology,
and linguistics studied children, and researchers in those fields usually stayed in easily controlled situations.\textsuperscript{92}

The problem is harsh because the federal regulations instruct IRBs to specially restrict research with the vulnerable and because IRBs are fertile in anticipating risks to them. We need to understand adolescent “sexual activity and contraceptive practices, smoking, and alcohol and drug use,” but some commentators think research condones or encourages “such behaviors in young people” or yields knowledge that might “weaken the social fabric of society” and perpetuate harmful practices. “Evidence-based guidelines on the care of pregnant women and the mentally ill are rare.” But IRBs impede research that might help them. Park and Grayson say that “stringent restrictions on pediatric research make major advances” in well-founded knowledge “rare at best.” This is one reason “that as many as 80\% of drugs” pediatricians prescribe have not “been systematically studied in children.” Thus “specific data regarding dosing, efficacy, or risk” are unavailable. And most pediatric therapies rely on studies “that are inherently subject to bias, inferences from studies of adults, or, worse, anecdotal evidence.” For example, addressing some of the important questions about pediatric asthma “head-on is almost impossible within the current framework of ‘ethical research.’”\textsuperscript{93}

African-American infants are likelier to be born with extremely low birth weights and twice as likely to die. The SUPPORT study asked how different respiratory care affected lung disease, retinopathy, and survival in ELBW infants. All 18 IRBs required that consent be obtained, even though the tested regimens are routinely provided without specific consent. Getting consent cost $200,000, and if 75\% of the eligible but not enrolled infants had been included, recruitment could have taken 18 instead of 48 months. Mothers of unenrolled infants were less likely to be white, insured, high-school educated, and recipients of prenatal care. And their infants were likelier to die. In short, IRB restrictions inhibited doctors trying to save their disproportionately black patients from suffocation, blindness, and death.\textsuperscript{94}

The children of incarcerated adolescent girls “are among the most vulnerable and least well served” American children, but little is known about their “numbers, health, developmental, and placement status.” HIPAA’s stringency and IRB ignorance “make obtaining permission to conduct institution-based case file reviews a long and expensive process.”
Acoca reports the “increasing difficulty—if not impossibility—of obtaining permission to conduct face-to-face interviews.”

Even scholars not working with vulnerable groups are steered by IRB pressures away from some populations and toward rigid methods. So because Feld could not meet IRB “demands for a more detailed recruitment strategy and interview protocol,” he decided not to interview police and only to listen to audiotapes of interrogations, thus losing “part of a potentially groundbreaking project.”

Most notorious is the IRBs’ tendency to treat all research like biomedical research. Biomedical protocols commonly test hypotheses and resist variation. But in many fields, researchers need “[t]o be open to novelty and anomaly.” Questions “suddenly take on pressing importance.” Questions evolve fitfully, work progresses by trial and error, hypotheses metamorphose, and relations with subjects deepen. Yet many IRBs require unalterable questions, so that researchers cannot shift direction, respond to subjects’ comments, or have normal conversations. So you are asking college students to solve math problems and three weeks before the academic year ends, you realize that your work “on simple addition needs to be buttressed by another experiment, say one testing subtraction problems.” Not without new IRB authorization. Similarly, a student doing “an exempt observational study of children who actually joins their game of tag” must “fill out the same protocol violation form, heavily laced with medical and legal terms, and phrased in the language of rebuke, as a researcher who accidentally doubles a patient’s radiation dosage in a medical trial.”

IRBs also tend to apply regulationist ethics, like the rule against deceiving or harming subjects, rigidly. That can “preclude valuable forms of critical inquiry,” like interviewing and observing police officers “to learn about police racism (or corruption, sexism, excessive use of force, etc.)” or investigating other “high-profile, contentious issues involving powerful people or agencies.” Or finding out what mental hospitals are really like or how apartheid really worked.

IRBs review research’s substance and methods but (chapter 4 shows) generally not well. Sometimes researchers dissuade IRBs from mutilating research (at a cost in resources and delay), but sometimes research must be done badly if at all. For example, Gittner wanted to improve
substance-abuse screening. Because IRBs caused “large additional study costs, delays and inaction,” because IRBs “seemed more concerned with minimisation of institutional legal risk” than ethics, and because of IRB-mandated methodological changes, the final “protocol was not translatable into clinical practice and the generalisability of the results was seriously compromised.”104 Similarly, Thompson notes that “researchers risk sanctions and public stigma from being accused of running afoul of the research regulations” and thus may design “less robust and, thereby, ineffective QI studies.”105 Van den Hoonoord observes that making researchers destroy data has become a “fetish” and notes the American Anthropological Association’s “great concern” about IRBs’ tendency to require destroying data or identifications. He argues that this makes longitudinal and comparative research impossible and keeps researchers “from conducting an ongoing analysis” of data.106

3. RESEARCH DENIED

IRBs started out in part as a way to stop the next Joseph Mengele from physically torturing humans …, but have ended up chilling valuable social science that might … explain how someone gets to be a Joseph Mengele.

—Dale Carpenter, IRBs, Regulatory Incentives, and Some Modest Proposals For Reform

Regulationist doctrine holds that IRBs rarely prohibit research, but they often kill it by a thousand cuts, by requesting revisions so persistently that researchers give up. As Robert Levine said, “The way disapproval is accomplished de facto is that requirements for revision are made that the investigator chooses, for any of a large variety of reasons, not to accept.”107 For example, a graduate student wanted to study how prison affects women. She completed her IRB application “honestly and accurately and finally heard back that I had to make substantial revisions.” She frequently consulted the compliance coordinator and the secretary. Her second form “was rejected on a whole other set of criteria that [the] IRB never mentioned” before. She finally changed her topic enough to escape IRB jurisdiction “because they had pushed back the start date of my research so far.”108

IRBs can make research prohibitively costly. For example, budgets for observational health-services research “are typically very modest” and
cannot absorb delays and unexpected expenses caused by “multiple re-
submissions and conflicting reviews.” IRBs can impede relationships
with funding agencies: “I decided to forego a grant because the deadline
was short and I would need IRB approval to ask for the money.” One
can only guess how often researchers abandon ideas because they think
they cannot get IRB permission in time, on tolerable terms, or at all. Pro-
posing and initiating research can cost so much that researchers hesitate
to invest in projects IRBs might thwart.

Because of IRBs, some research will not be done at all, some will be
done but be damaged, and some might be done by someone outside IRB
jurisdiction. Some biomedical research can be done by profit-making en-
terprises. Some social-science research will be done by journalists. This
can have two unhappy consequences. First, the work may be done poorly.
Researchers working for profit-making enterprises may lack the time and
freedom to follow the data; they must accommodate business constraints.
Journalists are untrained in the substance and method of the social sci-
ences. Second, research driven out of the academy (and even out of the
country) may be done by people unhampered by the ethical codes and
norms of academic disciplines. (Would you rather be investigated by a
reporter or a sociologist?)

So Hamburger asks whether a researcher today could expose a Tuske-
gee or whether the IRB would protect the subjects (the researchers) by
requiring informed consent and suppressing of their identities. Would the
researcher “end up exposing an unspeakable study by unnamed persons
concerning an unmentionable disease in an undisclosed location”? 

4. HARMING RESEARCH SUBJECTS

Perversely, IRBs can raise subjects’ risks and lower their benefits. Some-
times, as Beauchamp writes, this happens because of the “prevailing as-
sumption that research using subjects is dangerous, exists for the benefit
of future patients and is aimed at scientific knowledge, not benefit for im-
mediate subjects.” Yet subjects may not “see research as burdensome, but
as potentially beneficial.” For example, AIDS groups have long argued
strenuously that protectionist law and policy denied “benefits to a seg-
ment of the population deeply in need of” them, which “certainly looks
like a moral failure.” Beauchamp calls the Pronovost case “stunning
in this regard, because the activities produced no risk whatever for patients” and followed “the safest practices known to exist,” practices “already proven safe and efficacious.” Yet “OHRP made the wooden judgment” that “the whole apparatus of federal requirements” was required, delaying “effective preventive measures” and possibly causing avoidable deaths.\textsuperscript{113}

Sometimes IRBs cause subjects direct and physical harm. In a study of ELBW babies, one IRB wanted researchers to inject a placebo into control-group infants, even though the study was double-blinded in other ways and the placebo’s effect on 1-pound people was unknown.\textsuperscript{114} Sometimes subjects’ purses and preferences suffer. Flowers’ IRB made her specify an interview site, preferably on campus, even though her impecunious subjects had trouble getting there.\textsuperscript{115}

IRBs can endanger subjects’ confidentiality. In Green’s 43-site study, 12 IRBs asked for names, increasing subjects’ risks and violating promises made them.\textsuperscript{116} One IRB wanted a list kept of African child-soldiers that local authorities might find. Flowers avoided learning phone-sex workers’ names, but her IRB demanded signed consent forms. (A few subjects used their pseudonyms, creating “consent forms signed ‘cum-monger’ and ‘snow-white.’”)\textsuperscript{117} In a random audit, Perrone’s IRB sought keys linking pseudonyms with biographies and an audiotape of the interview,\textsuperscript{118} making it likelier that subjects’ “illegal drug use would become known” and forcing Perrone to violate promises to the subjects.\textsuperscript{119}

IRBs can also decrease subjects’ benefits from research. Some subjects seek help from a treatment or from the superior care research may provide. Sometimes a trial is a last hope, however wispy. The IRB in “Free Parking” harassed a program offering mothers of ELBW babies $500 (a 50% chance of $1,000) to visit their children. While some people find talking about painful events therapeutic, IRBs often prohibit or inhibit such conversations. The benefit might simply be a pleasant day for children (see “Down on the Farm” in chapter 4). Sometimes the benefit is payment that an IRB sometimes lowers or eliminates. Some subjects could use researchers as a megaphone but encounter IRB resistance, as when Bradley proposed to give young people video cameras to record their experiences.\textsuperscript{120} Subjects’ reward can be helping other people, like the families in “Last Breath” (this chapter) or the dying patients in “Last Words” (chapter 1).
D. UNDERMINING THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF RESEARCH

[So far to distrust the judgment and the honesty of one who hath but a common repute in learning, and never yet offended, as not to count him fit to print his mind without a tutor and examiner ... is the greatest displeasure and indignity to a free and knowing spirit. ...]
—John Milton, Areopagitica

IRBs not only delay, damage, and destroy research projects. They harm the research enterprise. As Schrag writes, because “of IRB oversight, society as whole has fewer books and articles, and has fewer scholars willing to interact with other human beings.” And “ever more students” are “discouraged from academic careers that depend on talking to other people.”

The IRB system makes training students—graduate, undergraduate, and even high school—harder and worse. This even though IRBs should lack jurisdiction over most student research, since it is rarely “a systematic investigation ... designed to develop or contribute to generalizable knowledge.” Assignments rather teach students about a subject and about what research is, how to conduct, interpret, and report it.

IRBs have hobbled and halted teachers’ attempts to teach research. Slow and unpredictable IRBs discourage semester-length projects. Even a student who began planning her senior honors thesis in her junior year spent a semester and a half struggling with “bureaucratic review committees,” including two IRBs. She “was repeatedly misguided about forms I should submit, when, and to whom.” So she had too little time “even to begin the actual testing of my subjects, let alone conduct the project.” A professor “spent hours reviewing IRB forms” and half the semester getting them past the IRB chair, even for harmless interviews and questionnaires. Students “found the IRB debacle to be nitpicking nonsense. Many of them ultimately received an ‘incomplete’ for the course.” Yet the IRB chair was not only “highly competent and cooperative” and “an established social scientist, but also an extraordinarily cooperative friend of mine. In short, the IRB fiasco is not about persons, but a system.”

IRBs especially deter students from studying crucial kinds of problems. “Any mention of sex set off alarms. Patricia Adler and Peter Adler watched in dismay as IRBs put so many conditions on studies of gay teenagers, public sex, and sexually transmitted diseases that graduate students
abandoned the topics; one student left the university in disgust.”124 One faculty member “now restricts his students to ‘bland topics and archived records’” because of the IRB’s “delays and limitations.”125

Graduate students picking thesis topics have more than a semester, but more to lose. Dismal reports abound. Feeley helped two generations of graduate students navigate “the minefields of IRB review.” IRBs’ “costly delays and changes” drove many to less troublesome research.126 One student’s IRB conditioned even constricted interviews with treated and released sex offenders on approval from “correctional and mental health facilities,” which would grant it only after he got IRB approval. He gave up.127 One graduate student’s review took so long the university waived two semesters’ tuition.128

Professors have discouraged students from doing research because they feared IRB delays or lacked time to help students get IRB licenses.129 A dissertation supervisor had to undergo CITI training before a student could conduct research. Some professors tell students just to go along with inappropriate or nonsensical procedures.130 (Berkeley graduate students call the “Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects” the “Committee for the Prevention of Research on Human Subjects.”131)

Many physicians think scholarship is “essential to intellectually vital medical practice.” Students once learned research through chart reviews, which could be “scholarly and insightful” and lead “to clinical insights and additional research.” But now students cannot, even with substantial help, “prepare the multiple complex forms required by an IRB, submit them, and have them reviewed, revised, resubmitted, and approved” during one rotation. So “too many students” do research that spares them IRB bureaucracy.132 Similarly, the Infectious Disease Society of America fears “HIPAA’s effects on medical-record reviews” because they often introduce trainees to research and need not take long. But “[e]ven expedited [IRB] review often requires 1–3 months,” killing projects.133

Van den Hoonaard describes a “crisis brought on by research-ethics review”—“the decline of methods that have traditionally been at the heart of social research,” including “fieldwork/participant observation, covert research, [and] action research.” He studied Canadian master’s theses before and after ethics review had proliferated and found a decrease in theses involving research subjects from 31% in 1995 to 8% in 2004. Of those theses, 40% included fieldwork in 1995, but only 5% in 2004.
One of his informants observed “an immense decline at the Qualitative Analysis Conferences (that has a high attendance of graduate students) of subcultural research.” And at the main Canadian conference for qualitative researchers, a third of the papers were based on fieldwork in 1999, below 19% in 2002, and 15% in 2007.

New academics may also forsake fields in which IRBs delay, damage, and prevent research. As Fost says of IRB “micro-regulation” of language in consent forms, “it’s endless, and is really a great deterrent to research, and it is discouraging some people from going into the field.” One report found many researchers believing HIPAA led scholars to rethink “certain studies” and discouraged clinicians and students “from research careers in view of the complex regulatory burden.”

Thomas Vogt, a member of two IRBs, admonishes “students to think twice” about human research. The regulatory “focus on minor details has diverted discussions from substantive to trivial. It is also diverting scarce funding from research into indirect costs and discouraging talented young scientists from doing human research.” Coe teaches young faculty to battle IRB difficulties “that are legion, demanding of time, and that often impose insuperable barriers to research.” With the tenure bomb ticking, assistant professors must publish rapidly and richly; IRB supervision is costly, disapproval disastrous.

Even tenured professors lose. Bledsoe found that IRB delays and intrusion into each step of research keep many social scientists away from “topics, methods, and populations that IRB frames in the mode of risk.” One scholar said, “It is very discouraging, and I find myself thinking of EVERY new research project as it relates to the possibility of IRB approval.” One physician says the “incredibly burdensome IRB system” drives scientists to give up human for animal research even though “treatments developed in animals rarely succeed in humans,” because IRBs are “far less efficient, more costly, and impose a more intricate, arbitrary and difficult regulatory burden” than the committees regulating animal research.

People in institutions that receive federal money but have not created an IRB cannot do human-subject research. For example, some of the hospitals in the Keystone (ICU checklist) project could not have met OHRP’s demand for IRB approval because they had no IRB. Even people whose institutions receive no federal money may find that journals will
not publish research without an IRB’s imprimatur. One enterprise studied why people leave chronic-care programs, how intensive diabetes management affects health care costs, the honeymoon effect when people enter intensive diabetes programs, and how employee incentives affect diabetes patients. But it did not publish results for want of an IRB. And a several-hundred-person medical practice abandoned their review board “because it was ‘too much trouble.’”

We saw earlier that IRBs can distort research in ways that injure vulnerable groups. Bledsoe sees professors steering students away from “topics or populations that the IRB considers ‘touchy’” and hesitating to let students tackle major social issues like “abortion and crime, or have them collect data from populations that IRB defines as vulnerable,” like immigrants and children. Regulatory sensitivity is so delicate that one scholar worries about “‘any population that is not adult, well-adjusted, crime-free, middle class, heterosexual, white.’” An IRB official said that “[s]ome faculty have learned to become strategic about projects, to avoid IRB review, and don’t study vulnerable populations.”

Collaboration helps researchers amass large samples; do interdisciplinary work; and compare phenomena in different geographical, social, or cultural settings. But requiring approval from each scholar’s IRB disrupts and even destroys collaboration. And in “an increasingly globalized, comparative political-social science, possibilities for cross-national collaborations become increasingly constricted as researchers need to satisfy [IRB] policies that conflict with each other (e.g., one requiring data storage, another prohibiting it).”

I argued earlier that the IRB system delays, damages, and denies research. I am now arguing that it corrodes the institutions and practices that sustain research. It drives people away from scholarship. It impels students and scholars from people toward molecules and mice. It diminishes the research students can learn and scholars practice. It pushes scholarship toward the blandness that leave IRBs unperturbed.

E. HARMs OUTSIDE RESEARCH

As the system reaches beyond “research,” costs increase, not least because IRBs must exceed their competence. One example illustrates classic IRB imperialism, the second the unexpected niches into which IRBs intrude.
IRB jurisdiction is intruding into administrative work, like quality improvement. Instead of investigating treatments, “QI asks how best to put knowledge into practice.” QI is part of a hospital’s administrative duties (like instituting Pronovost’s checklist). But “the growing consensus” calls QI research that IRBs must approve.\(^{144}\) This imposes all the costs of dealing with IRBs that we have canvassed on health care institutions desperately trying to control costs. It slows, discourages, and prevents efforts to improve care. And it makes it harder to hold hospitals accountable for the quality of their services.

Curriculum is classically the faculty’s responsibility, but faculties often solicit students’ opinions. However, medical educators increasingly wonder whether IRBs must approve “faculty scholarship derived from student assessment and curriculum evaluations activities.”\(^{145}\) For example, did the Association of American Medical Colleges’ 2004 graduation questionnaire constitute unapproved research? “[M]any allegations were not upheld,” but the AAMC agreed to submit future questionnaires for IRB review.\(^{146}\)

Tomkowiak and Gunderson\(^{147}\) describe a medical school that reformed its geriatrics curriculum under IRB standards, even though the dean of research said IRB approval was unneeded and the IRB never answered requests for exemption. The faculty used surveys to assess the reform, which “quickly became a nightmare.” The “innovative and non-traditional geriatrics curriculum” was attacked by some students and faculty. “Formal allegations of research misconduct were brought against the geriatrics curriculum” two years after it began. The IRB announced that students had been made to answer unapproved surveys “for research purposes.” Without telling the faculty, the IRB “suspended all activities involved with the geriatric mentor program” and discussed it at a meeting which excluded faculty. The IRB allowed “mentor visits and related planned activities” but not surveys. The geriatrics faculty had to provide many documents describing how the curriculum was evaluated and surveys were used. “Detailed and individual responses were also developed for each allegation made against the curriculum, accompanied by examples of evidence to support the curriculum evaluation components.” Ultimately the faculty decided that to save “the reform” and end “the personal and institutional allegations, all data associated with this curriculum would be destroyed.”
F. CARELESS PEOPLE

They were careless people, Tom and Daisy—they smashed up things and creatures and then retreated back into their money or their vast carelessness. …
—F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby

This chapter has reviewed the IRB system’s costs. All agencies have costs, and they can be justified by their benefits. But regulationists and IRBs often seem careless of wasteful burdens they inflict. First, regulationists have not seriously evaluated the IRB system. They do not know how IRBs operate, whether IRBs prevent desirable while permitting undesirable research, what ethics and regulations IRBs apply, how IRBs treat researchers, whether IRB decisions improve consent, or what consequences IRB censorship has. Such questions responsible agencies must ask.

Second, event licensing is extravagant. IRBs must review all research to prevent bad outcomes that are rarely severe and generally rare. Event licensing profligately taxes both regulators and regulated. Third, IRBs drown researchers and themselves in paperwork requiring attention to trivial details about trivially risky research, as in “Free Parking” or “My Portion of Paradise.” (“Surely it is nearly insane to require any procedure at all to perform research using what is destined for the nearest toilet. …148) Soldiers call this chickenshit, “petty harassment of the weak by the strong.” It “is small-minded and ignoble and takes the trivial seriously.”149 IRB members themselves say “nobody likes going through bureaucracy,” “administrivia detract from sound ethical analysis,” I spend “every waking moment reading applications,” and I’m “spending too much time on irrelevant details.”150

Fourth, researchers repeatedly find IRBs as indifferent to exactions from them and their subjects. They describe questions that applications already answered. One researcher thinks IRBs have a quota for questions. The application answers 90% of them, so when IRBs ask them, you just copy and paste. “When the quota of questions has been reached—you have approval! (usually 3 volleys).”

IRBs seem unfazed by the costs of undisciplined decisions. “Blatant inconsistency did not seem to trouble members of ethics committees.” Approved projects became dangerous, approved questionnaires became risky, and venerable standardized instruments were declared harmful.151
Lincoln’s IRB approved her advanced fieldwork methods course but during the semester re-reviewed it and ordered it to “stop March 7!”\(^{152}\) Another scholar found each exchange raising new issues, more questions about old issues, and “issues beyond the pale of the original submission.”\(^{153}\)

Heedlessness also grows out of following rules rigidly. How else explain Flowers’ weird experience? Forbidden to use her field notes, she interviewed herself about them, which “seemed to calm the IRB considerably.”\(^{154}\) Or a sociologist’s needing “consent to ‘study my own life’”: “I hereby grant myself consent to utilize all of my own past, present, and future writings, drawings, and other of my own personal records and creative products for the purpose of research and publishing purposes. I understand that since this is an overtly autobiographical study and my identity as the author will be publicly knowable, I will be identifiable in all published accounts.”\(^{155}\)

Heedlessness polluted “Free Parking” (chapter 1). That IRB protected mothers who could not afford to visit their babies against a 50% chance of about $1,000 in parking. The IRB rained down petty demands. Yet the hospital could have given parking away unimpeded if only it had avoided learning its program’s results.

Fifth, indifference to needless costs is dramatized by the prolonged failure to resolve the shameful multisite-study problem. IRB review at each site confronts researchers with disagreements about forms, procedures, levels of review, substance, method, and consent, with endlessly duplicative work, all to no apparent benefit. While OHRP has at last suggested addressing the multisite problem, it has long just told IRBs that they are free to be reasonable. Little reveals OHRP’s indifference to the lives and health that research can save more than its tolerance for this madness.

For example, all fourteen IRBs in Sherwood’s project called the research minimum-risk and had few questions about subjects’ safety. But each IRB had its own application form “in addition to the protocol document.” All required supplemental forms (e.g., on biosafety and child research). Sherwood sought to keep forms few by incorporating each institution’s HIPAA language in the consent form, but three IRBs refused. Four IRBs required no assent form, some demanded separate forms for three age ranges. Almost two-thirds edited grammar. One IRB insisted on two consent forms, one for “you” and one for “your child.” Others
wanted forms changed from second to first person, which meant reworking the document.

Sixth, mission creep exacerbates waste by giving IRBs work already done better elsewhere. They review scholarship’s methods and substance, which they do poorly and funders’ and journals’ peer reviewers do better. IRBs increasingly regulate institutions that are already regulated in other, better ways. For instance, hospitals are accountable for the care they provide to a battery of governmental and nongovernmental regulators. Under that regulation, hospitals try to improve the care they provide. When IRBs call such efforts research, they not only add another layer of regulation but take on work they are ill-placed to perform, as OHRP’s attack on Keystone suggests.

Obviously, not all IRBs are so careless, but much in the system’s structure, culture, and incentives encourages indifference. Not least, as we will see, IRBs are lawless and cannot be held accountable for their acts.

G. CONCLUSION

Our catalog of costs has included the IRB tax (resources diverted from research) and IRB supervision (damage to research). This means lives that could have been saved, illness that could have been treated, and welfare that could have been enhanced. How much? Nobody knows. Partly because regulationists have not troubled to make a case for their system. And partly because the system’s cost would be brutally hard to calculate. Even if you knew what research IRBs had impeded, you might not know what it would have done. However, IRB taxes and supervision are ubiquitous, and research can help billions of people.

We have already seen regulation’s cost in lives and health in emergency-medicine research. Collins’ ISIS-2, a multinational trial of thrombolytics (blood thinners) for hospitalized heart-attack patients is another example.\textsuperscript{156} American (unlike other) researchers had to get patients to sign a 1,750-word form detailing participation’s risks and benefits, the side effects of aspirin and streptokinase, and subjects’ rights. ISIS-2 recruited 17,200 subjects in 16 countries. Collins estimates that American consent requirements slowed the study about 6 months. Thrombolytics lowered vascular mortality at 5 weeks by 42%. Because heart attacks are common, that enormous reduction in mortality meant thousands of lives.
Collins calculates that regulatory delay caused “at least a few thousand unnecessary deaths.”

More precisely, in 1987, 760,000 Americans were hospitalized with heart attacks. From 1994 to 1996, 31% of them were eligible for thrombolysis—roughly 235,600 patients in 1987. Within a few years, it was used for about 75% of eligible patients, so the delay easily cost thousands of lives. Discounting the loss of lives to account for the gradual adoption of thrombolytics suggests about 6,500 deaths could have been prevented, with a probable range from 3,600 to 20,000. This excludes deaths outside the United States. But just aspirin (available even in poor countries) reduced vascular death by 23%. The researchers commented, “If one month of low-dose aspirin were to be given to just one million new patients a year—which is only a fraction of the worldwide total with acute MI [heart attack]—then a few tens of thousands of deaths, reinfarctions, and strokes could be avoided or substantially delayed (and these benefits could be doubled if low-dose aspirin were continued for at least a few more years).”

Regulation also inhibits research showing that a standard treatment is harmful. For example, head injuries were once treated with steroids; research found they increased death rates. As Chalmers notes, consent requirements “slowed recruitment,” delaying the “discovery that this widely used treatment is lethal.” The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (discussed earlier) is another example.

Most research neither discovers new therapies nor discredits old ones. But much research edges medical care and social welfare forward. IRB regulation annually costs thousands of lives that could have been saved, unmeasurable suffering that could have been softened, and uncountable social ills that could have been ameliorated.

In this chapter’s epigraph, Koski speaks of the fear that IRBs’ “procedural, ethical, regulatory and logistical requirements” stop “critical research” and deprive “individuals and society from [sic] the potential benefits” of science. This chapter confirms those fears. Koski says the benefits cannot “take precedence over the interests of those who are taking the risks for the rest of us.” But chapter 1 found those risks far slighter than regulationist rhetoric implies and generally no greater than risks people daily assume without government supervision. And this chapter finds that losing those benefits is critical. First, the system’s regulatory
choices—especially event licensing—are almost ingeniously expensive. Second, the system taxes and regulates research in ways that damage, deter, and even prevent it. Third, restricting research costs lives, keeps illness untreatable, leaves suffering unsoothed, and inhibits social understanding, thereby diminishing the decency and dignity of human lives.

The IRB system’s purpose is to save lives and prevent injury, but if it produces more deaths and distress than it could save, it is tolerable only if it is worse to die from a researcher’s mistake than from a disease research could subdue. If so, regulationists have not said why. At this point, therefore, the case has been made: The IRB system was instituted to protect human life, health, welfare, and dignity. Since its costs in human life, health, welfare, and dignity outstrip its benefits, the system cannot be justified and thus ought not be retained.
Part II
The Quality of IRB Decisions

For I am a man ... having soldiers under me: and I say to this man, Go, and he goeth; and to another, Come, and he cometh . . .
—Matthew 8:9

Part I concluded that IRBs had modest scope to do good and much scope to do harm. But good and harm depend on how well IRBs make decisions. Part II suggests they err too often and thus that their costs outweigh their benefits even more seriously than part I concluded. Chapter 3 summarizes evidence that IRBs make decisions badly and starts to explain why. Chapter 4 argues that bad decisions are driven by the IRBs’ indeterminate and perverse ethics. Chapter 5 shows how lawlessness—the lack of substantive and procedural rules—and unaccountability degrade decisions. Chapter 6 finds that IRBs’ task of censorship leads them astray.

IRBs irredeemably make decisions inadequately because regulationists (like most people) believe Matthew’s centurion. They overestimate regulation’s effectiveness and underestimate the challenge of structuring regulation well. But regulation in a complex society is stubbornly hard to organize and administer. Learning to build organizations that make good decisions has been one of modernity’s great projects, and good regulation requires studying its lessons. The IRB system, however, was initiated with little attention to those lessons and has grown more by inadvertence than deliberation. In short, because regulationists (like most people) do not appreciate regulation’s complexity, they have constructed and tolerated regulation that cannot work satisfactorily.

Because many of my readers need not study regulation, this introduction to part II briefly sketches its fundamentals and frustrations. For simplicity’s sake, I particularly consult the long, illuminating effort to help judges
toward sound decisions. Courts have many advantages over IRBs: Judges are specifically chosen for their profession and guided by many well-tried rules, substantive and procedural. Judges are subject to review, criticism, and discipline. Yet there is much disturbing evidence about the quality even of judicial decisions, evidence that applies a fortiori to IRB decisions.

For example, nobody thinks judges just “apply the law.” The issue is how much they follow it. One reason, Judge Easterbrook notes, is that courts have so much work and so little expertise that their understanding “both of the rules they apply and the social situations the law regulates” is limited. For example, Eric Posner finds courts “radically incompetent” to understand “relational contracts” and little more competent to grasp “the simplest of business relationships.” Vidmar reviews, for instance, studies suggesting that only 5% of 400 trial judges comprehend the basics of the test for evaluating expert testimony.

Furthermore, interpreting legal rules requires considerable aptitude, training, and practice. Yet even the finest analysts are distracted by factors like their experiences, preferences, and interests. These include not just political beliefs but “costs such as effort, criticism, and workplace tension” and “benefits such as leisure, esteem, influence, self-expression, celebrity,” and chances for promotion. Decisions are also shaped by “collegial and other group effects” (like “panel composition, dissent aversion, and opinion assignment”) and relations within the judiciary and with other branches of government.

In addition, the decisions of all professionals—“doctors, real estate appraisers, engineers, accountants, options traders, military leaders, and psychologists”—are distorted by cognitive illusions. Research “suggests that even highly qualified judges inevitably rely on cognitive decision-making processes that can produce systematic errors in judgment.” Thus federal magistrate judges (who are selected especially well) are plagued by problems with anchoring, framing, hindsight bias, the representativeness heuristic, and exaggerating their abilities. Judges “rely heavily on their intuitive faculties” in many circumstances, like “awarding damages, assessing liability based on statistical evidence, and predicting outcomes on appeal.” They are misled by “absurd settlement demands, unrelated numeric caps, and vivid fact patterns.”

More specifically, Englich asked “experts in criminal law” with “considerable experience in similar legal cases” to sentence hypothetical
criminals. Some of the experts were given a prosecutor’s proposed sentence, others rolled dice before choosing a sentence. The latter were as much influenced by the “anchoring” number as the former.\textsuperscript{11} And Danziger found that the likelihood that Israeli judges would grant prisoners parole “steadily declines from $\approx 0.65$ to nearly zero and jumps back up to $\approx 0.65$ after a break for a meal.”\textsuperscript{12}

Such deficiencies afflict even good judges, but there are a dismaying number of bad ones.\textsuperscript{13} They “lack even slight command of the law.” They procrastinate. They are inefficient. They overstep their authority. They abuse litigants and employees. They “display bias, prejudice, and stereotypical thinking.” They “are untruthful.”\textsuperscript{14}

In short, regulation is an essential but troubled enterprise, for it endows with power people who—however bright and beneficent—make decisions in ways they do not understand, would not want, and cannot justify. Responsible lawmakers understand these dangers and seek structures and rules to mitigate them. For example, skepticism about judicial capacity animates “many legal doctrines, including the business judgment rule in corporate law, which restrains courts from second-guessing managers and directors, and the many contract doctrines that restrain courts from second-guessing parties to contracts.” Judges are constrained by role demands like “impartiality, suppression of personal predilections, [and] attention to legal doctrine.”\textsuperscript{15} Judges are guided by precedent. One study was “captivated by the excitement, the devotion to legal analysis, the depth and rigor of constitutional analysis, and, yes, the true pleasure revealed by the judges” engaged “with a meaningful legal problem.”\textsuperscript{16} Thus helped, for example, judges are less prone than other people to some kinds defects in reasoning.\textsuperscript{17}

Part II shows, however, IRBs rely on amateurs to make expert decisions and use few if any of the standard ways of mitigating regulation’s problems. Worse, the IRB system is so structured that adopting most of them ranges from impractical to impossible.
Arbitrary and Capricious Decisions

The reviewing court shall ... hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be ... arbitrary, capricious, [or] an abuse of discretion. ...
—Administrative Procedure Act

The IRB system is built to fail. Founded on an exaggeration of research’s risks (chapter 1) and a denigration of regulation’s costs (chapter 2), it can hardly do more good than harm. But how much good and how little harm depends on how well IRBs work. The evidence is that they often work badly. Not because members are indolent, wicked, or foolish, but because their task is unmanageable. Event licensing and mission creep saddle IRBs with impossible loads. Evaluating research’s substance and methods demands more expertise than IRBs can muster. Their poverty of rules leaves IRBs with less guidance than agencies need.

Because IRBs need not report what they do or why, evidence must be indirect. But indirect evidence can persuade, and this does: regulationists themselves distrust IRB decisions, when OHRP acts as an IRB it has been imprudent, and (most tellingly) multisite studies show IRBs handling identical cases inconsistently. IRBs lack time, knowledge, and skill to understand their choices; IRBs assess risk ignorantly; and IRB incentives are warped. In short, the IRB system is so poorly constructed that—in the classic legal phrase—IRBs are chronically arbitrary and capricious.

A. THE EVIDENCE OF ERROR

[M]any of the “horror stories” told by social science and humanities researchers are true: these situations are taking place because of “IRBs that a) don’t understand social and behavioral research, b) don’t know how to use or are afraid to
use the flexibility in the regulations, and c) don’t pay sufficient attention to the efficiency of their procedures.”
—Jerry Menikoff (Director, OHRP), Where’s the Law?

IRBs are studied little, their decisions less. But we have already reviewed many poor decisions, and more systematic evidence shows pervasive problems. Sometimes IRBs get things right, sometimes IRBs stop or improve bad research, sometimes IRBs find appreciative researchers. But the proportion and gravity of their poor choices are unacceptably great. I review first the distrust of IRB decisions that OHRP, IRBs, and regulationists themselves evince; second, the improvident decisions OHRP makes when acting as an IRB; and third, the multisite studies showing IRBs recurrently making irreconcilable decisions. Then I begin to show why poor decisions are inevitable.

The IRB system’s own opinion of its work is skeptical, even harsh. OHRP, IRBs, and regulationists have good reasons to prove their usefulness but have hardly tried, and they often castigate IRBs’ work. Regulationists can frankly admit they have little evidence that IRBs work well. Questioned, IRBs typically call themselves “quite successful,” but asked why, they “almost invariably pointed to the lack of serious problems or complaints.”¹ OHRP’s first director could cite no “direct evidence” that IRBs prevented harm.² Canadian officials “simply put forward a passionate belief that they must be doing their job effectively, expressing a gut-level sense or ‘intuition’ that all is as it should be, unable to point to any evidence for that claim.”³ One said ingenuously, “I would have to think it’s effective since I’ve been there thirteen years, wouldn’t I!”⁴

The regulationist literature is drenched in dismay. Elliott (a prominent bioethicist) thinks that “[b]y any reasonable estimate, that oversight system has been a failure.”⁵ More than a decade ago, IOM saw “significant doubt” about the system’s capacity “to meet its core objectives” and found IRBs “‘under strain’ and ‘in need of reform.’”⁶ Elite organizations describe understaffed, undisciplined, and undertrained IRBs. The system “is not functioning as intended, a message that this [IOM] committee as well as a long line of analysts and observers have delivered.”⁷ OHRP has audited many IRBs and found them failing so badly that OHRP has closed all federal research in excellent universities, including Duke and the University of Pennsylvania.⁸
IRBs routinely decline to trust other IRBs—they refuse to accept other IRBs’ work in multisite studies despite pressing reasons to do so. When Canadian IRBs (REBs) were asked about this problem, their major concern was that “one REB cannot trust another. One participant stated bluntly, ‘We don’t trust the ethics process at other institutions.’”

Some IRB members also distrust OHRP. Some of Klitzman’s interviewees thought the “federal focus has increasingly shifted to assessing forms, rather than protecting subjects.” Klitzman quotes an IRB chair: “New regulations may also not really help the patient. With OHRP and accreditation bodies like AAHRPP, the focus is much more on: do you have the right forms and policies?”

A second insight into IRB decisions comes when OHRP acts like an IRB. In prominent cases it has made poor decisions and persisted against ample evidence. In Keystone (the checklist), for example, OHRP’s risk assessment was “not likely but possible” and its rulings were a triumph of literalism over sense. Similar is the following

**CASE STUDY: LIFE AND BREATH**

In adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), lungs fail. Patients not ventilated die, as do a third to a half of those who are. Those who survive do well, so ventilating properly means life or death.

Respirators have multiple settings (for frequency of breathing, depth of breathing, oxygen percentage, and more). The optimal combination depends on factors like the patient’s age, sex, size, and sickness. More breathing might seem better but isn’t, since excessive ventilation can tax bodies without additional benefit. Respirator settings also affect fluid balance. Too much fluid floods the lungs and the patient drowns; too little means inadequate fluid for circulatory functions, so blood pressure drops, then disappears.

In 1999, a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute study was stopped early when lower ventilator settings led to about 25% fewer deaths. But that study did not show how low settings should be or how patients’ fluid status should be handled. So the NHLBI got eminent ARDS specialists to conduct a multisite randomized trial of ventilator settings and fluid management.

In November 2001, two pulmonologists and two statisticians at the NIH Clinical Center sent OHRP a letter criticizing the study design.
Pressed by OHRP, the NHLBI suspended enrollment in July 2002: the federal institute with expertise in lung disease bowed to an agency with no such expertise. NHLBI convened a panel approved by OHRP. It found the study well-designed and vital. OHRP announced its “serious unresolved concerns” and demanded that the trials remain suspended. Meanwhile, clinicians had to struggle.

Eight months later, OHRP loosed its hold, without comment on the costs, misery, and death it had caused. Rather, it berated IRBs for approving the study without adequately evaluating its methodology, risks and benefits, and consent practices. It did not explain how an IRB could do better when OHRP and NHLBI had bitterly disagreed.

Much effort is now devoted to “prospective, randomized comparative effectiveness research.” Attractively, “there is no additional risk to being randomly assigned to one or another equally well-supported treatment option that falls within the standard range of care in clinical practice.”12 A rewarding recent example addressed a painful problem: Very premature infants are kept alive partly with oxygen, but it can cause vision loss from retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). From 2004 to 2009, the “SUPPORT” study sought in 23 sites (including many major research universities) to ascertain the best level of oxygen saturation. At the time, a “range of 85 to 95% was becoming standard clinical practice, and the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) later recommended this range in its 2007 guidelines.” SUPPORT therefore divided its subjects into two groups, one at the higher end of the standard range (91–95%) and the other at the lower end (85–89%). In other words, all the SUPPORT infants received standard therapy; as the SUPPORT sample consent form said, each of the “possible combinations of treatments is considered by some units to represent their desired approach. …”13

The study found less ROP in the lower range, but “contrary to what was known at the time, the study also showed a slightly but significantly increased incidence of death—19.9% versus 16.2%—among infants assigned to the lower” range. The “AAP amended its guidelines, citing SUPPORT, and physicians treating very premature infants are starting to use higher saturation rates to reduce the risk of death,” despite “the potentially higher risk of ROP.”14

Each study site’s IRB had approved the study and the consent forms. However, in 2011, OHRP began to investigate SUPPORT’s consent
process. Eventually, OHRP “determined” that the IRB-approved consent forms “failed to include or adequately address” the study’s “reasonably foreseeable risks and discomforts” because they did not warn parents that their children might die because of the study. But as Magnus and Caplan write, “Given that there was variation in clinical practice at the time the study was mounted, it is not clear how randomization among treatment options could have created novel risk over random physician preference.” There was “absolutely no evidence to support the claim that the infants enrolled in the study were exposed to greater risk than infants outside the study.”

The *New York Times*, Public Citizen, and some bioethicists endorsed OHRP’s “determination.” But NIH aggressively defended SUPPORT; prominent bioethicists (including many with fine regulationist credentials) said OHRP had improvidently attacked crucial research; and a *New England Journal of Medicine* editorial was “dismayed” by OHRP’s response to “a model of how to make medical progress.” John Lantos acidly wondered why OHRP was promoting a world in which “doctors would misrepresent the risks of the studies, frighten parents away, prevent responsible research and continue to treat babies based on their non-validated beliefs about what is best.” SUPPORT was a major study conducted by eminent scientists supported by NIH and approved by IRBs at some of the country’s best research institutions. Had they all misunderstood OHRP’s rules for research? “[I]n a remarkable move,” OHRP suspended “its compliance actions” and promised new guidance.

The best evidence that IRBs make unreliable decisions is multisite studies where different IRBs receive the same protocol and treat it in wildly erratic ways. As one IRB manual blandly admits, “there is much variation regarding functional and operational processes among IRBs.” As Green says dryly, a “high degree of inconsistency” among IRBs “has long been observed.”

These studies are typified by the report of prominent researchers whose IRBs generally objected to their research but could not agree on why:

**CASE STUDY: VITAMIN A**

Extremely low birth weight babies weigh less than 1,000 grams (3.5 ounces). They are too tiny to keep warm, too weak to suck from breast or bottle, and too unformed to get enough oxygen from air. Even in neonatal
intensive care units they often die, and survivors often have chronic lung
disease.

Of the thousands of neonatologists in the United States, a few work at
the medical schools where most neonatology research is conducted. The
ablest neonatologists at these schools serve on the Neonatal Research
Network, which NIH sponsors. To maximize their resources, Network
members debate: Which unsolved questions matter most? Which are like-
liest to be solved?

In the 1990s, the Network considered a trial of supplemental vitamin
A. Premature babies risk complications if they get too little vitamin A,
but too much can be toxic. Small studies had shown supplements might
reduce stroke, lung disease, and infection, but the Network thought the
evidence only suggestive. It planned meticulously. Jon Tyson, professor
of pediatrics at the University of Texas, was the principal investigator. A
Network subcommittee assisted him in trial design and the biology and
pharmacology of vitamin A; colleagues offered comments, as did external
reviewers. The Network Steering Committee and an external advisory
board reviewed the protocol. The protocol then went to investigators at
14 centers for submission to 18 IRBs.

Infants eligible for the trial lived on the thinnest of margins. All needed
supplemental oxygen, and 90% were on ventilators. Of the 807 infants
in the trial, 133 died before hospital discharge, and brain damage, sepsis,
and chronic lung disease plagued the rest. The average hospital stay, for
those alive at hospital discharge, was 3 months. The infants were random-
ized into a treatment group receiving vitamin A three times a week and
a control group receiving standard care without supplemental vitamin A.
All were monitored for vitamin A toxicity. To help the IRBs, the protocol
thoroughly discussed the trial’s background and design.

Despite this extravagant exertion and expertise, IRBs had manifold ob-
jections. Sixteen of the eighteen required changes in the consent form. One
objected to saying (truthfully) that NIH provided funding. Several IRBs op-
posed saying (truthfully) that infants would benefit from additional exami-
nations and monitoring in the NICU and over the next two years. One IRB
wanted the form to say that collecting blood samples has risks like fainting.
And there was chaotic disagreement about the study’s science.

One IRB thought the risks of supplemental vitamin A so outweighed
the benefits that giving it would be unethical; another thought the benefits
so outweighed the risks that withholding it would be unethical. The Network’s IRB submissions discussed this issue and said that the evidence of benefit was only suggestive and that few physicians routinely used supplements.

Several IRBs withheld approval because they wanted the study to control for the amount of vitamin A in feedings. The Network’s IRB submissions had discussed this issue and argued that doing so was impractical and undesirable. For example, vitamin A in breast milk varies from one mother to the next, varies between one feeding and the next, is affected by storage, and is absorbed differently from vitamin A administered intravenously. Furthermore, the study’s goal was not to ascertain the effect of different levels of vitamin A; it was to ascertain whether supplements helped ELBW infants in the NICU.

Two IRBs withheld approval because the infants’ blood was not monitored for toxic levels of vitamin A. The Network had considered this issue. There are no accepted blood levels for vitamin A in people less than two pounds, and glucocorticoids—which most ELBW infants receive—alter the vitamin A distribution in ways that might lead to confusing blood-level results. The most sensitive sign of vitamin A toxicity in infants is increased pressure in the skull’s soft spot—which the study monitored daily.

One IRB withheld approval because it wanted the control group to receive real, not sham, placebo injections. The Network’s IRB submissions had discussed this issue and said that giving a shot to tiny infants causes stress and that the placebo might harm them. The researchers kept families and NICU staff blinded by using a tiny needle and pacifier to minimize crying, placing a screen around the bed, making the injection site hard to detect, and bandaging both real and sham injection sites.

One IRB withheld approval because it wanted interim outcome data, presumably so it could stop the study if it seemed to be producing dispositive results. But interim data from one of multiple sites rarely justify aborting a study. This fact, well known to statisticians, was demonstrated in this study: The results at each center varied, with a relative risk of bad outcomes ranging from 0.66 (vitamin A reduced bad outcomes by one-third) to 1.11 (vitamin A increased them by 11%), a range no more than would be expected by chance.

One IRB withheld approval because it imagined that making infants less than 500 grams (18 ounces) eligible would lead to trying to keep
infants alive to have more research subjects. The Network had not con-
sidered this possibility. Experienced neonatologists, they thought that pe-
diatricians—no likelier than IRB members to torture patients—would not
say, “We really shouldn’t treat him at all, but he would be great for the
vitamin A study. Let’s resuscitate him.”

After many struggles, all the IRBs conceded all these points (and oth-
ers I have spared you). The study showed that supplemental vitamin A
reduces chronic lung disease in ELBW infants.

Some variation in agencies’ decisions is inevitable. But this case study
describes flatly contradictory decisions, finds IRBs stating different ob-
jections to the protocol, and shows IRBs making objections they had to
withdraw.

Inexplicable variation is a persistent pattern. Singer and Levine report
it in the late 1970s. In 1982, Goldman and Katz sent three protocols to
IRBs at major universities. All were disapproved, but with “substantial
inconsistency” in IRBs’ reasons and “substantial inconsistency” in apply-
ing “ethical, methodological, and informed-consent standards.” Boards
disagreed diametrically: some disapproved and others approved placebos
in breast cancer research. Variation was due not to local differences but
to “inconsistent application of standards within each IRB.” A “substan-
tial number” of IRBs “approved designs that we had deliberately made
unacceptable.” In sum, “IRBs approve inappropriate investigations and
inhibit appropriate investigations. Deficient protocols may be modified,
but only the most glaring problems are identified.” This “cast doubt on
the adequacy” of IRB decisions.

Multisite studies continue to report flagrant inconsistencies. Some-
times IRBs flatly contradict each other. Recall that one thought vitamin
A supplements necessary and another thought them unethical. Similarly,
faced with Stair’s study of inhaled fluticasone supplementing standard
emergency asthma treatment, one IRB said all patients should receive it
while another thought it “hazardous and therefore unethical.”

IRBs differ about whether a protocol must be reviewed and at what lev-
el. About whether an inquiry is human-subject research. About whether
research is exempt. About expediting review. About protocols’ risks. About
cost-benefit analysis. About risks of blood draws. About minimal risk. About
risks of chart reviews. About whether paying subjects
is a benefit.37 About whether psychological testing is a benefit.38 About whether the special attention subjects receive counts as a benefit.39 About making PI and staff always available.40

IRBs disagree about who may be a subject. About enrolling a child who cannot assent.41 About approaching people by phone.42 About using opt outs or opt ins.43 About enrolling prisoners.44 About paying subjects and how much.45 About paying children and how.46 About monitoring HIV-infected adolescents’ health without parental consent.47 About what literacy forms.48 About who signs invitation letters (the local PI, the PI and the primary physician, or the director of the health plan’s breast cancer screening program?).49 About getting a treating physician’s consent before contacting subjects.50 About whether the IRB should be named in a reminder letter.51 About surrogate consent for the disabled.52 About including the disabled in minimal-risk studies.53 About requiring competence assessments of people likely to have “impaired decisionmaking.”54

IRBs disagree about requiring consent.55 About what a form must say.56 About children’s assents and documenting them.57 About the age at which assent is required.58 About describing conflicts of interest.59

IRBs disagree about whether research staffers must update their ethics training by calendar or fiscal year.60 About responding to young survey respondents who say they do risky things.61 About consulting communities about waiving informed consent.62 About whether each site needs a PI.63 About naming the IRB in an invitation letter.64 About letting a study’s coordinating center contact local IRB staff.65 About whether a central PI must have an institution’s own HIPAA training.66

IRBs within a single institution disagree. I described Green’s experience of an IRB disagreeing with itself.67 Decades before, there was “little consistency in detecting consent problems within each board. Often, what appeared appropriate to a particular review board for one consent form was not considered appropriate by the same board for other forms.” Even on objective issues “little affected by the nature of the research” (like including a compensation statement), “individual IRBs demonstrated no consistent pattern” in interpreting guidelines or applying “standards for approval.”68 Coe was warned to resubmit a form to the same IRB panel lest “new stipulations” arise.69

Even single IRBs can fluctuate. Goldman and Katz thought it hard “to find consistent responses to ethical issues within a particular board.”70
Recently, a respondent said, “Different IRBs at our institution feel totally different.”\textsuperscript{71} Another said that people moving internally among IRBs were “astounded that we’re at the same institution.”\textsuperscript{72} Klitzman found inconsistencies not just over different protocols, but over “the same protocol.” Even “a single member may also make seemingly inconsistent decisions on similar protocols over time.”\textsuperscript{73}

I have canvassed situations in which IRBs reach contradictory decisions about the same protocol. For instance, in Green’s 43-site study of practice guidelines, “IRBs varied widely in the standards” for deciding what level of review to require. One exempted the study, 10 expedited review, 31 demanded full review, and 1 disapproved the study.\textsuperscript{74} One board granted an exemption the study was ineligible for. When Green’s protocol was reviewed by the same IRB “acting on behalf of two different sites,” it was “approved as minimal risk with waiver of consent in one case and rejected pending revision and with formal written consent required in the other.”\textsuperscript{75}

IRBs assess risk erratically. Green’s study was designed to meet the “minimal risk” criteria, but only a minority of IRBs agreed, despite “guidelines and expert advice” urging IRBs to adjust review and monitoring to a project’s risk and complexity. A majority of IRBs did full-scale reviews. Many “imposed all the usual regulatory requirements for clinical research,” like medical care for study injuries and HIPAA consent for physicians, “even though the IRBs themselves acknowledged to us the irrelevancy to our study” of doing so.\textsuperscript{76}

IRBs balance risk and benefit disparately. “[A]pplication of the federal risk and benefit categories is variable and sometimes inconsistent with the federal regulations and actual risks to children.” A single blood draw was the only procedure a majority of IRB chairs thought minimally risky. About half thought electromyography minimally risky or a minor increase over minimal risk, while roughly 40\% thought it more than a minor increase. About a quarter thought allergy skin testing minimally risky, 43\% thought it a minor increase over minimal risk, and about a quarter thought it more than that.\textsuperscript{77}

IRBs disagree about paying subjects. “IRB policies and practices on payments to parents and children varies [sic] considerably.” Many permit reimbursement for time and expenses, a few permit “incentives.” Some prohibit payments to children, others encourage them, and others want alternatives like toys.\textsuperscript{78}
Another measure of IRBs’ unpredictability is that, despite researchers’ incentives to comply with an IRB’s wishes, applications rarely satisfy IRBs. Goldman and Katz found outright approval “rare.” None of the 166 initial full-board protocols received by the IRB that Jaeger studied was approved outright. Despite researchers’ incentives to comply with an IRB’s wishes, applications rarely satisfy IRBs. Goldman and Katz found outright approval “rare.” None of the 166 initial full-board protocols received by the IRB that Jaeger studied was approved outright. Every IRB in Sherwood’s study had objections requiring a response. Especially after researchers have applied to and satisfied many IRBs, subsequent IRBs should have “no or few recommendations,” but Sherwood and many others had learned otherwise. One survey found that protocols are primarily rejected for “clarification and process concerns.” Even first-rank researchers going to extremes can fail. When the American Society of Clinical Oncology undertook a National Initiative on Cancer Care Quality, it got approval for a protocol and consent forms from IRBs at Harvard, Rand, and the National Cancer Institute. Yet 35 of the 65 IRBs in the study modified the consent forms and 20 modified the protocol.

Schlaff’s IRBs not only responded inconsistently, but when Schlaff repeated the same study seven years later, “the major barriers to IRB approval were quite different at each site.” Worse, IRB variability “appeared to be much greater” the second time around. Similarly, in Helfand’s two-stage study, IRBs responded no more quickly in the second round and required almost twice as many changes, even though IRBs knew it was a standard protocol from a steering committee for an NIH-sponsored clinical trial that “had been approved by an independent data and safety monitoring board.”

Erratic decisions seem to be international. At least before the British attempt to reform multisite reviews, variation was “the rule.” For one trial, “between 1 and 21 copies of a protocol were required by each of 125 local research ethics committees [RECs], with two thirds” requiring amendments. In another trial, agreement was “probably better than chance” but “slight.” Finally, an experienced observer described RECs’ “inconsistent working practices”: one opposes telling patients that an REC had approved the research (that would be “coercive”), another requires giving the information. One opposes paying subjects, the next supports it. One accepts family members as translators, another wants “accredited professionals.”

Nor is variation driven by local circumstances. None of the editorial revisions imposed on Green “addressed any special local cultural or
language issues.” Klitzman rejects IRBs’ and staffs’ attribution of variability to local circumstances: “no data have ever been published supporting the claim.” Even some regulationists concede that “no data substantiate the value of such local knowledge.” And a former OHRP head convincingly argues that “a psychologically oriented explanation of factors contributing to that variability should also be considered.”

In sum, the multisite studies reveal IRBs regularly making incompatible decisions, so that if some are right, others must be wrong. Variation among IRBs is so dramatic and ubiquitous that decisions cannot be based on consistent principles. When a single protocol is submitted to 44 IRBs and 40 of them require widely differing changes, the plausible range of interpretive variation is far outstripped. Cowan’s conclusion is much more convincing—that decisions turn on “the personal backgrounds, experiences, and biases of IRB members.”

We have already encountered many poor IRB choices; the cases from chapter 2 in which a decision’s costs plainly outweighed its benefits is just one category. The multisite studies also abound in plainly poor decisions. One survey (in an IRB administrator’s thesis) asked questions with answers in OHRP guidance. Not only did variability “permeate” the responses, but the IRBs were right “only 55% of the time.” Multisite studies also show boards refusing approval because of objections IRBs eventually had to withdraw (as in the vitamin A study).

The multisite studies also report IRBs fixed on trivialities. As Bosk says, “bureaucratic organization leads workers to ignore goals and focus on, even sanctify the means or operating rules and procedures.” Goal displacement flourishes because “ultimate goals are difficult to keep in view; their achievement is near impossible to measure,” and it is hard to tell whether means serve ends efficiently. Thus IRBs (and OHRP) notoriously dwell on paperwork and forms. Almost two-thirds of Sherwood’s IRBs revised grammar (e.g., changed a form from the first to the second person). In another study, thousands of dollars went to things like changing “description of study” to “study description” and replacing Helvetica with Times New Roman.

Not only do IRBs say no when they should say yes; they may say yes when they should say no. This would produce the worst of worlds—a costly system that permits bad but blocks good research. Given flawed protocols, “only two IRBs raised objections in all three cases. Seven committees
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consistently failed to find such flaws. The remaining 13 boards rejected only one or two projects.”

IRBs may not even understand the problem with inconsistent decisions. Klitzman’s “interviewees generally defend[ed], ignore[d], or downplay[ed] these variations, the subjectivity involved, and the problems that might ensue.” One chair said, “Each of our IRBs has its own feel or flavor. That’s good.” It’s not. When the Supreme Court encountered a test (“reliability”) that lower courts applied inconsistently, it was indignant: “Reliability is an amorphous, if not entirely subjective, concept.” Much might affect reliability, so a statement’s reliability depended “heavily on which factors the judge considers and how much weight he accords each of them. Some courts wind up attaching the same significance to opposite facts.” Saying that the standard was manipulable, the Court forbad it.

In sum, there is much evidence that IRBs make decisions badly. First, regulationists not only cannot show that IRBs work well, they excoriate them. IRBs distrust each other’s decisions. OHRP has judged IRBs so grimly that it has halted federal research in major universities and frequently execrates IRB performance. Second, when OHRP acts as an IRB, it has made poor decisions poorly defended. Third, multisite studies show IRBs reaching contradictory decisions about identical protocols. When IRBs are so consistently inconsistent, when they act more like random-number generators than agencies applying reason to rules, their decisions are not good enough for government work.

B. INFORMED CONSENT

The legitimacy of much of our system of human subject research in large part turns on how good a job we are doing in obtaining informed consent.
—Jerry Menikoff (Director, OHRP), What the Doctor Didn’t Say

The IRB system’s success does turn on informed consent, for superintending it preoccupies IRBs. Lidz found that while IRBs frequently ignore many regulatory criteria, they attended carefully “to consent forms and processes. They almost always discussed the consent forms, and nearly 9 in 10 protocol reviews” had questions about them, confirming research finding “that IRBs regularly and often exclusively recommend changes to consent forms.”
The IRB system is not doing a good job with informed consent. The evidence shows IRBs making inconsistent decisions, despite the effort devoted to consent. Nor have regulationists confronted the evidence that informed consent is a regulatory technique that cannot achieve its goals.

1. THE TROUBLES OF INFORMED CONSENT

Informed consent is a species of perhaps the most common but least successful regulatory genus today—“mandated disclosure.” It fails because disclosees do not notice disclosures, do not read them, cannot read them, do not understand them, do not use them, and do not make better decisions with them. The empirical evidence on information policies, including “disclosure policies, suggests that they have not made consumers significantly better informed and safer.” Ben-Shahar and Schneider so recently analyzed mandated disclosure so lengthily that this section can briefly summarize its ills.

Mandated disclosure fails because too much is asked of it. And unrealistic as hopes for it are, hopes for informed consent in research are higher, as Menikoff’s “consent on steroids” suggests. OHRP thinks “[i]nformed consent assures [again] that prospective human subjects will understand the nature of the research and can knowledgeably and voluntarily decide whether or not to participate.” The “standard account” requires that subjects “fully understand the nature of scientific rationale and procedure,” have “insight” into risks ethicists or regulators identify, and “have motives for participation that are not ‘false.’” From the “prevailing ethical and legal viewpoint,” patients can understand “the often complex and voluminous medical information” they get and put it in “accurate, clinically usable perspective.”

The history of informed consent is a history of failure. In 1980 Cassileth wrote that studies showed “that patients remain inadequately informed, even when extraordinary efforts are made” and no matter how much information is provided, how it is provided, or the treatment involved. In 2003, the NRC acknowledged that there “appears to have been little progress” in improving forms and procedures. Lidz asks if
informed consent has “produced the rational autonomous decisions” expected and finds the answer “pretty simple. There is very substantial empirical evidence that the large majority of both research subjects and patients do not carefully weigh the risks and benefits.”

Informed consent disappoints even in optimal circumstances. Joffe lavished labor on subjects in cancer trials who consulted “additional sources of information and had support from family or friends. Nonetheless, knowledge varied widely and there were important misunderstandings. Major deficiencies included not being aware of non-standard treatment, the potential for incremental risk or discomfort, the unproven nature of treatment, and the uncertainty of benefits to self.” Many “did not realise that the treatment being researched was not proven to be the best for their cancer, that the study used non-standard treatments or procedures, that participation might carry incremental risk, or that they might not receive direct medical benefit from participation.”

In another study, over half thought consent was used “to protect the investigator and/or affiliated institution from liability.” Many regulationists agree. Two IRB authorities think consent more concerned with protecting institutions than subjects. And a two-stage multisite study concluded that many parts of the consent forms numerous IRBs require seem aimed more at “avoiding liability” than explaining research.

Informed consent’s theory is that people read, understand, rely on, and use forms to make better decisions. But as Appelbaum says, given how much information must be disclosed, its complexity, “the exponential growth in length” accompanying “attempts at simplification, and the inherent limitation of those involved in the consent process (many of whom have lost whatever ability they once had to communicate intelligibly to lay people),” that theory is dubious. And when Lidz asks about informed consent’s success, he rightly answers that if its goal is subjects fully participating in decisions, it “has largely failed.” Only unusually are “subjects likely to understand enough … to be equal partners with the professional.”

As Ben-Shahar and Schneider write, mandates like informed consent depend on a long chain of weak links: Lawmakers must correctly see and say what disclosees need to know, disclosers must interpret instructions accurately and follow them faithfully, and disclosees must notice the disclosure, read it, interpret it, and apply it. But OHRP regulations give IRBs
poor guidance, and IRBs are expert neither in the research described nor in explaining arcana to novices. There is rarely a *via media* between easy but incomplete and complete but confusing forms. The disclosees (research subjects) rarely study forms carefully enough to meet regulationists’ standards of learning. Illiteracy, innumeracy, and inexperience make forms incomprehensible. Reasoning from disclosure to decision is littered with confusion and error. I do not say that informed consent *never* makes *any* difference of *any* kind or that *no* improvement is possible. But it cannot do what regulationists want.

Nevertheless, the conventional wisdom “overwhelmingly, staunchly” supports informed consent.¹¹⁹ OHRP Director Menikoff writes, “Admittedly, there is evidence that these forms currently play a relatively small role in the decision making process of many people who decide to enter research studies. But that in itself is likely [sic] a reflection not of the futility” of informed consent “but rather of how poorly currently used consent forms are written.”¹²⁰ So OHRP determination letters criticize complex forms and say complex language violates the regulations.¹²¹ OHRP’s *Guidebook* insists that IRBs “ensure [again] that information” is understandable.¹²² OHRP’s rule-making notice wants forms that are “shorter, more readily understood, less confusing, that contain all of the key information, and that can serve as an excellent aid to help someone make a good decision.”¹²³ Regulationists, like the NRC, routinely see poor progress after “decades of research” but tell “[s]ocial, behavioral, and economic science researchers” to study “procedures for obtaining and documenting informed consent that will facilitate comprehension of benefits, harms, and risks of harm.”¹²⁴ Similarly, IOM wants “a new approach”—“clear, simple, unclouded, unhurried, and sensitive disclosure” of “all the information a reasonable person would need to make a well-informed decision.”¹²⁵ Who doesn’t? Who gets it?

2. IRBS AS CAUSE, NOT CURE

There are [sic] a wide array of problems [in consent forms], ranging from failing to disclose that randomization is taking place in the study to failing to describe what standard care is and how being treated in the study differs from standard care, to probably the most common (but far from least significant) failing, writing a consent form that is mind-bogglingly dense and incomprehensible. ...

—Jerry Menikoff, *What the Doctor Didn’t Say*
As we just saw, regulationists criticize forms’ length and density but want them longer and denser. Menikoff says forms elide complex issues and are “dense and incomprehensible.” But OHRP regulations demand at least (1) a statement that research is being done, an explanation of its purposes and the length of subjects’ participation, a description of the research procedures and experimental aspects; (2) a description of “risks or discomforts”; (3) a description of “benefits” to subjects and others; (4) disclosure of alternative treatments; (5) a confidentiality statement; (6) if risk is more than minimal, an explanation of the compensation or medical treatments for injured subjects; (7) a name to contact to learn more, a statement about subjects’ rights and “research-related injury”; and (8) assurance that participation is voluntary and may be abandoned. So researchers must address fifteen topics (and many subtopics), and the regulations list more disclosures for IRBs to consider. OHRP’s Guidebook says grandly, “Information could be deemed ‘material’ if it might influence the decision of any reasonable person.” Not to mention conflict-of-interest and HIPAA statements. And IRBs can require more disclosures ad libitum.

As IRBs have regulated every word in every consent form in all human-subject research, forms have grown longer and denser. Unsurprisingly, the changes IRBs require often make the forms less understandable. In 1984, Appelbaum criticized the “tendency to cram ever more information into consent forms.” In 1983, the mean length of one VA hospital’s consent forms had nearly doubled over seven years and the forms required “college-level reading ability.” In 1989 another VA’s forms were 58% longer than the former’s had been in 1982. Their mean readability was at the 13.4 years grade level, and 17% reached the hardest level (at least a college sophomore’s or junior’s).

In 2010, Albala concluded that one IRB’s forms increased “an average of 1.5 pages per decade.” In the ’70s, the average form was less than a page, by the mid-’90s, over 4.5 pages. In 2011, an eight-IRB study found forms over two times longer than 7 years before, for a virtually identical protocol. That this irrepressible growth is instinct in regulationist ideology is suggested by its ubiquity. A Norwegian study found that oncology consent forms grew significantly over ten years. And Australian consent forms’ median went “from seven to 11 pages between 2000 and 2005.”
IRBs preach brevity and promote breadth. IRB exemplars flout IRB standards: only 8% of the IRB templates and samples in medical schools with specific standards met them, and the mean readability score was 2.8 grade levels over the norm. Breese examined HIPAA templates from one hundred major medical centers and fifteen independent IRBs. Almost all “had inappropriately complex language.” So “[d]espite the regulatory requirement for ‘plain language,’” nearly all forms were as complex as “corporate annual reports, legal contracts, and the professional medical literature.” Not only do IRBs preach virtue and practice vice, they “do not, as a general practice, enforce even those standards they themselves set.” Forms describing “oncology protocols at a large, university-based, comprehensive cancer center [were] too complex to be read by most patients and their families.” The center’s “Research Committee, the hospital’s IRB, and the national cooperative groups” all failed to make the forms “readable with an eighth-grade education.”

IRBs do not just issue bad exemplars and endorse unreadable forms. They make forms worse. Burman evaluated the way IRBs evaluated two protocols in a 25-site trial in “institutions oriented toward clinical research.” IRBs demanded a median of 46.5 (3–160) changes per form, 85% of which did not alter meaning but tended to degrade the form. Forms stretched, sentences swelled, the active voice faded, and difficulty worsened.

Yet regulationists incite IRBs to meddle more. One manual tells IRBs that they “understand the issues the best” and so “should accept the role of editor” and “not blindly accept criticism that they are just nitpicking at the grammar or punctuation.” They should warn researchers that there will “be a thorough edit of the consent document for readability” and “that there will likely [sic] be more than one set of revisions.” Another manual finds “no substitute” for IRBs’ subjective decisions about language.

Ultimately, OHRP is responsible for decades of IRB subjective decisions and objective failure. Burris and Welch’s review of OHRP enforcement letters “indicates no substantial change since NBAC described OHRP’s counterproductive focus on paper compliance.” OHRP “continues to nitpick consent forms” and thinks “the remedy for most problems” is “more.” OHRP demands consent forms “both readable and larded with boilerplate.” Yet, Burris and Welch say, OHRP’s director blames IRBs for
instituting burdensome new rules that are not required: “Consent forms used to be 2–3 pages that people may have read, and now they are 20–30. I’ve seen them over a hundred pages long. … That’s a burden that we don’t create, but the institutions trying to escape liability [sic].” As Robert Levine once said mordantly, “There is no more expensive or less competent redaction service available in the United States than that provided by an alarmingly large number of IRBs.”

The multisite studies are again illuminating. Green’s 43-site project showed IRBs minutely editing forms to no common, or even evident, purpose. More than half required completing parts of forms that the IRB acknowledged “did not apply to our particular survey.” IRBs demanded revisions “at an undiminished rate even late in the recruitment phase of the study, when the study protocols and consent forms had been refined through revisions at multiple previous centers.” Three-quarters of the sites required at least one resubmission; 15% required three to six. The revisions had no pattern but “comprised a wide range of requests for deleting or adding sentences or paragraphs, phrasing, tense, and word choice.”

IRBs not only make forms more littered and less lovely, they make them wrong. In Burman’s study, IRBs inflicted “an error of protocol presentation or a required consent form element” in two-thirds of the forms. Many errors were minor, but over a quarter were “more substantive,” like deleting significant side effects, making “major errors” describing study procedures, or removing a mandatory part of the form. At the extreme, IRBs make researchers mislead subjects. The study of senior women in medical and dental schools had to admonish them that they might be driven into “counseling” and exposed to “legal problems.” Those are absurd things to tell senior faculty, but they seem to have led 18% to leave the study.

IRBs make forms less readable and less accurate (partly) because IRB ideology and practice misguide them. The “ensure” principle inclines IRBs to fear the wispiest possibilities. The tendency to invent risks, to treat unlikely risks as likely and slight risks as serious exacerbates this. Regulationist suspicion of researchers teaches IRBs to distrust researchers’ forms and make them warn subjects against themselves. In addition, copious warnings and paperwork look like ways to avoid lawsuits, scandal, and OHRP displeasure. So 94% of the IRBs that McWilliams encountered insisted on their own consent forms, and some made her use templates
unsuited to her study. One IRB wanted information about data safety and monitoring in the consent form even though the study had no intervention to monitor. Yet the templates omitted relevant facts, like “assurances of confidentiality for family members.”

Finally, good writing does not flourish in the IRB world. I have read thousands of pages from IRB chairs, members, and staff; from OHRP; and from regulationists, pages rich in sentences like this: “However, how IRBs discharge their duties is not clearly spelled out in the regulations, neither is there specific algorithmic guidance at the present time. As such, there is much variation regarding functional and operational processes among IRBs.” Or: “OHRP finds that, given that the project involved non-exempt human subjects research, JHU failed to ensure that the requirements for obtaining and documenting the legally effective informed consent of the subjects or the subjects’ legally authorized representative under HHS regulations at 45 CFR 46.116 and 46.117 were satisfied.”

Physician, heal thyself.

In short, even if subjects wanted to and could achieve the understanding regulationists want, IRBs would cripple informed consent: IRBs have steadily lengthened and complicated forms. But consent on steroids does not accomplish and even thwarts its own ends. OHRP’s director says that “the legitimacy of much of our system of human subject research in large part turns on how good a job we are doing in obtaining informed consent.” The IRB system is not doing a good job. It seeks to do the impossible and, inevitably, fails.

C. THE ENGINES OF ERROR

IRBs should not accept responsibility for performing functions that they are by design incompetent to perform.

—Robert J. Levine, Inconsistency and IRBs

This chapter’s first part surveyed the evidence that IRBs make poor decisions unacceptably often; the second part surveyed the evidence that IRBs’ crucial method—informed consent—fails unacceptably often. This third part begins to ask why IRBs err (and thus how far error can be reduced). One answer has already emerged: IRBs review too much research too intensively and review expert work without expert knowledge.
Regulatory choices increasingly overburden IRBs. As the introductory chapter said, the regulations define IRB authority broadly and loosely. As we have repeatedly seen, event licensing is an extravagant way to regulate. As the Conclusion will show, IRB imperialism amplifies both the scope and intensity of scrutiny. In one study, submissions increased 42% in five years. Burman assumes a university with 500 new and 1,000 continuing studies annually reviewed by two IRBs, each meeting for three hours twenty-two times annually. If new protocols take twice as long as continuing studies, IRBs have eight minutes for the former and four minutes for the latter. Another study found meetings averaging 2 1/2 hours for “18 initial review, 9 expedited reviews, 43 amendments, and 21 safety reports.”153 And in one two-stage, 25-site study, IRBs made 2,347 changes in the consent form alone,154 a median of 46 per form (range, 3–160).155

IRBs’ must create, collect, and store an Everest of paper, including intricate records of IRB proceedings and reams of forms from researchers, like “[c]opies of all research proposals reviewed, scientific evaluations, if any, that accompany the proposals, approved sample consent documents, progress reports submitted by investigators, and reports of injuries to subjects.”156 Fost and Levine say that OHRP “has insisted that a quorum be documented” for each “of 100 or more actions [sic] items on the agenda of a single meeting of a typical IRB.” An accreditation agency wants a nonscientific member’s presence “documented for every action item.” Another agency “threatened a warning letter because the institution was defining a quorum as ‘more than one-half’ rather than ‘one-half plus one.’”157

These regulatory choices burden IRBs not just with too much work, but with work requiring expertise IRBs lack. Simon Whitney’s travails illustrate a common problem:

CASE STUDY: FIRED PATIENTS
Doctors sometimes fire patients. The decision can be mechanical (a fixed number of missed appointments or payments). Sometimes it can be discretionary. Perhaps the patient makes sexually suggestive comments about a staff member, is too recalcitrant to work with, or seems likely to sue (or has sued but continues to expect care). How do patients react to being fired? Does it change their feelings about themselves, their new
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physicians, or medical care? Do physicians have criteria for firing patients? Do they give formal warnings?

I hypothesized that certain patients (like those with stigmatized illnesses or coexistent physical illness and drug abuse) are particularly likely to be fired. I knew that talking with patients and physicians about this would provide insights that would never occur to me. A literature search produced nothing, but I found a note from a CBS news producer on a message board about fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome inviting fired patients to contact her. I suggested we might cooperate in our separate inquiries.

The IRB was hostile, peremptory, and contemptuous. I say “IRB,” but was it the chair (a plastic surgeon) or someone else? What process produced its response? The IRB wrote, “Please justify how this is considered research and not investigative journalism.” This was puzzling: if this was not research, the IRB lacked jurisdiction, since IRBs license only research, not journalism. Did the IRB share the methodological parochialism common among biomedical IRBs—not understanding (even despising) qualitative research? Such parochialism cannot be cured with a few supplianting paragraphs. The IRB also demanded more risk-benefit information. Any risk seemed speculative and trivial, and I had already described the project’s importance. But I tried to assuage the IRB’s concerns.

The IRB responded with belligerent comments, questions, and commands. I gleaned a bit more about what the IRB was thinking. For example: “This research does not qualify for risk category 1. The information obtained could potentially place the subjects at risk for criminal or civil liability, or be potentially stigmatizing.” Which crime? Which tort? How would a prosecutor or plaintiff locate and recognize anything of interest in highly anonymous descriptions of widely scattered subjects published in an almost anonymous medical journal?

I answered the question about investigative journalism as best I could. “I am afraid you have formed a false impression that this is a sensational project, not legitimate research. This is not at all the case. I have a four-year AHRQ K08 award and spend all my research time on topics like this.”

The IRB became angrier. They seemed offended by my association with journalists and doubtful about qualitative research: “As currently written, the risks of this protocol outweigh the benefit of the knowledge that may be gained. Please include further information on the benefit to society of
the knowledge that will be gained since there is no plan to quantify the data.”

I asked to present my case in person but was sent to the public affairs office. It suggested explaining again that this was research, not sensational journalism, and that subjects’ confidences were safe. I had already done that more than once and had invested so much so fruitlessly that persevering seemed pointless. My tenure clock was ticking, the research was unfunded, and dealing with the IRB was ghastly. I said I thought “the comments indicated lack of understanding of social science research methods, unwillingness to consider qualitative research as being capable of producing useful results, and just plain hostility. ... I just don’t have the heart to pursue it.”

IRBs’ decisions are supposed to rest on the educated opinions of all members. For the IOM, education means “skills and knowledge, ranging from technical scientific design expertise to a strong working knowledge of the ethical literature.” So members “should understand the ethics and history of research with humans,” the “structure and funding” of research, and research regulation, “including local laws.” And “be able to read scientific literature and protocols at some level, understand scientific methods for various disciplines, assess” research’s effect on “the community and vulnerable populations,” do risk-benefit analysis, and appreciate and enforce informed consent.

IRB manuals concur. Amdur tells IRBs to assess proposals’ science, researchers’ qualifications and resources, and studies’ methods. Mazur warns that reviewing protocols can be “extremely complex.” IRBs must analyze protocols “scientifically and ethically” and need “in-depth knowledge of the history and ethics of human subject protections and the regulations.” They must judge research’s importance. And evaluate “scientific issues” like the “significance of preliminary data, feasibility of specific aims, and data analysis plans.” And review “the drug dose and route of administration.” And “fully consider” a study’s procedures, its timing and setting, and the researchers’ qualifications. And demand “well-conceived, well-formulated, and appropriate plans for interpretation of data and statistical analyses,” including “adequate stratification factors and treatment allocation plans for the study design after study completion.” And gauge risks’ “probability, magnitude, and duration.”
IRBs are also supposed to be expert in research ethics. Even assuming such expertise is possible, do IRBs have it? Regulationists widely doubt it. Many members seem to know little of the regulations, to say nothing of ethics. Van den Hoonoard’s observation of four REBs confirmed his data “from interviews, other notes, and what scholars have said in general about ethics-committee members’ knowledge of federal policies: they are unfamiliar with them or have too little familiarity.”\(^{170}\) Staffers are, “next to the chair, vital” to IRBs and usually “serve as ex-officio members at meetings.” But they “have no research experience, and many still do not have expertise in ethics.”\(^{171}\) Ethics training can be embarrassingly crude. Spike calls it “minimal,” with a short (often under ten hours) training course (often online) and a multiple-choice quiz (so simple many people can pass without training).\(^{172}\) Nor is there “clear evidence of any relationship between ethics education for health care professionals and either moral competency, moral development,” or better behavior in clinical ethics contexts.\(^{173}\)

IRBs evaluate not just ethics but science. Mazur says many ethical questions “cannot be adequately formulated or even addressed” without grasping “the science behind the study’s hypothesis.”\(^{174}\) Levine says that judging benefits’ likelihood and scope requires “technical expertise.”\(^{175}\) OHRP’s Guidebook wants “thorough assessment of information with respect to all aspects of the research and systematic consideration of alternatives.” OHRP instructs IRBs to “distinguish the ‘nature, probability and magnitude of risk.’” And to evaluate researchers’ estimates of harm or benefits in terms of “known facts” or “available studies.”\(^{176}\) Thus in the vitamin A study, IRBs told eminent neonatologists that their issue was settled, that vitamin A toxicity could not be properly handled, and to give ELBW infants placebos. And in the ARDS study, OHRP persistently preferred its science to the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute’s.

Why is an ethics board reviewing science? OHRP’s Guidebook says “invalid” research “exposes subjects and the institution to unnecessary risk.”\(^{177}\) More, it requires good research: An institution’s policies and officials should insist upon “well-conceived and -conducted research.”\(^{178}\) IOM wants review “by neutral scientific experts to ensure that the question(s) asked are important,” “that the protocol is feasible, well designed, and likely” to answer the research question,\(^{179}\) and that “data analysis” is “of high quality and free from bias.”\(^{180}\) Stark found IRB members asking whether proposals were “good science”\(^{181}\) and thinking IRBs helped
“strengthen research.” Again, the test is “good,” not “invalid,” or even “poor,” or even “adequate” science.

IRBs’ scientific competence must be so great that they can usefully review research even after “neutral scientific experts” have done so. Schlaff’s study was conducted by a committee established by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development “to design and conduct multi-center trials.” Its steering committee comprised experienced investigators from seven sites, the PI of their data coordinating center, and an NIH-appointed “project office and committee chair.” An advisory board and a data safety monitoring board critiqued the protocols. But eight IRBs plunged in with the usual “huge amount of variability between the various sites.”

Regulationists, then, believe IRBs need broad and deep expertise. Do they have it? Consider Simon Whitney’s IRB service:

CASE STUDY: TONSILS

I woke up vomiting blood. This is what normally happens to eight-year-olds after a tonsillectomy. But I didn’t know that. My parents had promised ice cream, but by then I didn’t care. I was violently ill and scared to see blood. The nurse told me that it was fine and I would be fine. And of course she was right.

Decades later, when I was on the Stanford IRB, a researcher proposed to give pediatric tonsillectomy patients an unlabeled pain medication. Half the bottles with pink syrup would contain Tylenol with codeine, half plain Tylenol. By that time I was a family doctor committed to relieving suffering. When I saw this protocol, I thought “Plain Tylenol?” Right after an operation? How could the pediatric ENT people justify this barbarism, denying a kid decent pain relief? I knew it was just wrong and said so at the meeting.

That was the high point of my IRB service. The low point was the next meeting. The chair had called the pediatric ENT (Melinda Moir), who told him that all kids normally got was plain Tylenol and that she wanted to see if adding codeine helped. So my brilliant ethical idea, far from improving things, was slowing down the protocol that might improve pain care. I was chagrined.

It gets worse. When I recently searched for articles on postoperative care of patients I found thousands. Had I searched for these articles before
challenging Moir’s study? No. Did I know they existed? No. Did I know about the 70 articles specifically on managing tonsillectomy patients? No.

It gets worse. During that literature search, I found Melinda Moir’s article reporting the research I had impeded. One graph shows that the kids who got plain Tylenol had less pain than the kids who got codeine. The next graph showed that kids without codeine maintained oral intake better than kids with it. Of course. The codeine was nauseating some of these kids. My postoperative memory is not of horrible pain. It’s of throwing up. So I, on the IRB, had been convinced that the IRB was ethically obliged to require more kids to take a medication that did not help their pain but did make them vomit.

IRBs are novices evaluating experts. Disciplines comprise minutely specialized scholars with abstruse knowledge, so “judgments about scholarly significance can be made only by those who have great expertise regarding the current state of knowledge” in, say, gastric pH, axonal degeneration, and cell mosaicism. As Shapin writes, experts are inexpert about “claims of different expert groups.” Furthermore, there is “little cross-disciplinary consensus” about excellence and its achievement. As Lamont puts it, “disciplines shine under different lights” and “are best located on different matrixes of evaluation,” since “their objects and concerns differ so dramatically.” C. P. Snow’s “gulf of mutual incomprehension” separating scientists from literary intellectuals also divides “many interpretative from more positivist researchers.” So physicians often cannot imagine fields whose “aspirational model” is not the hard sciences.

Worse, even specialists disagree, since standards of “quality or excellence can be differently weighted and are the object of intense conflicts.” Thus empirically grounded fields like political science and sociology battle over “formal theory and quantitative research techniques in disciplinary standards of excellence.”

Scientists can differ fundamentally and furiously. As Shapin says, “You name it, it’s been identified as the Scientific Method.” Some scientists think there is no “special, formalized, and universally applicable Scientific Method; others insist with equal vigor that there is.” The latter disagree about what it is. “Some scientists like Francis Bacon, some prefer René Descartes; some go for inductivism, some go for deductivism; some for hypothetico-deductivism, some for hypothetico-inductivism.” Shapin
thinks “no small part” of the natural sciences’ “enormous success” may arise from “the relative weakness of formal methodological discipline.” And Geertz thought it one of anthropology’s advantages that practitioners don’t quite know “exactly what it is.”

Some core IRB questions—like whether benefits exceed costs—even experienced supervisors of research dare not answer. An industrial lab manager, Shapin says, thought it impossible “to foresee the results of true research work.” Another “defined research as ‘systematic inquiry into the unknown,’” so that “a certain amount of freedom on the part of the investigator is implied by the very idea of research.”

So how can “at least five members” with “varying backgrounds,” including at least one with no background in science, “complete[ly] and adequate[ly] review” research? “[M]ost institutions have a ‘one-size-fits-all-but-nobody-knows-much’ panel.” But how can they not? IRBs reviewing Helfand’s study of minimally invasive urologic surgery contained “physicians, researchers, nurses, lawyers and pharmacists.” Ten of the sixteen IRBs had at least one surgeon, but only one had a urologist, and one had no physicians at all. They evaluated risks, “including the surgery itself, anesthesia, infection and other surgical complications.” Helfand drily says that IRBs “unfamiliar with surgical procedures may have difficulty assessing the risk-benefit criteria.” Likewise, in a study of “a well-defined genetic disorder” (cystic fibrosis), IRBs seemed “confused” about what subjects should know. “Genetics introduces probabilistic risk information that incorporates the concepts of penetrance and variable expressivity and often, unconfirmed estimates of risk perception, which further complicates determining risk-benefit ratios.” This was “illustrated by considerable variability in how IRBs dealt with DNA banking within their consent forms.” And how is an IRB chair who specializes in “the effects of hydrophobic and hydrophilic glass coatings” on driving to assess proposals to study terrorists?

The problem of inexpert review of experts is exacerbated when IRBs do not realize how their ignorance limits them. Like the IRB chair who was “a professor of foods and nutrition” and could think “that conducting oral history interviews was ‘not different from creating a database of DNA’” and that because scholars in the humanities “‘are evaluated on their research’” they are “‘engaged in the same activity as a biologist.’”
Nor can IRBs well evaluate researchers’ competence (as the OHRP Guidebook wants). Universities labor learnedly to select faculty. Nothing in IRBs’ composition, experience, knowledge, or judgment fits them to decide that specialist departments hiring specialists have erred.

Even regulationists deplore IRBs’ ignorance (and researchers’ laments are thick as leaves in Vallombrosa). HHS’s inspector general, for example, finds many IRB members and staffers too inexpert to assess protocols adequately.199 Amdur concedes that many IRB members are poorly equipped “to effectively evaluate scientific issues.”200

Nor can IRBs be rescued by outside help. Consultants are uncommon.201 IRBs cannot practically add members to fill gaps in expertise because there are too many gaps. For example, Hunt wants IRBs to have an expert in billing, since it “is virtually unintelligible.”202 But how many other gaps would thus need filling?

Some problems might be avoided if IRBs did not itch to interfere in matters which they do not understand. But this overtaxes self-denial. Sears chaired the UCLA IRB that reviewed research of a thousand professors and several thousand graduate students from many departments. The IRB’s “data” included protocols without expert evaluation from sources like outside letters, committee reports, or departmental votes. The IRB’s “analysis, usually (but not always) well-meaning, was generally amateurish,” since members rarely had “up-to-date knowledge.”203 And Stark found that criticism of scientific quality often came from specialists in a different field.204 Even less informed must be nonscientist members, 47% of whom recognized in one study that “they lacked sufficient training or education in science and ethics to do their job.”205 Many IRB members acknowledge their limits: in one study “a substantial minority felt less than fully competent” to evaluate research’s originality, feasibility, method, and analysis.206

Furthermore, evaluating challenges to conventional wisdom requires resources amateurs lack. For example, mammogram screening reduces breast cancer deaths of women in their fifties.207 Could IRBs countenance research questioning the screening imperative and using a control group receiving no mammograms? Kalager did such research in Norway. The death rate from breast cancer fell, and Kalager concluded that mammography caused about a third of the improvement.208 But if mammography reduces deaths 10%, 2,500 fifty-year-old women must be screened for ten
years to save one life. Good, but 1,000 of them will have an abnormal mammogram, and 500 will have a breast biopsy. Between five and fifteen of them will have breast cancer and be treated, but some would die from other causes first and others would have cancer incurable whenever it was caught. Welch thinks mammography probably reduces the 10-year risk of death from breast cancer for a 50-year-old American from about 4.4 to 4.0 per thousand. So without screening mammography, after ten years, 995.6 women do not die of breast cancer; with screening mammography, 996.209

The paucity of lives saved, false positives, and unneeded treatment might not matter. Zelen, a statistician, said that were he a woman he would be screened. Kalager, who is a woman, disagreed because of “the small chance of benefit in light of the larger chance of finding and treating a cancer that did not need to be treated.”210 If experts duel, can inexpert IRBs subdue their assumptions enough to understand the arguments?

If IRBs are not competent in their work, staffs are less so. Academics have long scholarly training and experience; staff rarely do. Yet as HHS grew exigent, “universities placed ethical review in the hands of a new class of administrators.”211 Staffs are intermediaries between IRBs and researchers, present cases to boards, and claim ethical and regulatory expertise.212 They are professionalizing—seeking barriers to entry, educational prerequisites, licensing requirements, certification, professional associations, and continuing education. A new credential—Certified IRB Professional—promotes the shift toward more influential staffs (and away from IRBs as peer review).213

In sum, Sears is right that research university IRBs cannot evaluate research responsibly.214 And Zywicki is only a bit unkind to say that the argument for IRB review of science “appears to be a rationalization rather than a justification for this practice.”215

IRBs have yet more personnel problems. Able and admirable people serve, but as NBAC acknowledged, it is hard to get and keep them.216 First, academics are not picked for skill in committees. Deans dislike diverting serious scholars from the research that they do uniquely well and that builds universities’ reputations. Or fine teachers from classrooms. Or adroit committee members from more fruitful work (like hiring faculty). Second, why serve? Scholars strain for time for the research, teaching, and (for some) practice that are their true and rewarding callings. In large
institutions, IRB workloads are like a part-time job stacked on your full-time one. Serving can be onerous and thankless. Turgid accounts of usually harmless research on abstruse topics sicken the academic soul, especially when “primarily bureaucratic and focused on unimportant minutiae.” Fear of sanctions and suits deters some people from serving.

Third, why join so unloved a committee? Commissions, commentators, and even courts indict a “system in jeopardy” that recklessly lets researchers abuse subjects. One state supreme court leapt to scourge not only the researchers before it but an IRB which was not. “In the instant case, as is suggested by some commentators as being endemic to the research community as a whole,” a Johns Hopkins IRB failed to protect subjects, “instead suggesting to the researchers a way to miscast the characteristics of the study in order to avoid the responsibility inherent in nontherapeutic research involving children.” And OHRP treats IRBs like children from whom the rod is too much spared, with “heavy-handed-shaming and criticism.”

IOM suggests that workloads make it hard “to recruit and retain knowledgeable IRB members.” Once, Case Western Medical School’s IRB comprised its dean and departmental chairs. Today, Fost and Levine say that “[s]enior faculty commonly avoid serving.” Of twenty “experienced senior faculty thought to be especially suitable” to chair one IRB, none acceded. “Even among the entire IRB membership there are virtually no full professors.” At Northwestern, many faculty once “willingly participated,” but “resentment of the IRB process” and “skepticism of its agenda” changed this. Fost, an IRB chair, describes trouble recruiting “senior research faculty” and “a massive disincentive” to serve. He lost “two very valuable members.” One left a meeting never to return, saying “this is not why I’m here.” He would gladly protect human subjects but not “spend time documenting compliance to rules” little related to that goal.

IRB amateurism contrasts with academic professionalism. Scholarly journals typically have expert editors. Manuscripts that survive their screening go “to three or four specialists in the exact area of the study’s expertise.” The editor reviews their reviews. Funders recruit peers to “mobilize” experts’ “connoisseurship and judgments.” These reviewers do not challenge “disciplinary traditions” but use “the epistemological and methodological standards of the applicant’s discipline.” Finally,
personnel decisions are ordinarily sedulous. At one school, tenure decisions begin with letters from eminences in the specialty and evaluations from knowledgeable colleagues. A committee scrutinizes the candidate’s writing, the outside letters, and the inside evaluations and prepares a detailed recommendation to the tenured faculty. It meets twice and usually discusses the scholarship, even down to the footnotes. The provost reviews the faculty’s recommendation. Strong, even passionate, but informed disputes about substance and method proliferate.

In all these processes, expertise is recruited relatively easily. Scholars feel an obligation to the enterprise of screening and editing books and articles, awarding grants, and granting tenure. Evaluators may benefit from their task. Being on a prestigious competition’s panel can be like an executive’s annual bonus. Influencing competitions and other scholars’ work can be satisfying. And fun. Some of Lamont’s panelists like “the highly pleasurable opportunity” to learn about other fields. Some like working “with ‘other really smart people.’” Lamont describes “moments of individual or collective effervescence during deliberations,” pleasure in reading good proposals, and rewarding relationships. Unlike IRB work, most academic decisions rest on criteria evaluators respect. While IRB staffs are increasingly powerful, evaluators in most academic situations act personally. IRB members are “trained,” but academic evaluators “are presumed to be responsible professionals who set high standards for themselves” and have “full or nearly full sovereignty.”

Yet even the best peer review is flawed. Reviewers may be “dramatically influenced” by things like the research’s outcome, and agreement among them “may be extremely low.” Even in the elite decisions Lamont describes, “[e]valuators often favor their own type of research,” since they “are necessarily situated in particular cognitive and social networks.”

In short, IRBs lack the time, care, and expertise to make their decisions and are less and less able to recruit well. The contrast with ordinary academic decisions highlights these inadequacies. Predictably, then, IRBs seem to deliberate poorly. Van den Hoonaard found in extensive research that “virtually no time” was spent discussing ethical principles. Members felt “more at home discussing professional” matters, tended “to weigh in with disciplinary and individual viewpoints,” and appealed “to what sounds ‘reasonable.’” Van den Hoonaard includes among the many factors leading to “idiosyncratic and inconsistent decisions” the
uneven attendance at meetings, the interjection by committee members of disciplinary paradigms and individual perspectives (i.e., private reflections about ethics), discretionary judgments, the attitude of what is “reasonable,” varying desires about what it means to protect research participants, unfamiliarity with ethics policies, the use of distancing mechanisms, the tendency for committee members to work as manuscript editors, and the influence of jealousies and, sometimes, vendettas.243

Fitzgerald, another of the best-informed IRB observers, says that because most members have not studied applications and some would profit little from doing so,244 they “respond to the précis—not the application.”245 Deliberation can be free-form and get “off on tangents.”246 Fitzgerald thinks this helps explain why IRBs demand information they already have (recall “Vitamin A”): “The committee could not, or would not, resolve” an issue or “the discussion got away from the actual application,” and demanding information let them “move on.”247

Jaeger too learned that the majority of members read only proposals they were asked to review, not every proposal.248 Generally, the meetings Candilis “observed consisted of long descriptions of the protocol by designated reviewers” with “a few short exchanges with other members and a significant number of contributions from the chair.” The other members were “a ‘silent majority.’”249 Jaeger confirms Mazur’s intimation that some members “remain unclear about what it is they actually did.”250

More specifically, for example, we have repeatedly seen IRBs assessing risk badly. But how could they do it well? A huge literature251 finds people misunderstanding risk. Most lack good information about it.252 Human psychology distorts perceptions of and reasoning about it. “[U]nderstanding is most moved by things that strike and enter the mind together and suddenly, and so fill and inflate the imagination; and it then imagines and supposes, without knowing how, that everything else behaves in the same way as those few things with which it has become engaged.” So “understanding is slow and awkward” unless constrained “by strict rules and a powerful authority.”253 Given “competing accounts of danger, people tend to move toward the more alarming account.” Strong emotions can have “nearly the same effect as a 2,000-fold increase in risk.” So people will pay more for flight insurance against losses from terrorism than for losses from all causes (including terrorism).254 Such defects in reasoning and multitudes more infect IRB decisions.
Group dynamics exacerbate the defects of individual psychology. Like-minded people deliberating “typically end up accepting a more extreme version” of their views. “Social cascades” exaggerate risks. Groups can be “more fearful than individuals” and prone to “moral panics.” Examples “prove memorable.” If people are predisposed to think the risk is serious, group dynamics lead people to consider the example highly revealing. Thus “a tendency toward fear breeds its own amplification.”

So (Agrawal and Emanuel say) IRB “members frequently rely on their intuitions” in evaluating the risks and benefits of Phase 1 oncology studies. Van Luijn observes that while “most IRB members set great store by the risk/benefit ratio and scientific issues, they also find them difficult to evaluate.” Most IRB discussions do not weigh risks and benefits systematically, but “involve gaining an overall impression (20%), considering what alternative treatments are available (15%), or considering whether one would be willing to undergo the trial-based treatment oneself or would advise a family member to do so (10%).” With decisions made so sloppily, the inflation of risk chapter 1 describes may be inevitable. Hence the gulf between the data on harm from asking questions and the regulationist alarm about it. Hence “not likely but possible.” And since IRBs’ “[p]redictions of danger to patients could not be based on a strong empirical base,” they are “very vulnerable to the professional, cultural bias of IRB members.”

If IRBs poorly understand the research they evaluate or the risks it poses, why not educate them? An ethnographer wants to do so. An anthropologist thinks “boilerplate” can do so. Child psychologists think PIs must do so. A literacy researcher wants “tools” to educate IRBs about “non-postpositivist research.” Community-based participatory researchers hope to educate IRB staffers. A palliative-care specialist sees that young field “educating IRBs.” People studying pregnant women agree that “educating IRBs is crucial.” Researchers surveying scientists recommend “educating IRBs to accord researchers greater respect and fair treatment” by collaborating with specialists in organizational development who have “in depth understanding” of IRBs. Primary-care practice-based researchers describe a “feasible and useful” way to educate IRBs. A working group on genetics and microbial issues in women’s health thinks “[e]ducating IRBs” is required. Scholars working with refugees want IRBs educated about cultural differences.
This long list briefly samples the many specialties jostling to “educate” already burdened IRBs. That several could succeed is improbable; that many could is preposterous. Consider what success can take: The rarity of the disease (recurrent respiratory papillomatosis) Sherwood studied “required educating each IRB about the entirety of the disease process,” yet still “few IRB members” could assess a biopsy’s risk. Sherwood’s efforts made IRB approval more efficient, only after 30 months of teaching staff and members about the federal regulations.\textsuperscript{271}

A distinguished jurist asks “[w]hat happens when you turn a generalist loose in a complex world? An ignorant or unwise judge will be unaware of his limits and is apt to do something foolish. A sophisticated judge understands that he is not knowledgeable and so tries to limit the potential damage.” IRBs are hard-pressed to limit the damage they do because they increasingly face issues beyond their competence and workloads beyond their capacity. And as the next chapter argues, little in IRBs’ ethics or ethos encourages them to recognize their limits or the damage they can do.

In sum, IRBs face such a range of recondite issues that managing them well would be miraculous. They require knowledge possessed by few, that cannot be analyzed without long training and experience, that involves more issues than novices can keep in mind, that demands judgments about which people disagree, and that requires speculation about uncertain facts and unknown consequences. And IRBs generally act when other people are better situated to do so. Thus an AAUP report could “see no reason to think IRBs are more capable of assessing the importance of a research project than researchers” or “more capable of assessing whether research projects would impose a more than minimal risk of harm.”\textsuperscript{272} It did not think that IRBs could judge social harms to subjects nor that IRB members were “especially competent” to judge ways of protecting data, for that “requires experts.”\textsuperscript{273}

Originally, IRBs were to run a superior peer review (recall Case Western’s IRB comprising the medical school dean and department chairs). This goal has become increasingly unrealistic. Rather, anyone who spends years reading regulationist writing finds that the IRB empire has become a third-rate enterprise. It understands regulation crudely. Its literature generally falls short of academic standards. Its ethics are often puerile. It seems to repel first-rate people. And while professionalization may help the empire’s officers, it seems to repel people drawn to rigorous disciplines.
This chapter has reviewed several kinds of evidence that IRBs make bad decisions badly often. Regulationists themselves denounce the process and product of IRB deliberations. IRBs distrust other IRBs. When OHRP reviews research, it makes decisions it has struggled to justify. IRBs make dazzlingly inconsistent decisions about identical proposals without apparent reason. Poor decisions are built into the system. Event licensing, the imperial imperative, and bureaucratic diktat overload IRBs. Amateurs make arcane judgments with poor resources, guidance, and expertise. Their decisions are consequently inconsistent, inexplicable, and indefensible at a rate intolerable in a government agency.
The Misshapen Ideology of the IRB System

Did you anticipate at that time that the Belmont Report, decades later, people would be saying that this is probably one of the best reports that’s ever been written by … a commission for the government?
—Bernard A. Schwetz, (then) Director of OHRP, to Norman Fost

In part II’s introduction, I said that regulationists have underestimated regulation’s difficulty and the need to consult the law’s experience with it. Chapter 3 summarized the evidence that IRBs make decisions unsatisfactorily and said that one reason is that IRBs make kinds and quantities of decisions beyond any agency’s capacity. Chapter 4 now considers another of the law’s lessons—that courts and agencies improve decisions through rules (statutes, regulations, precedents). This chapter (4) and the next (5) argue that IRBs generally lack rules or have rules too superficial and obscure to be helpful. This chapter examines IRBs’ ethical rules and finds their ethics incoherent and their ethos impoverished. The next chapter examines the rules required by what lawyers call due process and finds IRBs essentially free to ignore them.

A. AN INCOHERENT IRB ETHICS

As unconscionable as it may seem, even today many active investigators … have not read the Belmont Report and cannot identify or explain the three fundamental ethical principles discussed therein.
—Greg Koski, Research, Regulations, and Responsibility

The IRB system is not an engine for abstract ethical thought. It is an agency regulating research. It thus needs, but lacks, a coherent, legible, and defensible ethics.
CASE STUDY: TERROR

Scott Atran is one of “very, very few scholars who directly talk to terrorists.” With “a considerable sum” from NSF and the Defense Department, he and a “cross-disciplinary, multi-university, international team (including researchers from Michigan, MIT, Harvard, Northwestern, Germany, France, Israel, Palestine and Indonesia)” sought “to interview jihadis in different settings, and run experiments with them” about questions like “how group dynamics can trump individual personality in motivating suicide bombers.”

A University of Michigan IRB forbade Atran to “interview failed suicide bombers or their sponsors who are prisoners, because prisoners cannot, in principle, freely give informed consent.” The IRB insisted that parole boards be told everything Atran was doing (although there are “no parole boards in Indonesian military prisons”) and that lawyers accompany him “to verify that questions weren’t potentially prejudicial to the prisoners.” Even if its conditions could be met, the IRB said, the research was “in principle’ incompatible with the rights of human subjects and therefore ‘never’ likely to be approved.” Atran’s argument that the prisoners and their organizations “are more than willing to give their consent and eager to get their ideas out” changed nothing.

Nor would the IRB let Atran interview unimprisoned subjects, who might jeopardize themselves by revealing their plans. It did not matter that Atran would warn them “not to talk about operations” and give “well-accepted guarantees of complete anonymity.” Atran had once heard “vague plans” and had reported them, but this “did not seriously compromise the health or welfare of the suicide bombers.” And Atran had trouble understanding the “UM’s moral logic” that he would be “ethically remiss by disrespectfully violating the bombers’ wishes in helping to save their lives and the lives of their intended victims.”

Atran also failed to show that his research’s benefits outweighed its costs. He vainly argued that any lives saved when his “interviews with radical Islamist leaders resulted in fruitful contacts during a crucial Middle East ceasefire negotiation” were a benefit and that learning why people “want to blow up Manhattan, London, Tel Aviv or Jakarta,” thus helping to keep them from being blown up, “would be a pretty good benefit.”

After “many months,” the IRB released emergency funds the NSF had awarded for “high risk research” to do pilot interviews with “freely
operating jihadis.” But “no group identifications should be registered” (in a project comparing jihadi groups) nor personal details collected (in a project to understand what motivates jihadis). Ultimately, the IRB decided that its permission “to carry out the truncated emergency research could not be pursued further, even on matters that had been previously approved, and against which no new objections had been raised.”

Atran thinks “most of this is nuts.” It is “getting next to impossible to even talk to people who are dying to kill in order to better understand why they die to kill.” And the “IRB expressly forbids even thinking about trying to stop them from actually doing what they want because that could interfere with their rights. ‘Don’t ask, don’t tell’ isn’t enough—IRB wants guarantees that the opportunity for discovery can never arise.”

1. THE PROBLEM OF THE SACRED TEXTS

Investigators well versed in the Belmont Report and more technical IRB procedures rarely need to dispute decisions.
—J. Michael Oakes, *Risks and Wrongs in Social Science Research*

How would a conscientious IRB member ascertain and apply research ethics? In the noble tradition of Mr. Valiant-for-Truth, Squire Allworthy, and Mr. Knightley, and to honor the seriousness of many IRBs, call him Earnest Member. He begins in the system’s Sacred Texts. The principal Text—the Belmont Report—says that documents like the Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Declaration “assure” (again) that research will be ethical. But, the Report rightly says, they “often are inadequate to cover complex situations; at times they come into conflict, and they are frequently difficult to interpret or apply.”

Not least, the Texts conflict among themselves and with other authorities. “The World Medical Association, for example, rejected the Nuremberg Code as a jurists’ attempt to establish standards for criminal prosecution.” Lie writes that many people accept Helsinki’s “prohibition of clinical research studies in developing countries that do not provide the worldwide best standard of care” but that “every other commission and body that has considered this difficult issue” has disagreed. Thus the Declaration “lost its moral authority” in perhaps “the most contentious [recent] debate in research ethics.” And the FDA stopped incorporating the Declaration in its regulations because it conflicted with American law.
In addition, the Texts “often are inadequate to cover complex situations.” Justice Holmes said “[g]eneral propositions do not decide concrete cases.” The Texts are heroically general. Their rules are too few and foggy to tell government what it may do or researchers what they may not do. In short, Fost says, the Texts “first of all, say different things,” and worse, “say incoherent things; that is, have guidelines that are widely thought to be ethically incoherent.”

“Fortunately,” Sieber writes, IRBs have the “Belmont principles, which require the use of common sense.” The Belmont Report has “quasi-legal force” as “the central source of ethical judgment.” It enjoys a “shared reverential admiration,” even veneration. It proffers three “[b]roader ethical principles”—respect for persons, beneficence, and justice—from “which specific rules may be formulated, criticized and interpreted.” The principles are “comprehensive” and “stated at a level of generalization that should assist scientists, subjects, reviewers and interested citizens to understand the ethical issues” in research. Their “analytical framework … will guide the resolution of ethical problems.” Belmont “clearly explains the three principles that are the main tools that all IRB members should use to evaluate the ethics of specific research proposals.”

Belmont is more invoked than read and more read than analyzed. This “[v]aguely worded and hastily finalized” document cannot “guide the resolution of ethical problems.” As Beauchamp writes, its principles are “not even principles at all, but ‘headings.’” And the Report fundamentally fails to define those principles.

But can we rescue, say, “respect for persons” by defining it as “autonomy”? As regulatory language, autonomy is hopelessly vague and endlessly expansive. Even the Supreme Court has struggled. Autonomy “is notoriously a greedy concept, but the Court cannot define its limits. Autonomy is notoriously one good among many, but the Court cannot articulate a sound method for accommodating it to other goods.” Justice Scalia acidly said that the Court must try to explain it by rattling off “adjectives that simply decorate a value judgment and conceal a political choice.”

Nor does the Report define “beneficence.” The Report explains that promoting well-being falls under the principle, which implies that beneficence is a larger category than seeking well-being but does not describe the category. There follows so confusing a discussion of whether beneficence is an “obligation” that I dare not interpret it. Then we read that
“[t]wo general rules have been formulated as complementary expressions of beneficent actions,” namely, “(1) do not harm and (2) maximize possible benefits and minimize possible harms.” Do these “complementary expressions” encompass all that beneficence requires? Why are they complementary and not contradictory, since one prohibits harm while the other permits it if it is minimized? And why must benefits be maximized? In what relationship must one person *always* maximize another’s welfare?

Nor does the Report define “justice.” Ordinary definitions tend toward tautology: “a moral value commonly considered to be the end which law ought to try to attain.” Holmes said he “hates justice, which means that I know if a man begins to talk about that, for one reason or another he is shirking thinking in legal terms.” The Report says that “injustice occurs when some benefit to which a person is entitled is denied without good reason or when some burden is imposed unduly.” This begs the question, since “good” and “undue” turn on the meaning of justice. The Report then says that “[a]nother way of conceiving the principle of justice is that equals ought to be treated equally.” But how is this different? Is it a definition of justice or a component of it? The Report also says, “Who ought to receive the benefits of research and bear its burdens? This is a question of justice, in the sense of ‘fairness in distribution’ or ‘what is deserved.’” So, is this the definition of justice or merely an example of one aspect of it?

The Belmont principles mean different things among and within fields. “Respect for persons” is a philosophers’ term of art that can mean treating people as ends, not means. Does Earnest Member know that? He treats people and is treated as a means daily, and so much the better. Nor can the philosopher’s special meaning practically be taught to the IRB members, IRB staff, and researchers. And even philosophers disagree about what respect for persons means. Some “suggest that respect incorporates considerations of well-being. Others suggest that concern for well-being lies within the purview of beneficence and nonmaleficence” and that the ambiguity about “well-being is one reason the principle of respect for persons is unhelpful.” This must confuse Earnest Member, especially since there is “a sense in which both are correct.”

Thus the Report’s method is not reason, it is *ipse dixit*. It does not explain why its principles were chosen, why they are right, what they mean, or how to infer rules from them. It just announces conclusions. For example, one of the “complementary expressions” of beneficence is
“do no harm.” But instead of explaining why, the Report says, “The Hippocratic maxim ‘do no harm’ has long been a fundamental principle of medical ethics. Claude Bernard extended it to” research. But Miller and Wertheimer rightly question how far “‘do no harm’ is operative even for medical care.”20 It can only be “operative” with arduous interpretation, since much care inflicts harm to do good and/or risks doing more harm than good. And who was Bernard, why did he “extend” the rule to research, and why does he matter?

A final measure of the Report’s helpfulness is a rare judicial reaction to it. One appellate court thought a trial court reasonably decided that submitting the Report to a jury “would unduly arouse its emotions of prejudice, hostility, or sympathy, and would tend to confuse the issues and mislead the jury.”21

Defeated by Belmont, Earnest Member reaches for OHRP’s Guidebook. But it essentially restates the Report and similarly prefers announcement to argument. Thus it asserts that the “principle of justice mandates that the selection of research subjects must be the result of fair selection procedures and must also result in fair selection outcomes.”22 It does not explain why, what “fair” means, or how to achieve fairness if fair procedures do not. It says: “The ‘justness’ of subject selection relates both to the subject as an individual and to the subject as a member of social, racial, sexual, or ethnic groups.” Justness may “relate” to these (often conflicting) things, but how?

Continuing in the Guidebook, Earnest Member finds OHRP less interested in “the subject as an individual” than as a group member. But is research unethical when it excludes minority groups (denying them research’s benefits) or when it includes them (exposing them to research’s risks)? When OHRP uses a Belmont principle to help Earnest Member “understand the ethical issues,” OHRP not only eschews analysis, it clouds it.

In sum, Belmont’s “principles” are not principles but labels. They have no clear meaning in daily discourse, philosophy, or even regulationism. At most they express amorphous aspirations. As regulatory guidance, they are empty.

The Report is not only obscure; it is often wrong. First, respect for persons. The Report says little of autonomy’s limits. Consider Keystone’s doctors (research subjects, OHRP thinks). They ceded autonomy by
agreeing to work for the hospital, which was entitled—obliged—to oversee them and protect its patients. They ceded autonomy by virtue of the role (doctor) they chose and the power (to harm patients) they had. They could not ethically claim a right to prevent a hospital from studying the presumptively desirable improvement at issue in Keystone. Nor did they; that they might was Director Pritchard’s intimation.

Second, researchers should not always be beneficent. Like journalists, social scientists study bad things and bad people. Sometimes they—like journalists—want to prevent evil and thwart evil people. What researcher would not expose, say, the White Aryan Resistance to odium? What sociologist investigates prisons and says nothing to wardens’ disadvantage? Even social scientists who “want to spare human feelings whenever possible” are happy to see researchers uncovering “gangsters and Klansmen.” Social scientists have duties even to deplorable subjects, but a social science indentured to its subjects is unethical.

Third, as a principle of research ethics “justice” is inapt. Justice is ordinarily the government’s duty, not the citizen’s. Principal constitutional provisions intended to promote justice—like the due-process and equal-protection clauses—apply only to the state because of its unique power and duties. Imposing governmental duties on citizens undesirably limits their freedom. For example, the government must treat everyone equally; individuals may choose their friends and promote their own causes. Nor can citizens meet governmental standards of justice, if only for want of resources to (for example) treat similarly situated people similarly. We hold government to standards of justice but people to individual standards believing that the sum of individual decisions is better socially, intellectually, and economically than holding everyone to the state’s duties. Government should distribute research resources justly; individual researchers cannot tell what justice requires and may lack the means, knowledge, and ability to do justice. Nor does Belmont tell us why doing research makes you more responsible for justice than anyone else.

Belmont concedes that justice has “not generally been associated with scientific research” but says that ideas about it were “foreshadowed even in the earliest reflections” about research ethics. But neither the fact that some unethical behavior is unjust nor the fact that “ideas about justice” were “foreshadowed” makes justice a foundation of research ethics. Belmont argues that “the exploitation of unwilling prisoners as research
subjects in Nazi concentration camps was condemned as a particularly flagrant injustice.” But Nazi “research” was not primarily condemned as “injustice.” It was condemned as brutal and savage. To call it exploiting the “unwilling” depreciates the evil and muddles analysis.

Suppose Earnest Member applies the Belmont principles to a standard problem? Archives house libraries of data: millions of patient records in thousands of hospitals; biobanks of tissues, organs, and excreta; DNA databases; and more. These data can be used efficiently and have often facilitated “great advances in medical knowledge” with “important benefits for mankind.” HIPAA requires researchers using “protected health information” to get consent, but contacting all the relevant donors is rarely practical.

IRBs may waive the consent requirement if three criteria are met. First, there must be “minimal risk” to patients’ privacy (researchers must “protect the identifiers from improper use,” “destroy the identifiers,” and assure “that the PHI will not be reused or disclosed”). Second, the research must be “impractical” without the waiver. Third, it must be impractical without the PHI. IRBs’ attempts to define HIPAA’s terms—“minimal,” “adequate,” and “impractical”—and to impose HIPAA’s conditions have produced “extreme variability.” Can the Report’s “analytical framework” help Earnest Member solve the ethical problems of applying HIPAA?

Earnest Member starts with respect for persons. Winickoff and Winickoff conclude that people whose genetic material is used in research are treated respectfully by telling them the purposes, risks, and benefits of each project. Donors might “disagree with a particular commercial or scientific use of their material.” Donors do not sign away their right to “control and oversight” over their sample, always retain the right to withdraw consent, and thus need a “constant flow of new information.”

On the other hand, respect for persons helps people protect their interests and avoid harm. Does keeping researchers from using archived data do that, given the almost invisible risk of harm? Doesn’t respect for persons require honoring their preferences? Surveys repeatedly show strong majorities wanting to cooperate in (at least undemanding) research, so thwarting archival research defeats most people’s wishes. Shouldn’t respect for persons require the default assumption that people want to behave well, to help the larger research enterprise that benefits everyone, including them?
This leads Earnest Member to beneficence. Who must be beneficent to whom? The Report says that securing people’s well-being “falls under the principle of beneficence.” But isn’t everyone ethically bound to be beneficent, including research subjects? And if government may promote beneficence, why may it not impose a duty on us all?

And which principles go with which issues? Is it unjust to use stored urine samples without permission or a failure of respect for persons to toss it away? Is it unjust to prevent a majority who want to participate in research from doing so to serve a tiny minority, or a failure of beneficence? Is it unjust to enjoy research’s fruits but refuse to assist research efforts, or an autonomy right?

Finally, suppose Earnest Member thinks the principles conflict; that, for example, respect for persons requires defining the regulatory terms narrowly but justice requires a broad interpretation? The Belmont Report does not say which principle to prefer. Does a strong case for a weak principle overcome a weak case for a strong one? Can principles conflict? Can being beneficent be unjust? Can it be just to impair someone’s autonomy?

In sum, the Belmont Report does not provide OHRP, IRB staffers and members, or researchers a legible ethics. The principles have no inherent meaning, nor can one be safely extracted from the Report. “[L]ike all general moral norms, they are abstract instruments offering vague advice, and are of little use in resolving profound and complex moral problems.” Predictably, “[s]cholars have already noted the tendency by ethics committees not to discuss overarching ethical principles,” and one study “found that members ‘did not normally discuss the relative merits of applications with overt reference to these principles’ and that ‘autonomy, beneficence and justice were not deployed as working models for decision-making.’”

2. “A LANGUAGE FOR DISCUSSING ETHICAL STANDARDS”

[It is] impossible to overestimate the importance of terminological precision and conceptual clarity in satisfactory discussions of the ethics and regulation of research involving human subjects.

—Robert J. Levine, *Ethics and Regulation of Clinical Research*

Regulationists like Amdur try to rescue Belmont by saying that it’s “much easier to evaluate the important IRB issues and to explain concerns to
other IRB members if one has a language for discussing” ethics and that Belmont “gives IRB members the language they need to explain why they are concerned about a research procedure in a way that gets to the core ethical issues and is consistent from one discussion to another.”

But terms like “justice” mean wholly different things to different OHRP officials, IRB members and staffers, and researchers, as our effort to apply the principles to archival research showed. So does Amdur’s own fumbling with the principles. For example, he says that to “implement” the “respect for persons” principle, “it is important to understand ‘coercion.’” He explains:

Basically, coercion means that a person is to some degree forced, or at least strongly pushed, to do something that is not good for him or her to do. In discussions of research regulation the term “undue influence” is often used to describe the concept of coercion. Coercion is a concept that is impossible to define beyond a certain point. Like pornography, it is difficult to define but you know it when you see it. Does your salary coerce you into going to work? If you say no, then consider whether you would quit if you didn’t get paid.

First, notice that even coercion (a concept far simpler than the principles) is “impossible to define beyond a certain point.” If words cannot be defined “beyond a certain point,” how can they make language “consistent”? Amdur says you know coercion when you see it. But regulationists see a great jumble of things as coercion.

Second, when Amdur tries to explain coercion, he makes—it must be said—a pig’s breakfast of it. His definition conflicts with the colloquial one. (A dictionary definition is “to compel by force, intimidation, or authority.”) It conflicts with the legal understanding. (Black’s Law Dictionary calls it “[c]ompulsion by physical force or threat of physical force.”) It conflicts with the Belmont Report’s usage (“[c]oercion occurs when an overt threat of harm is intentionally presented by one person to another in order to obtain compliance.”). In none of these does coercion depend, as Amdur imagines, on whether coercion harms you. An operation may save your life, but if they tie you down and slip in the scalpel, you were coerced. Amdur thinks coercion means being “to some degree forced, or at least strongly pushed.” But the colloquial, legal, and (apparently) Belmont definitions agree that coercion requires more, for they make physical force the core meaning and extend hardly further than its equivalents.

Amdur piles Ossa on Pelion by saying that “the term ‘undue influence’ is often used to describe coercion.” I hope not, since undue influence is
a related but distinct problem—the “improper use of power or trust in a way that deprives a person of free will and substitutes another’s objective.”

Amdur tries to clarify things by asking whether your salary coerces you to go to work and whether you would work if you were not paid. He apparently thinks your salary coercive. This doesn’t even fit his own definition, since going to work need not harm you. But no matter. Your salary is part of a voluntary bargain—you work, they pay. That’s not coercion, any more than a charitable contribution is coercion because it is tax deductible. Most behavior is motivated by some incentive, but motivation is not coercion.

Not only is Amdur’s discussion of “coercion” incoherent, it conflicts with another IRB manual’s. Mazur thinks “[c]oercion is the placing of pressure on an individual to do something for reasons other than his or her own.” Like Amdur, Mazur does not see that coercion requires something near the threat of physical force. For Mazur, any pressure is coercive: “Coercion can be subtle: persuasion, argument, and personality can be used to compel an individual to act in a certain way.” But subtle is what coercion is not. Persuasion and argument are the opposite of coercion; they convince by reason, not force. And how can subtle things—persuasion, argument, “personality”—compel you to do anything?

How can the Belmont Report give IRB members a common language when instructors like Amdur and Mazur ignore words’ meanings and cannot even agree with each other. When neither explain his definition but just announces it ex cathedra. On their evidence, the Report does not assist communication; it defeats it. No wonder IRBs are told that “the word ... is coercive.” No wonder commentators say that acronyms for research “may be subtly playing on the hopes or dreams of research subjects, a form of coercion.” HELP and HOPE are “almost certainly coercive”; BOSS, CHEAPP, DRASTIC, and ICARUS are “possibly coercive.”

In sum, the IRB system depends on texts using ambiguous words to state incoherent principles. Those principles do not reflect disciplined thought and cannot guide IRBs to sensible decisions.

3. IS A “HUMAN-SUBJECT RESEARCH” ETHICS POSSIBLE?

To see in more detail what happens when heavy-handed systems of regulation displace other normative systems, we turn to the example of [IRBs] and the regulation of research ethics.

—Carol A. Heimer, The Unstable Alliance of Law and Morality
If IRBs must seek guidance in an empty ethics, how can they avoid the wild variation in decisions that led NBAC to say that “the interpretation of the federal regulations can vary unpredictably”? That it is “almost impossible to develop consistent interpretations of the basic protections or those relevant to especially problematic research.” Regulationists’ hopes lie in OHRP guidance about “the key regulatory terms—‘minimal risk,’ ‘minor increase over minimal risk,’ ‘disorder or condition,’ ‘reasonably commensurate with those inherent in their actual or expected medical, dental, psychological, social, or educational situations,’ and ‘vital importance.’” Yet NBAC concedes that guidance has “languished for decades in the face of bureaucratic hurdles” that will persist.

Can OHRP write a coherent ethical code? Surely not. “Human-subject research” is not a meaningful category. It covers so many kinds of activities of so many kinds of researchers posing so many kinds of risks and benefits in so many kinds of settings with so many kinds of people that categorical rules will be bad rules. Biomedical research and social-science research comprise so many different disciplines asking such different questions using such different methods with such different relationships with research subjects that their ethical problems differ hopelessly. As Schrag reports, social scientists have long debated research ethics, and the “disciplines emerged with strikingly different conclusions about the proper relationship between researcher and research participant.” Nor does OHRP’s definition of research as systematic and designed to develop generalizable knowledge help; that research is systematic or seeks generalizable knowledge is rarely the source of ethical problems.

The Sacred Texts, most regulationist writing, and much IRB thinking address biomedical, not human-subject, research, with notorious results. For example, IRB dogma is that the doctor/researcher is powerful and the patient/subject pitiful. But in ethnography the reverse is often truer, for researchers need the “goodwill and co-operation of their hosts.” Consent is often “negotiated and renegotiated” and rests on subjects’ trust, which depends on their “ongoing judgement.” When IRBs began regulating social science, they seemed blind to this difference. As IRBs gain authority over conflicts of interest, privacy, quality improvement, medical school curricula, and science fairs, the one-size-fits-all ethics looks ever stranger.

Despite the diversity of “human-subject research,” regulationists seek a unified ethics. Elite commissions like NBAC believe an “independent,
single federal office” must “promulgate a unified and comprehensive fed-
eral policy embodied in a single set of regulations and guidance that can be applied to all types of research involving human participants.”43 Yet despite much effort, attempts to write a legible code just for biomedical research have failed. Instead, principles narrower than Belmont’s but far too broad to be useful for regulation emerge. Not for want of effort or intelligence. Ethical issues in research can be intricate and fact-specific and present irreconcilable conflicts among competing goods. Such issues are not easily reduced to a coherent ethics.

Even a coherent ethics for human-subject research would not suffice. Since IRBs are government agencies, their ethics must be legible and enforceable. IRBs and researchers must be able to tell what is required, and IRBs must be able to enforce the duty. This affects ethics, for, as I once wrote, “the law has goals that go beyond the immediate problems of bio-
ethics, and those goals peculiarly shape the moral terms the law employs and specially alter the direction legal discourse takes. Furthermore, the law has limits that arise from its special social purpose, and those limits crimp the usefulness of law’s language as a vehicle for bioethical dis-
course.”44 This is one reason lawyers’ ethics are not announced in prin-
ciples but in rules (much influenced by prolonged debate among lawyers themselves).

In short, nobody can write rules that cover all human-subject research and are bureaucratically workable and legally manageable. OHRP should particularly boggle. Its staff is far too small to represent the many relevant disciplines. Its directors have been an anesthesiologist, a veterinarian, a federal bureaucrat, and an MD/JD. None except the anesthesiologist seems to have done significant human subject research.

The IRB system both oversimplifies ethics and overcomplicates regu-
lation. Having shrunken ethics to principles and swollen regulation to a Panopticon, some regulationists are surprised to find that legalization driving out personal, social, and professional norms. As Koski admits, trying “to regulate the implementation of ethical principles of conduct, is basically a failure.”45 As Kahn sees, “By overly focusing on making sure that rules are followed, we push researchers away from a real apprecia-
tion for issues and introducing whatever it takes to expedite the oversight process.” Kahn quotes Koski: “We must move beyond the culture of com-
pliance, to move to a culture of conscience and responsibility.”46
But a culture of conscience and responsibility is just what IRBs replaced. In the bad old days, disciplines developed their own ethics through debates among specialists who understood their discipline’s ethical problems. As ethics were regulated, nationalized, and legalized, this process eroded. Justification-by-scandal and distrust of scientists undermined disciplines as sources of ethics. But people subject to rules that they did not write and that violate their understanding of their situation and duties rarely embrace those rules.

4. “MORTIFYINGLY STUPID”: HOW IRBS DISCREDIT ETHICS
One of the IRB system’s worst offenses has been teaching researchers contempt for ethics. It does so variously—not least by demonizing researchers and treating them unethically (as the next chapter argues)—but particularly by imposing the empty ethics I have described, an ethics that leads IRBs to treat identical cases differently. IRBs seem not to grasp how contingent and complex ethical problems are but “tend to feel that their own decisions are justified.” Many think that they are “simply interpreting the regulations” and that their decisions are “inherently valid and essentially incontrovertible.”47 (They need to ponder Justice Jackson’s remark: “We are not final because we are infallible, but we are infallible only because we are final.”) Many scholarly disciplines have traditions of vigorous and informed ethical discussion. Simple-minded regulationist pronouncements contrast badly with such discussions.

Little discredits research ethics like the training in it. Many IRB chairs and members have scant or no “formal ethics training.”48 Much of the training they (and researchers) get comes from CITI. Schrag calls it the “most powerful engine of pseudo-expertise in the post 1995 IRB world,” the “one-stop shop for universities to show that their faculty and students have had some training.”49 CITI’s material is largely “written by administrators who value rote compliance over ethical reflection” and who get things wrong. For example, it says “scholars in the social sciences and humanities shouldn’t claim that the regulations weren’t written for them, because ‘a close reading of the regulations will find mention of research methods and topics of inquiry relevant for researchers’” in those fields. But that close reading shows “no such thing,” since the author “has confused a supplementary ruling from 1998 with the regulations.”50
A sense of how far below academic standards ethics training sinks comes from Ronald Bayer, Professor and Co-Chair of the Center for the History and Ethics of Public Health at Columbia. He found it “the most insulting experience to sit in front of a screen, to download a text and then a series of questions to which there is only one right answer, and if God forbid you think that there may be an ambiguity or an uncertainty, you get the answer wrong.” His colleagues discuss these tests “the way Russian social scientists used to talk about having to learn the right Marxist doxology in the old Soviet Union.” People see “the entire process, not as something they feel proud about, but as something they experience as, in a way mortifyingly stupid, and stupefying—that is what it is, stupefying.”

Schrag thinks “Bayer is right that many researchers hold ethics review in contempt. And he was right to trace much of that contempt to the terrible first impression made when smart researchers are compelled to complete an insulting, pathetic, mortifyingly stupid online tutorial.” (Sample CITI question: “Which of the following are the three principles discussed in the Belmont Report?” Your choices: (1) “Informed Consent, Institutional Assurance, Researcher responsibility”; (2) “Privacy, Confidentiality, Equitable selection of subjects”; (3) “Respect for Persons, Beneficence, Justice”; (4) “IRB review, Federal regulations, Declaration of Helsinki.”)

Haskell calls academic disciplines “communities of the competent” that were “the seed crystals” for the modern university. The “special authority and trustworthiness of community-sponsored opinions” arise from weathering “competition more severe” than “ordinary human communities” would tolerate. The competent have “greater authority” than amateurs because they work in a “subculture of competing practitioners who expose and correct one another’s errors.” Why should the competent respect a committee of amateurs who assert authority to evaluate the expert and reach the kinds of conclusions the “Vitamin A” case study and chapter 3 describe?

Were IRBs part of a community of the competent in research ethics, perhaps they could earn researchers’ respect. But authoritative ethical debate is now done in secret by people with woeful claims to expertise even in regulationist ethics. And partly because regulationism is a movement and not a discipline, its literature—I have painfully learned—only sporadically reaches the standards Haskell’s communities of the competent set. The IRB system was established to enforce ethics; too often is discredits them.
B. JUSTIFYING THE IRB SYSTEM

Central to the IRB ethos is its creation myth. That myth tells a story about how the IRB system arose and why it is necessary.

1. JUSTIFICATION BY SCANDAL

Rather than systematically gathering data, identifying problems, constructing an effective solution, and testing it, regulationists proffer justification-by-scandal. They invoke a few emblematic scandals and then proclaim the need not just for regulation, but for IRB regulation. Even as the key scandals of regulationist rhetoric recede into the past, even as IRBs assert authority over essentially scandal-free research, regulationists cling to justification-by-scandal. Genuine scandals rightly arouse indignation, but scandals justify regulation only if (1) they represent an evil that requires regulation and (2) regulation will do more good than harm. Several questions must be answered.

Is the scandal scandalous? Scandals can be initially misreported and then misremembered as they become political, ideological, and bureaucratic symbols. The lead-poisoning research in *Grimes v. Kennedy Krieger Institute* is often reviled, but the scandal was not the research—it was the judicial opinion calling it scandalous. The leading modern scandal—Gelsinger—may be a scandal, a bad outcome, or an IRB failure; as Savulescu observes, “Other than a vague sense that the IRB should have done something more,” there is “considerable confusion about where specifically the IRB members allegedly failed.”

The standard social-science scandals (Milgram, Zimbardo, and Humphreys) are dubiously scandalous. As Mueller observes, two “classic psychology studies seem to be regularly and selectively misrepresented” to show “widespread abuse in behavioral research.” But there is “no systematic evidence on the extent, breadth and duration” of any distress Milgram’s subjects may have suffered, “much less its severity relative to everyday experience.” And OHRP’s *Guidebook* concedes that “Milgram’s follow-up studies indicated that few if any subjects” had misgivings about participating. Zimbardo’s research “was observed by parents, colleagues, a priest, and others,” and there are “only anecdotal data about distressed prisoners.” Finally, Humphreys actually harmed no one, his
ethics found both friends and enemies, and his “critics disagreed among themselves about which elements of Humphreys’s complex project design had crossed the line into abuse.”

Is the scandal accurately understood? Scandals are often misreported initially and distorted later. The media tend to prefer the lurid to the factual. To respond harshly to alleged harm to subjects. To describe regulatory failings “without the benefit of historical perspective,” a sense of the rate of misbehavior, or “a feeling for what is really possible.” Accusations and alarms sound loud and long; careful inquiry is slow and silent. So scandals slip from fact to myth. One IRB chair reprovingly told me Tuskegee researchers deliberately infected prisoners with syphilis. Fost and Levine think it undeniable that “the early history of research involving human subjects was dominated by scandals, including widespread egregiously unethical behavior by US physician investigators.” They cite only Beecher’s 1966 article. Did his twenty-two (described) or fifty (attributed) instances of unethical research really “dominate” that history, were they really “widespread” among the many thousands of studies? Undeniably?

Is the scandal representative? Even scandals rightly reported and remembered must be representative to justify regulation. The emblematic research scandals occurred in particular parts of biomedical research and thus cannot justify regulating other parts of biomedical research, much less social science. They happened decades ago in deeply different circumstances and even foreign countries.

A principal problem with justification-by-scandal is that ethical opinions (like social mores) change. The past’s culture is not the present’s; ethical views and the world have so changed that past eras are poor guides for regulation. As a distinguished medical historian exclaimed to me, “Anybody who thinks an IRB in 1932 would have turned down Tuskegee is smoking heavy weed.” Humphreys’ adviser was a prominent sociologist who “encouraged him to look at so-called tearooms, places where men gathered for quick, anonymous sex.” He was funded by the U.S. Public Health Service’s National Institute of Mental Health. His dissertation committee was “an eminent group of sociologists, some of whom had” written on research ethics. “He had tried to follow the few ethical precepts that had been taught him in graduate school.” He won “a major
award” and “rapid promotion and multiple job offers.” So “[t]hose who considered his work an atrocity were up against not a single rogue researcher, but a good portion of an entire academic discipline.”

Humphreys’ *Tearoom Trade* illustrates another problem with justification-by-scandal. IRB advocates use it to defend IRB review of social research. But it makes a bad exemplar, since the “deliberately covert and deceptive social research conducted by Humphreys was, and remains, quite rare.”

*Can regulation solve the problem a scandal represents?* Burris and Moss note that commentators invoke scandals to show regulatory failure “but do not seriously engage doubts about whether” IRBs actually “prevent or detect the sort of conduct that led to these harms.” IRB members and staffers, official and semi-official reports, and commentators simply assume that the IRB system works (or soon will).

If scandals justify the IRB system, it ought at least be structured to prevent them. But the crucial scandal—Tuskegee—was not the work of the people IRBs regulate; it was the work of the government that now uses its own misconduct to justify regulating private researchers. Furthermore, “some of the most notorious instances of unethical research in the midtwentieth century were reviewed by ethics committees.” Willowbrook “had been reviewed by an ethics committee,” and Tuskegee “apparently had also had such a review.”

2. **Preserving Public Trust**

Moss states an adjuvant justification for IRBs: “maintain[ing] the public trust in the conduct of science.” Moss calls IRBs “necessary to maintain public trust in the research community.” This argument is solemnly advanced but seldom substantiated. Lacking evidence, regulationists usually just intimate that (1) confidence in research has fallen (2) because of research misconduct. Koski says public concern “is increasing, reflected in a rising tide of litigation, negative articles in the popular press, and other published commentaries.” He cites three articles. One says research-related litigation has increased, but in tiny numbers. The other two articles criticize research, but two articles do not a ripple make, much less a tide.

Actually, the “public approves of experimentation. An occasional catastrophe will touch off a public outcry with consequent overreaction,
but on the whole the public continues to finance and to applaud medical experimentation and discovery.”73 Halpern notes that when the public-trust argument was most vigorously advanced, “[i]t was the federal policy community and not the public at large” that wished to expand IRB authority.74 But assume research is less trusted than before. Is misconduct the reason? Regulationists offer no proofs and ignore contrary evidence. Americans distrust all their institutions more. Any increased distrust of research surely derives more from the factors increasing distrust generally than from scientific misbehavior.

Furthermore, do IRBs increase trust in research? Regulationists apparently reason that people (1) think research is dangerous, (2) know research is regulated, and (3) believe regulation makes research safe. I doubt people think much about (1). Regulationists themselves assume that because people don’t know how dangerous research is government must protect them. If people really distrust research, they don’t need IRBs to warn them against it. As to (2), I find that, far from being reassured, people (including many academics) are surprised that IRBs exist. I have yet to meet anyone outside the regulationist bubble who has heard of Gelsinger. Even well-educated people often don’t know what happened at Tuskegee. And Harkness’s search for “Belmont Report” in three major newspapers turned up only an obituary for the National Commission’s chair. It found nothing for “Belmont principles.”75

As to (3), is public trust enhanced when Congress passes a statute authorizing bureaucrats to regulate research? Congress is the least trusted public institution in Gallup’s poll; the medical system is the fifth most trusted.76 In 2011, doctors’ “honesty and ethical standards” were rated very high or high by 70%, Congress’s by 7%.77 Who needs whose help with trust? HIPAA purports to increase trust by protecting privacy. Yet few “recognize, understand, or care about this complex law as it applies to research.” Subjects ask about disclosure “exceedingly rarely.” (One institution “received only 23 requests for accounting of disclosures,” none from research.)78

If anything, regulationist rhetoric may increase public distrust. Regulationists dwell on scandals, denounce researchers, and declare that only IRBs keep subjects safe. Ominous legal forms and warnings about research and researchers also teach distrust. How does this sustain faith in
research? Why not respond to any public distrust with the truth, which is largely reassuring?

In sum, the public-trust argument rests on assertion, not evidence or even argument. Regulationist speculation is implausible; contrary speculation is more convincing. This argument is a makeweight.

C. THE PERVERSITY OF THE IRB ETHOS

To respect autonomy is to give weight to autonomous persons’ considered opinions and choices while refraining from obstructing their actions unless they are clearly detrimental to others.

—Belmont Report

While IRBs lack a legible ethics, they have a potent ethos. It betrays the autonomy that IRB ethics exalt, for the IRB system is instinct with paternalism. It assumes subjects cannot manage decisions but need governmental agencies to protect (OHRP says) their “rights, welfare, and well-being.” IRBs thus keep people from deciding whether to be research subjects and how to interact with researchers. As OHRP’s director candidly admits, justifying IRBs “likely [sic] requires looking to true—hard—paternalism.”

1. THE RESURRECTION OF PATERNALISM

Bioethics has not come to terms with the deeply and pervasively paternalistic character of research ethics and thus has failed to adequately explore the soundness and limitations of its view.

—Franklin G. Miller and Alan Wertheimer, Facing Up to Paternalism in Research Ethics

Paternalism we have buried, but it still rules us from its grave. The IRB system’s deep and pervasive paternalism rests on two mistakes: first, that people are not “capable of deliberation” about participating in research; second, that IRBs are.

Bioethics’ fighting faith is that paternalism is the *summum malum*, that people manage their lives better than government, and that respect for persons requires honoring their choices. As Howard Brody says, medical ethics “views physician paternalism as a sin on a par with matricide and child abuse.” Autonomy is nominally the heart of research ethics. Yet what agency is as aggressively paternalistic as the IRB system? First,
IRBs decide whether the ratio of risk to benefit justifies participating in research. Second, IRBs minutely decide how researcher and subject may interact.

The first of these IRB functions infringes people’s authority to decide what risks to take. That discretionary judgment IRBs make in ways many subjects would reject. For example, NBAC says that when subjects “incur risks with no personal potential benefit ..., there should be some limitation on the amount of social and physical risk that can be imposed, regardless of the participants’ willingness.” This is doubly paternalistic. It decides for people that selfless acts are problematic (contrary to most Americans’ beliefs) and assumes IRBs know better than subjects what risks to run and why.

The second IRB function—deciding how researcher and subject interact—is also paternalistic. When government tries to protect the weak, it ordinarily seeks ways less patronizing, as by requiring the strong to disclose information to the weak. But disclosures are usually narrow and few, disclosers usually formulate them, and disclosures are intended to free citizens to make their own decisions.

Miller and Wertheimer rightly say that bioethics has thought too little about its paternalism. Thus NBAC never explained why people can’t decide whether “risks are reasonable.” Belmont advocates “refraining from obstructing” actions “unless they are clearly detrimental to others,” but IRBs obstruct choices routinely. The voice is Jacob’s voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau.

Miller and Wertheimer think it “easy to see why otherwise competent adults exhibit a variety of decisional defects that make it difficult for them to protect their own interests in assessing the risks and benefits of research.” People “lack the requisite scientific and clinical knowledge,” the sick succumb to the therapeutic misconception, and desperate patients “may well overestimate the benefits and underestimate the risks” of research.

This is a poor reason to abandon the core principle of research ethics. It uses a slight fraction of human-subject research—the riskiest research with the sickest patients—to justify paternalism across all research. Most risk in social-science research arises from questions about people’s own lives, a risk they manage daily. Even biomedical research generally poses such modest risks of serious harm that scientific and clinical knowledge is little
needed. The therapeutic misconception affects only ill patients considering research offering some plausible chance of helping them. Finally, few research subjects are “desperate for the chance of medical benefit,” and those who are may be the people most entitled to make their own assessments.

In addition, IRB paternalism goes far beyond “scientific and clinical” questions to, for example, questions about paying subjects to participate in research. In the rest of life, we pay people for work and risk, let them decide what work and risk are worth, and think people exploited if they are not paid. The IRB system turns compensation into exploitation. The OHRP Guidebook patronizingly thinks “offers that are too attractive may blind prospective subjects to the risks or impair their ability to exercise proper judgment.” But why may people decide what pay to take for really dangerous jobs like lumbering or crab fishing but need IRB help evaluating payment for answering math questions?

Most IRB paternalism is not about big risks but about trumpery little things. IRBs pack consent forms with information sensible people ignore. Chapter 2 swarms with IRBs supervising microscopic risks of minuscule harms, like protecting people being practice-interviewed by relatives, lest they “feel coerced.” Paternalism doesn’t get much better than requiring government “approval before you may talk to your mother because she can’t protect herself against you.” Or keeping a scholar from thanking by name the scientists and engineers he had interviewed, even though his interviewees regretted their anonymity. Or telling a Canadian researcher not to “bother scientists” he wished to study because they were too busy.

But even applied to Miller and Wertheimer’s small category of decisions, their argument proves too much. It is exactly the old discredited justification of medical paternalism. Patients today routinely make—as of right—desperate decisions requiring genuinely arcane “scientific and clinical knowledge.” Yet Levine describes a proposal to ask patients entering a coronary care unit with suspected or proved heart attacks for consent to “a complicated but rather harmless research maneuver.” The IRB thought “the anxiety that might be produced in patients by subjecting them to the necessity to make such a decision might be substantial.” It “might contribute” to “further damage to the heart or coronary care unit psychosis.” But as a seminal case warned, withholding “information for therapeutic reasons must be carefully circumscribed” lest it “devour” the autonomy principle.
Not only do people make abstruse medical decisions, they daily navigate a sea of perils. They decide what to eat; yet bad diets kill. They decide whether to light up; yet smoking kills. They decide where to vacation; yet rafting kills. They decide what job to take; yet thousands die yearly at work. They buy cars; yet some are safer than others. They decide what sports to play; yet base-jumping, fishing (think boats and booze), hunting, and skiing kill. They decide what goods to buy; yet products-liability law is a carnival of death, dismemberment, and disaster. They invest their money and borrow other people’s; yet credit-card debt and imprudent mortgages are roads to ruin.

Regulationists say subjects need special protection because researchers’ interests diverge from theirs. This proves far too much. Divergence between doctors’ and patients’ interests underlay the argument for clinical informed consent. Journalists’ commitment is to their story. Businesses exist to make money. Even devoted spouses do not have entirely interdependent utility functions. Among human interactions, those between researcher and subject have been among the less problematic, scandals notwithstanding. Subjects may not understand their choices as well as regulationists want. But they understand many graver choices—to borrow money, insure lives, buy houses, mortgage homes, pick a doctor, invest 401(k)s—no better.

In short, IRB licensing deviates far from the ways we usually regulate relationships in which the naive deal with the sophisticated. Where else could one find examples of such paternalistic intervention in people’s decisions and dealings?

In evaluating the first argument against paternalism, I have argued that the standard presumption (that people generally should make their own decisions) fits most choices about research. What about the second argument—that government generally cannot make good decisions for its citizens? IRBs know too few research subjects to make good decisions for them. No committee could choose wisely for such diverse people making such varied choices. How could IRBs know what OHRP calls the subjective and hence “different feelings individuals may have about risks and benefits”? As one regulationist says in a different context, only subjects “can weigh the severity of potential harms to themselves or to their communities, in terms of their own values, preferences, and concerns.”
IRBs tend to make decisions “on the basis of their own experience,” which is atypical: IRB members are educated beyond the norm; their communities are often isolated culturally and even geographically. “Removed from the field, IRBs often find … [some] potential dangers hard to assess—whether these will occur, and if so, which, to what degree, and with what effects, and how to weigh these against potential benefits.” People “too much confined to professional and faculty habits … are rather disabled than qualified for whatever depends on the knowledge of mankind. …” And are not the regulationists who instruct IRBs “an order of men whose manners are remote from the present world, and whose eyes are dazzled by the light of philosophy”? IRB members see through a glass darkly in another way—they have conflicts of interest. Their own status and funding can benefit from augmenting IRBs’ authority. And IRBs are expected—and seem to expect—to protect their institutions, even though subjects might favor research that institutions fear.

These are reasons to expect what research confirms: IRBs are poor surrogates for subjects. Chapter 1 showed IRBs using stereotypes to predict reactions to questions about unhappy topics, a prediction people are better equipped to make personally. Similarly, in Gong’s study, a few IRBs would not accept surrogate consent for research, and many restricted the pool of surrogates, “often excluding adult children.” Yet in studies 68–96% favored using surrogate consent, and “[u]p to 72% of married and 96% of unmarried elderly” wanted their adult children as surrogates.

In sum, IRB paternalism affronts basic principles of research ethics specifically and bioethics generally and betrays core norms of American culture and governance. Yet most choices most subjects make are easier and safer than choices patients specifically and citizens generally have an ethical, legal, even constitutional right to make.

2. PATERNALISM AND THE VULNERABLE

[The chair of Jackson State Prison’s trustee committee said]: “Ladies and gentlemen, you are in a place where death at random is a way of life. We have noticed that the only place around here that people don’t die is in the research unit. Now, just what is it you’re here to protect us from?”

—Robert J. Levine, OHRP interview

IRBs are unembarrassed paternalists on behalf of even the sturdiest people. (A law professor interviewing partners in big-city law firms was told
to broaden the survey “to better protect the participants.”) And “vulnerable” has become so capacious a category that it is another vehicle for paternalism, as this story suggests:

**CASE STUDY: DOWN ON THE FARM**

Helene Cummins, a Canadian sociologist, knew that many farmers did not want their children to be farmers because the life was hard and the income poor. She wondered about “the meaning of farm life for farm children.” She wanted to interview seven- to twelve-year-olds about their parents’ farms, its importance to them, pleasant and unpleasant experiences, their use of farm machinery, whether they wanted to be farmers, and so on.

Cummins’ REB first told her she needed consent from both parents. She eventually dissuaded them. They then wanted a neutral party at her interviews. A “family/child therapist” told the REB that “there would be an inability of young children to reply to some of the questions in a meaningful way,” that it was unlikely that children would be able to avoid answering a question, and that the neutral party was needed to ensure [again] an ethical level of comfort for the child, and to act as a witness.” Cummins had no money for an observer, thought one might discomfit the children, and worried about the observers’ commitment to confidentiality. Nor could she find any basis for requiring an observer in regulations or practice. She gathered evidence and arguments and sought review by an institutional Appeal REB, which took a year. The Appeal REB eventually reversed the observer requirement.

Farm families were “overwhelmingly positive.” Many children were eager and excited; siblings asked to be interviewed too. Children showed Cummins “some of their favorite places on the farm. I toured barns, petted cows, walked to ponds, sat on porches, and watched the children play with newborn kittens.” Cummins concluded that perhaps “a humble researcher who respects the kids who host her as smart, sensible, and desirous of a good life” will treat them ethically.

Regulationists’ most common questions about vulnerability are expanding IRB authority, “with the answer usually being ‘yes.’” The regulations already say that subjects “likely to be vulnerable to coercion or undue influence, such as children, prisoners, pregnant women, mentally
disabled persons, or economically or educationally disadvantaged persons,” require “additional safeguards” to protect their “rights and welfare.” IRBs can broaden their authority in two ways. First, “additional safeguards” and “rights and welfare” are undefined. Second, the list of vulnerable groups is open-ended and its criteria invitingly unspecified.

Who might not be vulnerable? Children are a quarter of the population. Most women become pregnant. Millions of people are mentally ill or disabled. “Economically and educationally disadvantaged” may comprise the half of the population below the mean, the three quarters of the adults who did not complete college, the quarter that is functionally illiterate, the other quarter that struggles with reading, or the huge majority who manage numbers badly. And it is easily argued, for example, that the sick and the dying are vulnerable.

The regulations speak only of vulnerability to “coercion or undue influence.” Robert Levine says the vulnerable “are relatively (or absolutely) incapable of protecting their own interests” for want of the power, prowess, intelligence, resources, or strength to protect themselves “through negotiation for informed consent.” This is broad, but just the beginning, since regulationists and IRBs often seem to use vulnerability much more broadly than Levine does. Thus, the regulatory examples are uncertainly tied to the definitions: Prisoners are plainly vulnerable, but few pregnant women cannot make their own decisions. Carol Levine concludes that “vulnerable” is now so encompassing “that virtually all potential human subjects are included.” And NBAC says what many IRBs think: “Because most research involves uncertainty, all research participants are vulnerable in some sense.” This is the bottom of the slippery slope; nothing is certain, so everyone may (must?) be protected.

Calling children vulnerable is particularly problematic. In the American social and legal tradition, childhood generally does not justify governmental paternalism, for by statute and constitutional command, parents act for their children. But regulationists distrust parents almost as much as researchers.

Expanding the vulnerable category and consequently IRB paternalism also affronts the modern effort to shrink the number and size of categories of incompetence. Instead of treating patients as globally “competent” or “incompetent,” the trend is to evaluate competence to make a given decision, thus increasing patients’ authority. Similarly, minors’ competence is
increasingly evaluated choice by choice, not categorically. And law makes it elaborately hard to declare the mentally ill incompetent.

How should our two questions about paternalism be answered for vulnerable groups? IRBs are even less competent to understand the lives of the vulnerable than other lives. “Down on the Farm” suggests some garden-variety problems. The subjects already had protectors—parents who fed, clothed, housed, knew, and loved them and who did not become enemies because a researcher came calling. As one mother who had to get IRB approval to discuss her own family kept asking, why is there no assumption “that as a mother I would not want any harm to come to my children.”

Paternalism classically injures those it purports to protect. Recall the epigraph in which a prisoner asked “just what is it you’re here to protect us from?” Regulationists answer—researchers. As chapter 2 showed, IRBs impede research with the sexually abused, minority groups, and the mortally ill. Are they protected, or silenced? Protected, or patronized? Protected, or obscured from public awareness and responsibility? Researchers who work with such groups “suggest that many IRB members, like the rest of society, are reluctant to confront abuse,” and they adduce evidence that the nonabused are likelier to object to questions than the abused. Bell and Salmon argue that conventional ideas about vulnerability “stereotype whole categories,” like “drug users, who have generally been treated as a generic category despite important differences” based on factors like “gender, class and ethnicity.”

As Park and Grayson observe, clinic trials generally “offer free medication or free medical visits.” Many regulationists fear these benefits might especially entice the needy. But Park and Grayson ask whether it is “better to receive some care” as a research subject or “none at all,” and they answer that “if we strongly adhere to protecting the vulnerable, these populations would fail to receive this care simply because they have financial hardship.” And why should IRBs, rather than the vulnerable, decide?

Prisoners are vulnerable; prisons are brutal; researchers have abused prisoners. But it does not follow that IRBs know what is best for prisoners or should erect “very high barriers” to prison research. McDonald, for instance, found that research can break prison’s monotony and let the prisoner prove “that he can do something worthwhile.” It requires risk, “sacrifice, perseverance, and altruistic ideals.” This “improves his own self-esteem and elevates his status in the eyes of those who are important
to him.” Inmates McDonald studied felt part of a group, most “expressed regret” when the research ended, and all “wished to be kept informed” about it. In sum, IRBs have trouble seeing that “the inmate is not a neutral quantity” but “volunteers for certain advantages that are clear to him” and continues “because these desires are largely fulfilled.”

Similarly, none of Copes’ prisoners thought their interview disturbing, almost 40% felt better afterwards, over half thought they were better placed “to help others increase their self-worth,” 70% enjoyed “getting away” from ordinary life, a quarter were gladdened that somebody cared about their problems, and while IRBs don’t consider pay a benefit, “inmates saw it as such,” since “a lot of us don’t get money” otherwise. None felt coerced into participating or mistook interviewers for prison employees (despite the regulationist belief that “[n]o matter how much they are assured otherwise,” prisoners often associate researchers with “functionaries who can provide benefits or mete out punishment”).

IRBs’ punishing paternalism also impedes research in poor countries, where disease proliferates and research is precious. Gilman and Hector say that IRBs tend to presume “investigators are intent on exploiting disadvantaged and poorly educated subjects.” IRBs “are nearly always paternalistic” yet “have little (if any)” local experience. So IRBs protect poor countries by obstructing research in them. “Even the most benign study must navigate a maze of committees, setting the research process back months and even years. For example, a simple village survey study over a 5-year period could require 40 separate IRB approvals (or renewals)—at a high cost of time, effort and funding.”

IRB paternalism is deep and pervasive, but few regulationists justify it. IRBs make decisions for millions who could do better for themselves, thus flouting the preeminent regulationist principle—autonomy. Worse, IRBs select the vulnerable for intensified paternalism, degrading subjects by treating them as incompetent and perpetuating condescending stereotypes. Finally, IRBs exercise their paternalism by impeding research that might save and succor the lives of the people IRBs purport to protect.

3. **ETHICS WITH A HUMAN FACE**

The free institutions which the inhabitants of the United States possess … every instant impress … the notion that it is the duty as well as the interest of men to make themselves useful to their fellow creatures. …

—Alexis de Tocqueville, *Democracy in America*
The search for a legible IRB ethics having failed, I am examining the IRB ethos. It grows out of “a kind of consensus among people who call themselves bioethicists” and who have “become a kind of secular priesthood.” This priesthood exalts autonomy even while IRBs practice paternalism. But the IRB ethos sees autonomy and human obligations in controvertible and even repugnant ways. Handled crudely, autonomy notoriously degenerates into atomistic individualism. Fox and Swazey say that the “rights-oriented notion of rational, autonomous individualism” that typifies bioethics corrodes commitment “to responsibilities, duties, and obligations, to human dependency and interdependency, to trust, to a self-surpassing sense of solidarity with known and unknown persons, to community and society, and to qualities of the heart like sympathy, caring, and compassion—especially in response to the suffering of others.”

As we have seen, IRBs can hardly escape handling autonomy crudely, and an atomistic individualism thus animates the IRB ethos. It sees not only researchers, but also subjects, as narrowly self-interested. It assumes people do not (ought not?) want to participate in research. It doubts that altruism motivates people and mistrusts it. So Seelig and Dobelle say skeptically that it “may be true” that altruism is “something good.” But “for whom is the good intended? If there is no obvious, direct potential benefit to the volunteer from volunteering, when are we justified in requesting participation in our project?” Hellman and Hellman can imagine a “right to make a sacrifice for the general good” but think physicians cannot ask patients to make it.

Most Americans admire altruism exactly because altruists help people without “obvious, direct potential benefit,” and few will be as astonished as Seelig and Dobelle by the “unexpected finding” that helping research could be satisfying. Seelig and Dobelle lovingly catalog altruism’s pathologies. They admit that the chance to do good can be valuable “both for others, and the volunteer.” But it is “clear” that this “benefit might prove to be the exception rather than the rule.”

The IRB ethos embodies a morally stunted view of human beings and their duties to each other and runs athwart the country’s “whole moral and intellectual condition.” Tocqueville’s America recognized that (as a later writer said) if communities depended only on “rational long-term self-interest, there would be little in the way of public spiritedness, self-sacrifice, pride, charity, or any of the other virtues that make communities
livable.”122 Who would question helping, say, the children of famine because that help is not of “obvious” and “direct” benefit to donors? Many feel it a duty to donate blood and even organs—to give the gift of life.

Not just culture but law recognizes a duty of mutual aid. We pay taxes. Government regulation may regulate our property’s value. We must proffer our presence, time, and efforts for jury duty. We may be drafted for military service and serve, suffer, and die. Some communities use volunteer fire departments. (When I called our rural fire department, my driveway overflowed with my neighbors’ pickups.) We forfeit privacy to the census decennially. Some tax laws (like the charitable deduction) invite us to support social welfare. Public-health laws have long mandated intrusive surveillance. As early as 1891, health officials called this a public duty in which “the people had consented” in the name of the common good to what might otherwise seem like an “arbitrary” or even “authoritarian” regime. Surveillance could demand limitations not only of privacy but even of liberty if the disease in question required mandatory treatment or isolation. At stake were questions of what individuals in a civil society owed to one another.123

The law’s willingness to induce generosity has limits, yet some of them are regrettable, like the right not to save drowning babies. And social norms impose duties: “[V]erifiable non-rescues are extraordinarily rare, and verifiable rescues are exceedingly common,” and often hazardous.124

The crabbed IRB ethos does not just affront the American moral tradition: “Clinical research is a noble enterprise” that is “ethically required on moral, cultural, religious, and humanitarian grounds.” “No philosophical or religious tradition in the world … does not support and require mutual aid among fellow-humans, solidarity with the weak and needy, and research for the improvement of support, help and care for those who are sick, suffering, or in pain.”125 The IRB ethos conflicts with a just morality of health care: Millions of subjects have assisted in research. Orentlicher suggests that “[i]n return for the benefits of earlier research, we might want to say that patients should be willing to participate in new trials.”126 And “with studies comparing different, well-accepted treatments, it would not be troublesome if patients felt some pressure to enroll,” since they would be at no “greater risk of harm than if they did not.”127 This argument applies all the more where risk is realistically nil, as in archival research.

So, for example, an ethics of research that appreciates the personal, moral, and social interests at stake could reexamine IRB default rules.
Such rules ordinarily try to do for people what they would do themselves and to promote socially valued goals. (For example, intestacy statutes try to distribute intestates’ property as they would want and to promote the social interest in helping families.) When research is little risky and when some default rule must be used—as in permission for archival research—rules should serve both the majority’s wishes and social interests.

For example, people are massively willing to let researchers use information. In one “community-based primary care practice, only 3.6% of the patients refused to allow their medical records to be used in research.”\(^\text{128}\) Regulationists think biological samples from Africa “especially worrisome.” Some “claim Africans believe that blood obtained ostensibly for research purposes will be used for sorcery,” others that colonialism and slavery made Africans loath to share biological samples with Europeans or Americans.\(^\text{129}\) But 95% of the Ugandans asked agreed to let samples of their children’s blood be collected and stored. In short, the truncated morality of the IRB system is out of touch with the way most people think about their lives and their duties.

Put it in Belmont terms. Why does it show respect for persons to treat them as crudely selfish? To thwart their autonomous preferences? Why is it just to encourage people to receive research’s benefits without assisting in its conduct? Why is beneficence required of researchers but suspect in subjects?

Or why does it show respect for persons for IRBs to depreciate ethical approaches to inquiry that seek to increase subjects’ authority over the research? “Action research,” for example, seeks to make researcher and “local stakeholders” a “collaborative team that determines the subject and methods of the work; learns and applies the methods together; analyses the outcomes; designs and implements the actions arising from the process; and together determine representations of that process.” Its goals are “[d]emocratic collaboration, co-generation of knowledge, and a commitment to the democratization of human situations.” Yet action research appears to alarm and repel IRBs, and some “have responded by denying permission for action research to be carried out at all.”\(^\text{130}\)

IRBs believe they serve research subjects. I doubt that subjects agree. I think they want what I found patients often sought from doctors—a human relationship of solicitude and consideration.\(^\text{131}\) The IRB ethos trusts no researcher to treat subjects decently and substitutes legal for
human relations. This takes two forms. First, the research enterprise is legalized. The self-regulation of scholars and disciplines is replaced by external rules. But people who distrust each other will cooperate “only under a system of formal rules and regulations, which have to be negotiated, agreed to, litigated, and enforced, sometimes by coercive means.”\textsuperscript{132} Gresham revised: bad law drives out good ethics. Second, the relationship between research and subject is legalized. Researchers must distribute legal forms rich in warnings against themselves and manifestly \textit{in terrorem}. So researchers and subjects are taught to see themselves as legal actors and not human beings, as plain enemies and not possible friends.

How, then, can researcher and subject have the relationship they prefer? And how can subjects make good decisions about participating? IRBs expect subjects to make independent decisions on thorough information, but (as chapter 3 showed) this is rarely practical or necessarily wanted. In research as in clinical medicine, good decisions are often reached by working informally with the subject or patient to discover what quantum and kind of information helps. But anyone approached by the legal actor draped in warnings and forms and chained in IRB instructions is unlikely to feel comfortable. And the people we should worry about most—the poor and suffering—are especially likely to be intimidated, embarrassed, and alienated.

Researchers too should find such a relationship more rewarding and useful than the IRB world of distrust and constraints. As I once wrote,

[W]hen his studies let the scholar meet, talk with, and get to know the people the law regulates, he is blessed indeed. ... Americans are almost madly generous with their time and their intimacy. If the researcher cares about them, they will invite him into their lives, show him their world, and teach him their thoughts. The fortunate researcher finds in his work preceptors to heed, people to admire, and friends to cherish.\textsuperscript{133}

Were IRBs abolished, researchers could treat subjects as people different from other people, differently circumstanced, needing different help, but sharing a need for concern and kindness. Researchers would not always rise to this opportunity and could abuse it. But they would not be unassisted, uninstructed, or ungoverned. Disciplines would debate the ethical issues they encounter, guide students in a human approach to human subjects, and sanction researchers deficient in humanity. And if this failed, the law’s armory could punish the errant and protect the injured.
D. CONCLUSION

It is obvious that if one designs or regulates research in accord with the Belmont principles, the research will be valid science and also ethical science.
—Joan E. Sieber, Using Our Best Judgment in Conducting Human Research

The IRB system is a government agency that teaches researchers their duties and enforces its teachings with a confidence and stringency John Calvin might have admired. But it lacks an ethics to justify its authority. It promulgates an incoherent code for an incoherent category—human-subject research. It announces doctrines in a document—the Belmont Report—that is regulatorily useless. That Report is supposed to offer a “language for discussing ethical standards,” but regulationists’ use of it cruelly disproves the supposition.

The IRB ethos embraces what it denounces: paternalism. Paternalism is as damaging in IRB hands as regulationists say it is in researchers’. IRBs underestimate people’s ability to understand their own lives and overestimate their own capacity to make decisions for others. So IRBs injure their wards, especially by impairing research that could help them.

In sum, IRBs demand that we treat as law the “thin gruel of smug answers,” the “unquestioned formal procedures that are not open to revision” Bosk warns of. This is, to return to our epigraph, “what happens when heavy-handed systems of regulation displace other normative systems.”
The Rule of Law: The Lessons of Due Process

Due process is perhaps the most majestic concept in our whole constitutional system.
—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

Part II has been arguing that IRBs do less good and more harm than they might because regulatory choices have kept IRBs from making decisions well. Chapter 3 presented evidence that IRBs are poor decision makers and found some of the explanation in overworked committees operating beyond their competence. Chapter 4 found more of the explanation in the lack of an intelligible and intelligent ethics. Chapter 5 now argues that yet more of the explanation lies in the absence of the substantive and procedural rules agencies need.

In legal terms, this chapter investigates the system’s rejection of “due process.” Due process serves three crucial goals. First is “fundamental fairness,” that “[p]rotection against Kafkaesque, unlimited discretion of officials [that] is the underlying goal of the due process clause.” That fairness includes telling citizens what the law is, letting them make their case, explaining decisions to them, and giving them recourse when government mistreats them. The second goal is better decisions, since good decisions grow out of good rules, both substantive and procedural. Ad hoc decisions are haphazard and inconsistent; poor procedures produce ill-considered results. The third goal is persuading the regulated to promote the agency’s ends. Due process obliges agencies to treat people in ways that lead them to see the agency as legitimate, accept its judgments, and even make its goals their own.

To put the point differently, due process is crucial because making well-considered and well-founded decisions is hard for everyone, even experts
guided by rules, and because lawless government is illegitimate. When agencies lack substantive rules, prudent procedures, and meaningful accountability, their decisions are likely to be unexplained and inexplicable, to be unfair, unreliable, and alienating.

A. IRBS AND THE RULE OF LAW

Yet, designation has been made without notice, without disclosure of any reasons justifying it, without opportunity to meet the undisclosed evidence or suspicion on which designation may have been based, and without opportunity to establish affirmatively that the aims and acts of the organization are innocent.

—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

American government “has been emphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men.” This ideal is made concrete by the principles of due process. It traditionally has two components. One is rules that tell both the agency and those it regulates what is required of them. The other is procedures that shape the agency’s work. IRBs, however, might as well be told, “Decide what you like as you like.” IRBs may constrain themselves substantively or procedurally. But they need not, and the system’s structure and ethos discourage it. If IRBs violate their own rules and procedures, researchers have no remedy. This would be problematic in any agency. But agencies like IRBs that both make law and prosecute and judge offenders especially need the rule of law, for they tend “to act more arbitrarily, to use ad hoc solutions and sanctions rather than solutions and sanctions formally prescribed by standing laws.” They have incentives to judge people unfairly and undervalue their liberties. All this makes real what Kafka imagined.

Regulationists rarely recognize such concerns explicitly and answer them badly implicitly. Mazur’s IRB manual warns that even after debating and voting, “members may hold different perspectives on what the decision making was about and even on what decision was made.” So before answering questions, members may need “to reflect on the discussion.” Jaeger actually describes an IRB making decisions without knowing what it has done. If after studying, debating, and voting IRB members do not even know what was decided, the decision cannot have been made properly or well.
All this matters. It matters because lawless government is illegitimate. Because governments have a duty of “fundamental fairness”—to tell citizens what the law is, to let them make their case, to explain decisions affecting them, and to give them recourse when they are mistreated. Because good government is impossible without good law: Ad hoc decisions are erratic and ill-considered, poor procedures produce poor results, and agencies that are not accountable abuse their authority. This chapter, then, argues that an IRB system that flaunts the rule of law—or norms, procedures, and accountability—cannot act justly, deliberate wisely, or merit respect.

B. THE FAILURE TO ACHIEVE RULES AT ALL

That a conclusion satisfies one’s private conscience does not attest its reliability. The validity and moral authority of a conclusion largely depend on the mode by which it was reached. Secrecy is not congenial to truth-seeking and self-righteousness gives too slender an assurance of rightness.

—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

A government of laws must have laws—rules telling citizens and government what government may, may not, or must do. Freedom, Locke said, “is, to have a standing rule to live by” and not be subject “to the inconstant, uncertain, unknown, arbitrary will of another man.”6 So laws must give anyone “of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to know what is prohibited.” Nor may laws be so vague that they delegate “basic policy matters to policemen, judges, and juries” for “ad hoc and subjective resolution.”7 Yet the IRB system rules are so incomplete, ambiguous, open-ended, and optional that it is pursuing Lon Fuller’s “most obvious” route to disaster in creating and maintaining a system of legal rules—“a failure to achieve rules at all.”8

Consider a garden-variety case. Ceci and Bruck wanted to assess children’s testimony, especially in child-abuse cases. They planned to show six- to ten-year-olds a tape of a fireman telling a child not to play with his hat and of the child answering “gentle suggestive questioning” by falsely saying the fireman had hit him. They wanted to see how children explained the falsehood. Calling it “unethical to show children public servants in a negative light,” the IRB said no even though (a) the NSF and NIH had reviewed the proposal and the NSF had funded it, (b) experts
thought the video harmless and said children often saw much worse on TV, (c) experts saw no risk of “negative impressions of police or firemen,” and (d) two other IRBs had said yes.9

What law governed this IRB? The HHS regulations ignore so much and speak so vaguely “that men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at [their] meaning and differ as to [their] application.”10 For example, § 46.111 says risks must be reasonable in relation to benefits and to the importance of knowledge gained. Risk, harm, and injury connote serious consequences, yet regulationists can treat as harms “depression, altered self-concept, increased anxiety, decreased confidence in others, guilt, shame, fear, embarrassment, boredom, frustration, receiving information about oneself that is unpleasant, and inconvenience.”11 What can “risk” mean if it includes Mengele’s barbarism and the inconvenience of describing your admiration for Congress? Is “decreased confidence in others” bad? Does it depend on whether you are Pangloss or Calvin? On what confidence you started with? Is boredom a research risk or a subject’s failing? Is frustration a harm or just a challenge? How do you measure risk? Is it a terror or thrill to climb Everest? How do you assess knowledge’s importance? Since the regulations suggest no way to do so, IRBs are forced back on what one manual calls “the vagaries of intuition.”12

Much of § 46.111 is no clearer. Risk must be “minimized” by methods “consistent with sound research design” that “do not unnecessarily expose subjects to risk.” But “risks,” “minimized,” “consistent,” “sound,” and “unnecessarily” all lack the “terminological precision and conceptual clarity” whose importance Levine cannot overestimate. As a great judge said, “‘Reasonable,’ ‘duly,’ ‘malice,’ are all double-faced ‘weasel’ words, capable of treachery.”13 Yet “reasonable” or “reasonably” appears twenty times in these shortish regulations and some form of “appropriate” thirty times.

As Beauchamp argues, the regulations also leave “research” ill-defined. First, the term research is used to define research, “creating problems of circular definition.” Second, the regulations don’t explain key parts of their definition, like “systematic investigation,” “testing,” and “generalizable knowledge.” Third, “the definition is vague and overly broad because it is not clearly confined to biomedical research, clinical research and behavioural research—or even to scientific research, more generally.” Finally, and crucially, “it does not preclude ‘research’ from having a very close tie to ‘practice.’”14
IRB members and staffers Klitzman interviewed reported that federal agencies disagreed with each other. Some interviewees cited conflicts over “whether to exclude women who are of childbearing age and pregnant, but seriously ill and with no other options.” One interviewee lamented that “NIH keeps saying, ‘You need to include women, and can’t discriminate against them.’ But FDA is pretty clear: most trials exclude women of childbearing potential, unless they are sterilized, and have quadruple birth-control methods—pretty nutty stuff.”

Not only are the regulations a Great Grimpen Mire of ambiguity, they often leave IRBs simply uninstructed. When subjects are “vulnerable,” IRBs must require unspecified “additional safeguards.” IRBs may impose unspecified extra disclosure requirements when it “would meaningfully add” to protecting subjects. The emergency-research regulations require “[a]dditional protections, including” but not confined to a list.

Furthermore, their ethos invites IRBs to ignore even clear rules. An OHRP letter says that regulations “provide a floor, not a ceiling,” and that institutions can impose “additional restrictions.” One manual says IRBs may require protections exceeding the regulations. Another says § 46.116(a)(6) “outlines only a minimum federal standard” and that “federal policy” lets IRBs exceed it “as they deem appropriate.” The CEO of “a consulting firm in human research protections” writes that “to say, ‘This is what it says in the regulations and that’s what you should do,’ ignores best practice and the need for higher standards. And, once you get into the area of best practice, you leave the realm of right and wrong.”

So IRB members, for example, demand “that the benefit either to myself or the benefit to the community and to knowledge that’s gained far outweigh the pain or the difficulty of laborious telephone interviews or whatever it might be.” “Far outweighs” is not the regulatory standard, nor a good one. The regulations, in short, are too ambiguous, incomplete, and discretionary to be law.

Schrag finds lawlessness compounded by “false claims” about the “regulations flitting from university to university, without citation.” The University of Iowa says that the federal regulations prohibit researchers from deciding whether their “study meets the definition of human subjects research.” Schrag writes that the “regulations say no such thing, but you can find the same falsehood at the University of Southern California.” Schrag describes “various mechanisms by which such falsehoods spread.”
In the IRB Forum, for example, “most queries are answered by IRB staff-ers explaining how they believe a situation ought to be handled” with no authority “beyond the Belmont Report and the federal regulations.”

IRBs not only are unconstrained within their jurisdiction, they cannot be kept within jurisdictional limits. Without visible authority, probably many, and possibly most, IRBs seek to protect their institution. Some IRBs “protect” researchers: “‘You don’t understand what was at stake. We did it to protect you.’” Moss calls protecting investigators an “im-portant function.” Manuals can ignore even OHRP guidance about jurisdictional limits: When people in sensitive positions are interviewed for oral histories “it is appropriate” to require informed consent, OHRP “reinterpretation of oral history practice under the Common Rule not-withstanding.” Similarly, an IRB manual reports that some “institutions acknowledge that, although some undergraduate ethnography research may not meet the federal definition of research,” IRB review is “educa-tional” and prepares students to be ethical researchers.

OHRP’s Guidebook aggravates this failure to achieve rules. Schrag says that “federal officials boast” of the regulations’ “flexibility,” but the Guidebook far exceeds flexibility. Thus after calling “the risk/benefit ratio” an IRB’s major ethical judgment, the Guidebook says that that judgment is not “a technical one valid under all circumstances” but “often depends upon prevailing community standards and subjective determinations of risk and benefit.” To escape lawlessness, judgments need some basis in rules, not “subjective determinations.”

The system’s lawlessness is reflected in the unpredictable decisions IRBs make. Chapter 3 listed many examples, so a few suffice here. Two elite organizations say of Subpart D (on vulnerable subjects) that key terms like “‘minimal risk,’ ‘minor increase over minimal risk,’ and ‘dis-order or condition’” are “interpreted in widely varying ways.” And one study found confusion over HIPAA “common among all players, from research participants to privacy boards to institutions and even states.”

Regulationists beg OHRP for clarification. The IOM laments IRBs’ “extreme variability in the regulatory interpretations and approval deci-sions.” IRBs “conflate the Common Rule and Privacy Rule, or apply the research provisions of the Privacy Rule to activities for which they are not applicable.” The HIPAA criteria that IRBs use “are complex and very subjective.” To issue a waiver, IRBs must interpret “adequate” three
times and “practicable” twice. IOM observes that “adequate” is “highly subjective,” that OHRP has not defined “practicable,” and that “institutions apply varying definitions.”

OHRP repeatedly promises to clarify regulations. But Schrag tells a typical story. The OHRP director Bernard Schwetz “conceded that his office had failed to offer clear guidelines for the review of nonmedical research.” He “promised ‘a lot of examples’ and said the OHRP ‘will give more guidance on how to make the decision on what is research and what is not.’” He later reiterated the promise, “pledging that the ‘OHRP will seek public comment on a draft version of the guidance document before it is finalized.’ But Schwetz retired that September, and no document appeared by his promised year-end deadline—or by the end of the following year.” This “broken promise continued a tradition, dating back to 1966, of empty assurances.”

For example, one IRB administrator cited prison research, where an IRB must choose one of four categories. They “just don’t really fit a lot of research,” so the IRB must “always kind of stretch it a little bit to fit the research” into a category. “It’s almost a wink and a nod,” since both the IRB and OHRP know “this stuff stinks to work with.” When OHRP does respond, it “may not do so in writing, or may say that the clarification does not apply more generally.” One interviewee said OHRP has “not been forthcoming.” It is “very difficult to get any kind of opinion from them, which is very disturbing.” If you ask about “a very specific situation, they make it very clear that their opinion is relevant to this very specific question, at this specific time, for this particular institution, for this particular subject—they are not providing any general rules or guidance or algorithms.” One IRB administrator reported that OHRP had just accepted “our changes from two years ago! I have not gotten anything back from more recent reports.” But not everything takes “two years. We have not gotten back things from three years ago!” And interviewees “felt that OHRP staff frequently won’t even discuss perceived reluctance in responding.”

Some of OHRP’s motives are frankly described by Gary Ellis, the director of OHRP’s predecessor (OPRR):

“If it’s not ever going to be exempt, if you call me on the phone and ask me that.” He conceded that such decisions left more work for the researcher, but they would not expose the OPRR to a charge of letting a dangerous project through. “At
some level,” he explained, “I’ve taken care of the human subject. That’s the highest priority. The second priority is self-preservation of the bureaucrat. And the third priority is the researcher.”

Freed from law, IRBs can consult flatly illegitimate factors. Klitzman writes that instead of “careful ‘ethical analysis,’” many chairs and members “draw on their ‘gut feelings’ and ‘intuition,’ seeking ‘peace of mind’” about a study. They “vary in how much they weigh their anxiety. Interviewees occasionally use ‘the sniff test’ to sense whether a protocol seems ethically sound.”

In sum, IRBs’ most authoritative law—the federal regulations—is effectively lawless, a failure manifest in the regulation’s opacity, the Guidebook’s refusal to clarify them, regulationists’ complaints about regulatory obscurity, and IRBs’ incompatible treatment of identical protocols. But regulationists seem unperturbed. An IRB manual, for example, cites a two-institution study. Institution A’s IRB agreed with the investigators that the research’s findings lacked clinical utility and might worry parents. So it approved the study, “provided that parents were not given its results.” Institution B’s IRB agreed “with experts who believed the research results might have potential predictive value and/or clinical relevance.” So it approved the study, “provided that parents were given the results.” The manual finds both decisions correct. “Both IRBs acted on their views” of the research’s information and clinical usefulness.

Similarly, three IRB luminaries at an excellent institution say their two IRBs “vary in methodology and approach.” One “tends to approve protocols with minor reservations while the other tends to review more critically,” but it cannot be said which is right. Thus what Frankel said of pre-reform sentencing is true of IRBs: “With a delegation of power so unchanneled,” judges have “the greatest degree of uncontrolled power over the liberty of human beings that one can find in the legal system” and wield it in a way that is “totally unruly.”

“[A]bsolute and uncontrolled discretion in a government agency that runs a vast program” is “an intolerable invitation to abuse.” But IRBs receive that invitation. OHRP proffers it by endorsing “subjective” and “community” standards. The IRB consultant proffered it when he saw no “‘right’ answers to questions in our field. Nothing in human research protections is black or white; it is all gray.” If all is gray, why prefer an IRB’s opinion to a researcher’s? If all are blind, can anyone be king?
C. A PROCEDURAL WASTELAND IN THE LAW

The heart of the matter is that democracy implies respect for the elementary rights of men, however suspect or unworthy; a democratic government must therefore practice fairness; and fairness can rarely be obtained by secret, one-sided determination of facts decisive of rights.

—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

IRBs are as poor in procedural as in substantive law. The system assures researchers none of the basic elements of due process in Judge Henry Friendly’s classic catalog. Due process’s goals—fundamental fairness and good decisions—can often be met without using all those elements, but they cannot be met without using any of them. Stefan Timmermans’ experience of thesis research in a hospital introduces this world without due process. Like many ethnographers, Timmermans (now a UCLA sociologist) believes neither “in absolute truth” nor “objective finding” and does not worry “about the generalizability or reliability of my study.”

CASE STUDY: THE DEGRADATION

Timmermans is writing his Ph.D. thesis and appears with his supervisor before an IRB. They prepared what they wanted to say but are unprepared for what happens. Timmermans is stopped from reading his statement. “For the 35 minutes that Professor Star and I are in the room, we are able to talk for approximately four minutes. Each time we try to say something we are interrupted or ignored. We both feel we are part of a Goffmanian public degradation ceremony.” The IRB members loathe Timmermans’ initial paper and “vent their anger in a continuous outpouring of hostile criticisms.”

His IRB is incensed, Timmermans concludes, because of its “rigid definition of ‘objective science.’” Timmermans tries to explain himself. A doctor/IRB member “interrupts fiercely: ‘You did NOT do theory, only hypotheses. [He yells and waves his hands violently.] If you write something, we should know HOW MANY PEOPLE said WHAT, there should be NUMBERS in here. There is [sic] NO DATA in this paper.’” Timmermans’ IRB is also furious at his “representation of the medical profession” and the hospital. Members say Timmermans is “evaluating the emergency department staff” and making “‘jerks’ out of them. One physician even
accuses me of straight-out lying because ‘they (emergency personnel) cannot have said that.’”

Timmermans concluded that “the IRB members were mainly concerned with the promotion of a positivistic research paradigm and with shielding the medical profession from outside criticism. They perceived my writing as a threat to the reputation of their institution and the medical profession.”

1. FAIR HEARINGS

Sentencing is today a wasteland in the law. ... There is an excess of discretion given to officials whose entitlement to such power is established by neither professional credentials nor performance.
—Marvin E. Frankel, Lawlessness in Sentencing

Judge Friendly’s first element of due process is a neutral arbiter. IRBs are not neutral: Their ethos is not neutral, nor is their incentive structure. Members are not selected for neutrality and usually work in the researcher’s institution. Regulationists insist that researchers’ situation distorts their judgment and unfit their judgment to work unsupervised. By that logic, as Nelson writes, IRB members’ conflicts of interest look disqualifying. Yet in “contrast to the enormous attention paid to investigator conflicts of interest in recent years, very little has been paid to similar conflicts on the part of IRBs.”

IRBs’ neutrality is further compromised by the common belief that “[p]rotecting the university goes without saying.” To Moss, long chair of an IRB at Chicago, private universities are “largely corporations” that “are sensitive to political influences that compromise their corporate interest” and that will do anything to protect that interest. IRBs help by weeding out “politically sensitive studies.” And an IRB member told Rambo: “I don’t give a tanker’s damn [sic] about your human subject. This is all about liability. The University doesn’t like lawsuits or anything that could tarnish its image. ... No one gives a god damn about the truth, it’s about liability.”

Courts and agencies seek neutrality by isolating judges from the judged, but IRB members may be researchers’ competitors and even enemies, and IRBs can rely “on their personal impressions of Pls.” As one respondent wrote, there is “quite some show of ‘muscle’ and if a member has a score to
settle with an investigator, woe to the whole study.” He has seen researchers who “dare not speak out lest the committees sit on their studies for ever (with a what-can-you-do attitude).”\(^{51}\) Interviews and “documented experiences” convince van den Hoonaard “that decisions in some ethics committees are guided by jealousies and sometimes even vendettas.”\(^{52}\)

Unfettered authority corrodes arbitral neutrality. Bakunin saw nothing “more dangerous for man’s private morality than the habit of command. The best man, the most intelligent, disinterested, generous, pure, will infallibly and always be spoiled at this trade.” So “power and the habit of command become for even the most intelligent and virtuous men, a source of aberration, both intellectual and moral.”\(^{53}\) Even judges in criminal trials are therefore admonished to “suppress personal predilections,” control their “temper and emotions, and be patient, respectful, and courteous.”\(^{54}\)

IRB authority, however, is ill constrained, perilously clad in righteousness, and insensitive to its own strength. Klitzman found “IRB chairs, directors, administrators, and members” generally denying having power or thinking it “minimal or justified, because they were ‘merely following the regulations,’ had an ‘open,’ impersonal, and unbiased process, and were themselves subject to higher administrative agencies.” They thought their authority “legitimate because it is based on ‘the community’s values’ and overriding goals.”\(^{55}\) Little here induces humility or respect for persons.

Demonizing researchers exacerbates arbitral arrogance. Amdur thinks researchers who criticize IRBs for demanding “clarification or justification” show “a lack of respect” that “is an important finding that should be taken into account when making IRB determinations.”\(^{56}\) When Rambo awaits IRB trial, she is offered no chair but sits “on the floor in the hall, outside the conference room, in a black jacket, skirt, hose, and heels, waiting my turn. A loud male voice booms, ‘Rambo? Rambo? Good God, what a name for this one.’” Later, an IRB member tells her, “‘You can’t publish that manuscript anywhere. I don’t care if you submit it to *Vogue*, *Cosmopolitan*, *Ladies Home Journal*, *Soldier of Fortune*, or *Field and Stream*, you can’t publish that anywhere. … If I thought bitch slapping you would bring you to your senses, I’d do it.’”\(^{57}\)

Agencies try to temper arbitral bias; IRBs generally do not. Agency arbiters are often a separate and isolated class; IRB members are often colleagues. Arbiters are chosen to be neutral; no one knows how IRB
members are chosen. Arbiters are socialized to recognize biases and subjectivity; IRB training is generally superficial and unlikely to moderate bias. Arbiters are hemmed in by procedures and substantive rules; IRB members roam free. Arbiters explain decisions, exposing biases to themselves, onlookers, and the judged; IRBs need explain only a rare refusal to permit research. Arbiters are subject to review, which detects and discourages bias; IRBs are immune.

A neutral arbiter means little without a fair hearing, but hearings are an act of IRB grace. Fitzgerald found that grace was not abounding, that procedures rarely assured researchers real hearings or IRBs good evidence. Most applicants were allowed “a short, plain-language description of the project” too short for “a truly informative narrative.” One IRB member usually summarized applications, thus directing “members’ thoughts and discussion.” Chapter 2 describes the confused and erratic choices that can ensue.

Notice of the evidence is also critical to due process. Unlike courts and agencies, IRBs are not given orderly ways to receive and analyze evidence. Members and staffers introduce evidence (often conjecture and anecdote) into discussions unawares. Fitzgerald found IRBs evaluating risk through a “personal experience narrative.” These “urban myths or contemporary legends” were “told as true.” Lacking notice, researchers could not correct them. Relatedly, researchers need to know what an IRB plans to do and why—what rules it thinks govern, how it interprets them, how it sees the research, and what doubts it has. Fitzgerald found that even if researchers attended meetings, it was after “members had already heard and discussed the reviewers’ narratives.” So researchers spoke “in the context” of narratives researchers hadn’t heard. Due process can also include the right to call witnesses to educate fact-finders. Expert witnesses might analyze research’s significance or subjects’ vulnerability, explain a standard treatment’s inadequacy, review the evidence that discussing sensitive topics is not dangerous, or explore the informed-consent literature. Similarly, questions of method in specialized fields are outside IRB ken and within an expert’s.

Finally, due process can require public proceedings. Criminal defendants are constitutionally entitled to them, partly to restrain judicial power. Menikoff says transparency produces “substantial benefits at relatively little cost.” But much “IRB work occurs behind closed doors,”
with IRBs keeping minutes, correspondence, and decisions private. Noting that “IRB meetings are closed to the public” and confidential, Elliott says that secrecy may be the system’s most dangerous flaw. Van den Hoonnaard says no ethics committee “has made its consultations and decisions a matter of public record” and that even IRB membership “is often unknown or not published.” Klitzman’s interviews with IRB officials convinced him that IRBs may like the secrecy because it can “reduce questions about their processes and decisions.”

2. SOUND DECISIONS

“Sentencing” is by and large a bizarre “nonsystem” of extravagant powers conferred to variable and essentially unregulated judges, keepers, and parole officials. —Marvin E. Frankel, Lawlessness in Sentencing

The quality of IRB decisions turns partly on another element of due process—a decision on the evidence. But the failures in due process we have just cataloged make such a decision unlikely, as the erratic decisions the multisite studies confirm. The occasional peeks into IRB meetings suggest that IRBs do not understand how harmful this is. For example, Stark “observed misbehavior” in three IRBs. They understood research methods poorly, overestimated risks, and relied “on personal experience rather than scholarly research. All three committees judged proposals based on the proportion of spelling and typographical errors in the proposal.”

A decision on the evidence is unlikely unless another element of due process is required—a statement of the reasons for a decision. As Judge Frankel testified, this helps arbiters “be fair and rational.” When they can be “casual about explanations, and free of any obligation to account,” it is “easy to hand out inaccurate or incomplete information,” and the arbiter is unlikely to “organize a full and coherent explanation even for himself.” (This may explain how Mazur expects IRB members to vote without knowing what they are deciding or why.) So judges “must explain themselves when they rule whether a postal truck driver was at fault in crumpling a fender and, if so, how much must be paid to right the wrong.”

Finally, as Judge Frankel writes, “Decisions based upon secret reasons bear no credentials of care or legitimacy.” They lend “a quality of baleful mystery rather than open justice” and leave unquelled suspicions of
unfairness that are exacerbated when researchers learn how erratic IRB decisions are. Yet “the world of ethics committees hides behind a shroud of mystery that hovers over their proceedings.”

No agency is inerrant, so due process includes ways to correct bad decisions. Those ways depend on a record of proceedings. Extensive paperwork rarely reveals IRBs’ thinking. But without such a record, the right to an appeal and to judicial review are empty. You can’t appeal an error unless you know it was made. And without a right of appeal and judicial review the other due process elements are empty. Appeals and judicial review hold agencies to their rules and the law’s. They move agencies to anticipate and answer criticisms. As Judge Frankel said, they deter the trial judge from seeing “himself as the final authority,” thus “sinking deeper each year the footings of premises” untested “by detached scrutiny or by open debate.”

 Appeals and judicial review serve yet another purpose. No rules are entirely comprehensive or comprehensible and so gain meaning through the accretion of precedents that generate broader principles. This is how for two centuries the Supreme Court has given meaning to the Constitution’s Delphic provisions and the state courts have nurtured the “common law” of torts, property, and contracts. But since IRBs do not write opinions and since their decisions cannot be appealed within the agency nor reviewed by courts, IRBs cannot benefit from this way of developing and refining rules.

A last element of due process serves the others—counsel. Researchers are ill-placed to tell what the law is or to interpret it. Lawyers specialize in this. They also learn the implicit rules, practices, and assumptions that supplement formal rules. They assemble evidence, build cases, and present arguments. Law “renders men acute, inquisitive, dexterous, prompt in attack, ready in defense, full of resources,” and researchers and IRBs alike can benefit. Yet IRBs seem to treat researchers’ attempts to get legal help as acts of war.

Finally, OHRP could better supervise IRBs if it accorded IRBs due process. For example, when OHRP made findings in “basically a routine audit” of an IRB, the IRB responded but “never even heard back” until “we got the letter that basically we were being shut down.” Klitzman’s interviewees could not tell what standards OHRP applies but report a “‘focus on seemingly minor matters.’” Klitzman says that “audit citations
can seem ‘ridiculous,’” like the criticism that “the number of IRB members voting doesn’t match the number in the room ‘because someone went to the bathroom.’” Worse, one IRB chair reported “OHRP’s perceived vindictiveness to nail people.” And despite “frustrations with audits, interviewees felt that individuals had to be careful not to respond resentfully.”

3. DUE PROCESS IN CONTEXT

But in an assembly possessed of the almost immeasurable powers that belong to this House, and in an assembly with regard to which appeal against its proceedings is a thing totally unknown ... excess of jurisdiction is the greatest fault the House can possibly commit. ...
—William E. Gladstone, Debate on the Parliamentary Oath (Mr. Bradlaugh)

The IRB rejection of the rule of law is so complete that even convicts are better treated than researchers. Parolees are convicted criminals with only conditional liberty, but when accused of violating parole conditions they get a prompt inquiry near the scene by an uninvolved arbiter. They must be told of the hearing, its purpose, and its charges. Parolees “may appear and speak” and “bring letters, documents, or individuals.” Ordinarily, witnesses must be “available for questioning” in the parolee’s presence. A hearing summary is made; decisions must rest on the evidence and be explained.

Then parolees are entitled to a second hearing in a reasonable time to determine what the facts are and whether they justify revoking parole. Parolees must be allowed to show that parole was not violated or should not be revoked. Again they receive written notice of charges, disclosure of evidence, a chance to be heard in person, to cross-examine adverse witnesses, “neutral and detached” arbiters, and a written statement of the “evidence relied on and reasons for revoking parole.”

This chapter’s first section criticized IRBs’ lawlessness. The second section criticized their procedural anarchy. These faults exacerbate each other. For example, IRB rules prefer “reasonable” to definitions. “Reasonable” can work if its use is disciplined procedurally. The reasonable-person standard accommodates the broad range of delicts that tort law covers because it has been refined by centuries of decisions that clarify general rules with concrete examples. Both sides have lawyers who have
studied the term. They present arguments for its interpretation in the circumstances of the case and introduce evidence according to rules and supervised by the judge. The judge defines reasonable for the jury, after hearing both sides’ views. A jointly chosen jury deliberates as long as necessary. The judge may override improvident verdicts, and the judge’s rulings may be appealed.

We have just seen that IRBs use few of the procedures government agencies use to discipline decisions. Nor could they afford to. The system is already crushingly cumbersome and costly, and good procedures would make it much more so. Event licensing of all human-subject research and IRB imperialism already overload IRBs. Costs and delays would multiply if, for example, IRBs had to tell researchers how they perceived the issues, specify the evidence they accepted and let researchers introduce theirs, rest decisions on evidence, explain decisions, allow appeals, and accept judicial review. The IRB system’s structure, in short, makes fair procedures and sound decisions unaffordable.

D. RESEARCHERS AND PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

No better instrument has been devised for arriving at truth than to give a person in jeopardy of serious loss notice of the case against him and opportunity to meet it. Nor has a better way been found for generating the feeling, so important to a popular government, that justice has been done.

—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

I have argued that without due process agencies can neither be fair nor wise. Nor can they be effective, for obedience to law is better won by “procedural justice” than by “command and control” regulation. “Literally hundreds of studies have shown that people’s perceptions of whether they have been treated fairly matter a great deal” to their willingness to cooperate with authorities. This is true of those dealing “not only with the police and the courts but also with managers at work, teachers in school, and parents in families.” People under regulation tend to “place the greatest weight on whether the procedure through which the decision was made was fair” and “the least weight on the actual content of those decisions.” That is, they primarily ask how “they are treated during the procedure: whether their views are listened to and considered; whether they and their rights are respected; whether they are treated with courtesy and dignity.” Thus
“studies link the fairness of workplace procedures to employee’s willingness to voluntarily help their work groups, to their intention to stay with their company, and to the quality of their job performance.”

Worse, command-and-control regulation can “communicate a message of mistrust in employees, conveying a sense that the organization is an adversarial force to the employee,” a sense likely to alienate employees from the organization and its goals. And “interpersonal dynamics may often be affected, as employees that maintain surveillance systems are pit against those being scrutinized.” Thus “people may experience surveillance-related intrusions into their lives as procedurally unfair, leading them to experience anger and other negative emotions” that injustice engenders. So “surveillance leads to a loss of cooperation between communities and law enforcement, thus only compounding the need for—and therefore cost of—surveillance.”

Frey’s broad version of this argument uncannily describes the regulationist contempt for researchers we have so often encountered (recall Koski’s scorn for them in the Introduction). Frey speaks of the distrust that government manifests for citizens when people have “little room” to act. Bureaucratic controls “are then extensive, and no citizen is taken to be trustworthy. The burden of the proof to have acted correctly lies with the individual citizen while the public authority is considered to be correct a priori.” This distrust “undermines the citizens’ civic virtue,” and they break “laws whenever they expect to do so at low cost.” Thus a “vicious cycle of progressively lower civic virtue and increasing distrust by the rulers may lead to general cynicism.”

In short, procedural justice comprises fair decision making and fair treatment, “treatment involving respect for people; respect for their rights; treatment with dignity and courtesy; care and concern from authorities.” But we have repeatedly seen an agency that is instinct with bias, ignores regulations, mishandles decisions, acts arbitrarily, and treats researchers scornfully. Neither OHRP nor regulationist orthodoxy encourage IRBs to consider, much less practice, procedural justice. From “The Degradation” on, this chapter has profusely described procedural injustice and harsh distrust.

Many researchers think IRB regulation formalistic and unrelated to ethics. Said one, “I do not need an ignorant and self-righteous bureaucrat telling me what to do, especially when such people set themselves up
as the ultimate arbiters of ethics and professional conduct.”88 (Recall the description of ethics education as “mortifyingly stupid.”) People subjected to “negotiating informed consent for every trivial intervention” begin to see all IRB rules as trivial and bureaucratic,89 as onerous requirements imposed for petty and even foolish reasons: “Getting protocols approved gets worse each year because you have to document more and more and more USELESS stuff. For most of my work I receive coded samples devoid of patient identifiers, yet I have to fill in all sorts of crap and REPEAT OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN that I couldn’t track down these subjects if I tried.”90

Regulationists’ inability to show that IRBs protect subjects also undermines researchers’ respect. “REBs are perceived as bureaucratic gatekeepers,” which is “unsurprising if ethics review lacks the credibility of a solid evidential base.”91 A director of OHRP’s predecessor frankly admitted that his “‘second priority is self-preservation of the bureaucrat. And the third priority is the researcher.’”92 IRBs preach respect but practice contempt.93 Bosk rightly says, “The presumption of prospective review—that our subjects are in need of protection—has embedded within it an insulting distrust of our integrity and motives.”94 One student of bureaucracy criticizes regulation that makes “two percent of a group ‘behave’ at the expense of the other 98 percent,” that implies “that ‘the Government has a deep and abiding distrust of citizens generally’ and ‘assumes every citizen is automatically a crook.’”95 As a “high-profile researcher” put it, “Any set of rules that makes you kiss arse is probably a bad thing.”96

The “mystical” IRB process alienates researchers: “Protocols are submitted, months pass, and requests for changes are made, justified by institutional policies and federal regulations that are unfamiliar to most researchers. Few IRBs offer substantial help in preparing protocols for review.” Researchers have “little understanding” of “what will pass scrutiny,” partly because many researchers think IRB review is arbitrary.97

Much in the IRB structure and ethos, in short, discredits IRB ethics and regulation. As Emanuel acknowledges, many researchers think review a “barrier,” not “a constructive process.” Gunsalus finds “considerable anecdotal evidence” of IRBs seen not “as helpful ethical advisors, but instead as barriers.”98 Bledsoe says many scholars “appear to lead lives either of resentful compliance with IRB or of fearful avoidance of it,” dreading the process and resenting the way it chills and distorts research.99
Some alienation manifests itself in contempt for the IRB system and its dogmas. Some leads researchers toward noncooperation and even civil disobedience. Like aggressive taxpayers, some researchers test the line between avoidance and evasion. This may mean exploiting the regulations’ impressive imprecision and can shade into disingenuous rationalizations. HHS’s Inspector General concluded that “IRB shopping, in which research sponsors seek out the IRB they choose to work with, places considerable pressure on IRBs and their institutions.” And “ethics overregulation” may prompt institutions “to outsource clinical trials through ‘contract research organizations’” working abroad or among undocumented immigrants.

The alienated obey regulations only where necessary. If an IRB asks what questions you plan to pose, answer acceptably but act as you think proper. The sociologist Ann Swidler says IRBs “‘turn everyone into a low-level cheater.’” One scholar doubts “‘there is much relationship between what people’ tell IRBs and ‘do in the field.’” Half the researchers in one study “self-reported ‘illegal’ behavior.” Another study found people “submitting incomplete protocols, submitting partially false protocols, conducting research prior to IRB approval, never submitting protocols to the IRB, and ignoring all or some IRB decisions and required changes.” At one ethics symposium, an audience member said “‘IRBs don’t want to hear about inductive research; thus, strategy involves deception or being disingenuous.’” Another member suggested hiding “‘anything that might be controversial.’” Another advised saying “‘anything to make the IRB happy,’” including inventing “‘possible research findings,’” recycling “‘bureaucratic language,’” and using “‘the same protocol as someone else.’”

Some fields specially provoke alienation. Katz contends that IRBs “have forced participant-observation field researchers underground.” Because they “commonly appreciate that their field interactions were research only in retrospect,” they must “abandon their methodology or gather data in the uneasy awareness that they might be charged with violating ethics rules.” So IRB jurisdiction over “nonfunded research inevitably leads to the development of an uncomfortable culture of dishonor.”

This is part of the broader problem of political pressure on research. Thus, for fear of Congress’s reaction, half those surveyed deleted from NIH grant applications alarming words like “gay; lesbian; bisexual; sexual intercourse; anal sex; homosexual; homophobia; AIDS; bare backing; bathhouses; sex workers; needle-exchange; and harm-reduction.” They study not sex workers but “women at risk.”
A few people announce their contempt for contemptible rules with brio. When the distinguished sociologist Howard Becker was told that his graduate students needed IRB approval “to hang out at a bus station and talk to passengers,” he said go ahead and report me. He planned “to claim the projects are not research but conceptual art,” since universities “don’t hassle artists.”

Some regulationists hope IRBs might command respect as colleagues. But colleagues do not operate de haut en bas. Colleagues do not dictate research methods to each other. Collegial deference must be earned, and civility is expected. Collegial accountability is mutual and informal.

In sum, when an agency flouts the rule of law, the regulated tend to resent the agency, its commands, and its authority. They comply grudgingly, partially, or not at all.

E. CONCLUSION

Representing a profound attitude of fairness between man and man, and more particularly between the individual and government, “due process” is compounded of history, reason, the past course of decisions, and stout confidence in the strength of the democratic faith which we profess.

—Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, U.S. Supreme Court

The IRB system is lawless and unaccountable. It is constrained by neither substantive nor procedural rules. IRBs need some discretion, and nobody loves a rule-stricken bureaucracy. The new sentencing guidelines (to return to our analogy) are legitimately criticized for keeping punishments from fitting crimes and criminals. But the IRB system is far outside the tolerable range of discretion. Even in McCarthyite loyalty investigations, “the ‘suspect’ could appear before the loyalty board, consult with counsel, and present witnesses in his ‘defense.’” Researchers are assured none of these protections. Like McCarthyite suspects, researchers have no “right to confront witnesses against him or, more important, even to learn their identity,” and charges are “often vague and almost impossible to rebut.”

Chapter 3 found IRBs making decisions so arbitrarily and capriciously that they cannot have followed rules nor been accountable. Chapter 4 searched for law-like rules in IRB ethics and found them not. This chapter’s search for law-like rules in law-like places found IRBs following
Fuller’s “first and most obvious” route to disaster—“a failure to achieve rules at all.” Nor are any of the elements of due process so crucial to fair and prudent decisions required. No committee makes good decisions about complex and arcane questions without substantive standards and sound procedures.

Could IRBs comply with the duties of due process and the dictates of good decision-making? Substantively, IRBs would need sensible standards to apply and members competent to apply them. Chapter 4 doubted the possibility of a meaningful research ethics that fit all human-subject research. And chapter 3 argued that—particularly given the range of issues IRBs handle—IRBs cannot have enough people with enough specialized expertise to evaluate all the issues they face.

What procedures would IRBs need to be fair and sensible? Any of the standard elements of due process would improve both fairness and decisions but strain an already broken system. A genuine explanation of an IRB’s decisions would oblige IRBs to consider problems thoughtfully, guide researchers in responding to decisions, and build a common law of decisions. This would intolerably increase IRB workloads. The curse of universal event licensing created a system that cannot adequately handle all the decisions the IRB system has arrogated to itself. How could it tolerate the burden of making those decisions fair and wise?

All this is not a failure in legal technicalities. It is a failure to provide fundamental fairness, sound decisions, and recourse against injustice. It is government power exercised without law or accountability, thus dooming agencies—agencies of amateurs evaluating complex and unfamiliar questions—to err too often and too harmfully.
Censorship in a System of Free Expression

It is offensive ... to the very notion of a free society ... that in the context of everyday public discourse a citizen must first inform the government of her desire to speak to her neighbors and then obtain a permit to do so.


The introduction to part II suggested that regulation is a challenging enterprise, that its success depends on profiting from the law’s experience with it, and that the IRB system has largely been built and run in apparent ignorance of that experience. Thus in explaining why IRBs inescapably err too often, the last three chapters have examined several standard regulatory issues, including the kind and quality of work IRBs do and the lack of substantive and procedural guidance they receive. This chapter investigates another standard regulatory problem—taking on work agencies do badly. Here, that work is censorship. Censorship is so inimical to democracy that the first amendment and the Supreme Court’s interpretation of it assume that censors are inherently dangerous and must be rigorously constrained.

Respect for persons requires free expression. The Declaration of the Rights of Man said it in 1789, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. In 1791 our Constitution prohibited any law “abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.” But researchers may not seek, receive, or impart information and ideas without a license from an agency the government mandates and supervises. IRB censorship violates the principle of free expression extensively and intensively: No American censorship in living memory has covered so many aspects of so many people’s engagement with so many topics of so much importance so intrusively.

Americans principally understand free expression through the Supreme Court’s first-amendment jurisprudence and its long-tested categories and
principles. It is fundamental in that jurisprudence that “requiring a permit to engage” in speech betrays “our national heritage and constitutional tradition.” Government cannot stop you from asking your neighbors whether they favor a third party. But become a scholar and government does just that. Yet scholars are “entitled to the same rights as other citizens,” and the Supreme Court has frequently said free expression “is particularly necessary in the academic context if the university is to perform its function.”

The IRB system violates almost every doctrine the Supreme Court has created to protect free expression. I briefly count the ways and then ask how IRB censorship damages universities and the free inquiry to which they are dedicated.

A. THE SYSTEM OF FREE EXPRESSION

The journalist has a mandate from society to document contemporary reality. ... Social scientists have no such mandate; we document reality to explain it. Our audience is professional, and society gives us no protection in the First Amendment.

—Stuart Plattner (former NSF human-subjects research officer), Comment on IRB Regulation of Ethnographic Research

CASE STUDY: VALUES?

“Because of the seriousness of allegations made against the IRB process—for example, that oblique sociopolitical values influence their decisions,” Stephen Ceci asked 157 IRBs to evaluate hypothetical protocols dealing with discrimination in hiring by Fortune 500 firms. Each IRB got one of nine protocols which “were similar in their wording and identical in their treatment” of the subjects—personnel officers. Protocols varied in ethical difficulty and social sensitivity. There were three levels of ethical problems: those involving only “deception (which is technically permissible in certain circumstances),” those involving deception and failure to debrief subjects “(which is impermissible under the DHHS general requirements),” and “those involving no technical violations.” The three levels of social sensitivity were proposals “to examine discrimination against minorities and women,” “reverse-discrimination proposals to document discrimination against white males,” and “nonsensitive proposals to examine discrimination against obese and short” people.

IRBs withheld approval from 63% of the reverse-discrimination proposals, 51% of the discrimination proposals, but only 26% of the height/
weight proposals. The presence of ethical problems potently predicted whether height/weight studies would be approved, but “the socially sensitive proposals’ outcomes were not reliably influenced” by their presence. So “sensitive proposals containing neither deception nor a failure to de-brief were rejected as often as proposals that did contain such violations.” In short, IRBs were “reluctant to approve any socially sensitive proposal, vis-à-vis the same proposed treatment of human subjects couched in a politically neutral context.”

Furthermore, IRBs’ discussions of nonsensitive protocol were “uniformly approving.” But discussions of sensitive protocols “frequently contained types of complaints that were not listed in the other cases, though the alleged problems should have pertained to all of the proposals, for example, methodological weaknesses in the design.”

1. “OUR NATIONAL HERITAGE” AND IRB CENSORSHIP
The first amendment protects not just “speech” but a “system of freedom of expression” comprising “the right to form and hold beliefs and opinions on any subject, and to communicate ideas, opinions, and information.” It encompasses “the right to hear the views of others” and to listen to their version of the facts, to “inquire and, to a degree, the right of access to information.” The system is “essential” to “self-fulfillment,” to “advancing knowledge and discovering truth,” and to permitting “participation in decision making by all members of society.”

When regulationists contemplate these freedoms, they deny that researchers have them, as Plattner bizarrely asserts in our epigraph. Research (an IRB manual says) “is a privilege and not a right,” a “privilege given by the institution to individuals who have assured their willingness to work within the federal guidelines.” One regulationist thinks “the ‘property rights’ question has been asked and answered: Researchers do not have an inalienable right to conduct research with human subjects.” Just “as we have no inalienable right to force Evaluation Review to publish our work or compel NSF to award us taxpayer money, we have no inalienable right to research others [sic].” That scientists accommodate peer reviewers and editors “but squawk and flap loudly when IRBs require the same is astonishing.” An American Psychological Association working group calls research “a privilege” granted by the researchers’ institution, the federal government, and funders. This “is made most clear when the
privilege is revoked, as it has been.” And Moss (the former Chicago IRB chair) says that while constitutional arguments “may have theoretical merit, in practice these arguments are moot.” Universities “are sensitive to political influences that compromise their corporate interest.” Were IRBs “found unconstitutional,” the replacement might be “far more limiting.”

These assertions blend ipse dixit and error. The idea that you have no right because the government infringes it misunderstands what rights are. (A right is exactly what government may not take away.) The manual that thinks free expression is a property interest is mistaken (it is a liberty interest), and the manual misunderstands how such issues are properly “asked and answered” (through judicial decisions). The argument that researchers have no right to speak because they cannot compel government to give them money or journals to publish articles is just wrong. (It is a right to speak without government interference, not a right to government funds or to the resources of private bodies.) It says much about the intellectual quality of regulationism that these arguments are so ignorant.

Hamburger answers the suggestion that the citizen’s right is a researcher’s “privilege” by imagining a “Newspaper Review Board” that compelled journalists to disclose their identity, warn interviewees of the risks of talking, get signed consent, foreshadow deceit, honor privacy, “and otherwise cause no harm.” The board would keep journalists from causing “upset,” “worry,” social “stigma,” “moral harm,” legal risk, or economic loss. This is risibly unconstitutional yet, because journalists inflict far more harm than researchers, makes more sense than an IRB.

2. CENSORING WORDS, SUPPRESSING IDEAS

To justify suppression of free speech there must be reasonable ground to fear that serious evil will result if free speech is practiced.

—Whitney v. California, 274 US 357, 376 (1926) (Brandeis, concurring)

Perhaps regulationists do not see that IRBs censor because they assume that research is always “conduct” and never “expression” and that conduct can be regulated even if speech cannot be. The line between conduct and expression can be uncertain, and some aspects of some research are surely regulable conduct. But IRBs censor expression in even the narrowest sense: They decide when, where, and how citizens may speak, write, publish, or read words. They decide who may speak to whom, when, and
how. They decide whether prospective subjects may be addressed. They specify who may be addressed. They stop researchers from addressing people because of their status or because it would be “inequitable.” They require some people to be addressed. They compel researchers to speak and listen even to people who are not potential subjects. They dictate how people are approached. By letter? After potential subjects respond? By phone? In person? IRBs decide what words researchers may, may not, and must use in contacting subjects. IRBs discourage researchers from speaking to people and people to researchers. As one manual says, “body language, credentials, and speech influence decisions,” so “IRBs generally prefer indirect (e.g., telephone and letter) to direct interpersonal recruitment strategies.”

IRBs decide whether a researcher needs consent and whether it must be written or oral. IRBs decide how a researcher may solicit consent, even prescribing thousands of words. IRBs decide what questions a researcher may ask and their wording. IRBs insist that language never be varied. IRBs prescribe how researchers record information (e.g., banning notes). IRBs require that researchers report what they have read and minutely report progress. IRBs specify what researchers may, may not, or must publish. They oblige researchers to report findings to particular people. They decide how data are presented and even keep researchers from presenting “results in a way that does not respect (or agree with) the subjects’ interests.” One manual says that “although there are few legal restrictions on observing public activities or tabulating public records, doing so without informed consent stretches our ethical imperatives and may further erode the public’s trust in social research.”

In these ways and more, IRBs censor in the core sense of regulating speech. But censorship’s wrong is not just regulating words; it is also regulating the development, examination, expression, and use of ideas. As Spece and Weinzierl stipulate, “certain ‘harmful’ forms of experimentation, even if obviously communicative, are not covered by the First Amendment.” But while not “all experimentation is itself ‘speech’ or ‘communication’” it is still “protected as a central and unique part of a highly favored process imbued with direct communicative processes as well as conduct that can properly be considered expressive because of its essential part in the enterprise of searching for the truth.” IRBs regulate the development of information and ideas in unprecedented detail.
“IRB involvement may start early” when researchers generate and refine hypotheses. IRBs do not just talk to researchers, but to “study sponsors and medical product manufacturers. Often, there are multiple exchanges of information and discussions, with the IRB asking a host of questions and receiving a host of answers, and inevitably some answers generate new questions.”

B. THE ORTHODOXY REVIEW BOARD

A long line of cases in this Court makes it clear that a State or municipality cannot “require all who wish to disseminate ideas to present them first to police authorities for their consideration and approval. …”

—Cox v. Louisiana, 379 US 536, 557 (1964)

CASE STUDY: VOICES

Matt Bradley, a Master’s degree candidate, envisioned a 48-minute documentary with “‘at-risk’ youth,” all working class, mostly black, presenting their perceptions and experiences “of home, neighborhood, and community.” The youths would be primarily responsible for what they portrayed. The IRB staff often told him “they had never encountered research like mine.” They thought it might be journalism, which “was not bound by the same IRB requirements because a journalist does not interpret data, she only collects and presents it.” But they suggested IRB approval “just to be safe.”

Bradley could not describe his methods fully because the youth were to be “largely responsible” for them. He said videotaping would be central and listed other possibilities, “including interviewing, participant-observation, cognitive mapping, journaling and drawing.” The IRB demanded “a list of the range of procedures that might be chosen by the subjects” and their risks. Bradley acknowledged that “illegal activities might be revealed” and that “photos, audio-taped interviews, and video-tapes” might show “behavior that is not deemed socially acceptable.” He described elaborate procedures for preventing this and warning his collaborators about risks.

The IRB said that confidentiality was poorly protected and that the subjects’ risks outweighed the study’s benefits. In addition, “people in the community might be upset about the portrait.” Bradley saw benefits
in the youths’ chance “to become involved in community activities and
discussions, and reflect on and share their past experiences in a way that
can be productive and helpful both for them and for the larger commu-
nity.” The IRB never told Bradley what a benefit was or how to measure
it against risks. He vainly said “that the project would provide insight
into perceptions about those who are labeled ‘at-risk’ or ‘delinquent’ and
would create public awareness” about the youths. He concluded that the
IRB was not interested in benefits to them or the community.

Bradley also said that while he labored “to explain our collaborative
process, the IRB did not value or take the time to understand it” or the
direct influence the “subjects” would have in “planning, filming, editing,
and presenting the documentary.” Because they “didn’t have credentials
(i.e. degrees, formal training in filmmaking, etc.),” the IRB treated them
“only as ‘subjects’—the objects of my study, not partners in my research,”
thus keeping them from choosing how to present “themselves and their
world” and from getting “credit for their work on the videotape.”

Bradley asks if it is right to silence “‘at-risk’ youth or a group of young
black men living in a predominantly white town” because they might
upset people. He says the IRB’s attempt to protect “the ‘human subjects,’
and—let’s not kid ourselves—the university’s ass as well” could “make re-
search benign and meaningless and sustain the marginalization of people
by relegating them to the status of anonymous objects of study.” Can the
“participatory researcher” work “with vulnerable and marginalized pop-
ulations in a way that acknowledges their knowledge and experiences”
and amplifies “their voice and self-determination”?

1. IRBS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT

The impious presumption of legislators and rulers … who being themselves but
fallible and uninspired men, have assumed dominion over the faith of others …
hath established and maintained false religions … through all time . . .
—John Milton, Areopagitica

Regulationists’ attitude toward research reverses the Supreme Court’s
attitude toward free expression. For them, researchers are the danger,
should presumptively be restrained, and bear the burden of proof. For the
Court, government is the danger, should presumptively be restrained, and
bears the burden of proof. Blasi calls abusing official power “an especially
serious evil” because it is “so antithetical to the entire political arrange-
ment, is so harmful to individual people, and also is so likely to occur, that
its prevention and containment” dominate the political system’s other
goals. The Court so distrusts regulation of public debate that it more
willingly trusts government “where race is concerned, than where speech
is concerned.”

It is basic that that speech cannot be restricted “because of its message,
ideas, subject matter, or content. So no statute can create “broad discre-
tionary licensing power” that lets officials decide “which expressions of
view will be permitted.” The law must prevent officials “from encourag-
ing some views and discouraging others” by exercising arbitrary author-
ity. And the standard is not: “Did an official discriminate?” It is: “Could
an official discriminate?” It is also basic that “officials and judges tend to
overestimate the dangers of controversial speech.” Furthermore, offi-
cials “may well be less responsive than a court” to free expression. Thus
a judicial, not an administrative, assessment of the speech is necessary.

Because expression is “vulnerable to gravely damaging yet barely vis-
ible encroachments” it “must be ringed about with adequate bulwarks.”
First, the Court relaxes procedural principles to make claims simpler to
bring and win. It is unusually easy for people to challenge and courts to
overturn laws limiting speech. Against ordinary practice, litigants may
challenge laws limiting expression even without applying for the license
to which they object. Litigants may challenge a vague or overbroad law
even if it is unobjectionable applied to them. And the Court discards “or-
dinary rules against appellate factfinding” and against “second guess[ing]
lower-level decisionmakers.” (To lawyers, this is all a Big Deal.)

The second bulwark is judicial hostility to agencies “charged particu-
larly with reviewing speech, or conduct commonly associated with it,” for
that “breed[s] an ‘expertise’ tending to favor censorship over speech.”
The hostility peaks when the agency licenses speech: “Any system of prior
restraints of expression comes to this Court bearing a heavy presumption
against its constitutional validity.” Decades of cases hold that govern-
ment “cannot ‘require all who wish to disseminate ideas to present them
first to police authorities’” when the police can “‘say some ideas may,
while others may not,’” be disseminated.

In short, the IRB method—event licensing—is at the apex of threats
to free expression. The First Amendment’s “chief purpose” is “to prevent
previous restraints upon publication." Law can limit post-publication defamation but may not license speech to prevent it. Speech might injure reputations, but government cannot create a Reputation Review Board. Loathing of prior restraint dates to Milton and Locke. Blackstone said that liberty of the press means “laying no previous restraints upon publications, and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when published,” for licensing makes one person “the arbitrary and infallible judge of all controverted points in learning, religion, and government.”

Why is prior restraint worse than subsequent restraint, even criminal prosecution? Because it is more inhibiting. Licensing exposes more expression to regulation than post-publication sanctions do. IRBs subject all human-subject research to review. Censors’ decisions “may in practice be final.” Prosecutions occur only if “a public prosecutor, who cannot be single-minded, as can an administrative agency,” decides to act. And defendants get “the safeguards of the criminal process.” Criminal trials are public; prior restraints generally provide “less opportunity for public appraisal and criticism.”

For such reasons, prior licensing must pass so many tests that even an abbreviation of Tribe’s summary is wearying:

1. The burden of proof must rest on government to justify any restraint on free expression … and on government to demonstrate the particular facts necessary to sustain a limitation on expressive behavior; (2) [A censor] … must act within a specified brief period of time; (3) [A censor must either] … issue a license or … go to court to restrain unlicensed expressive acts; mere denial of the license cannot create an enforceable legal bar to expressive activities; … (6) A scheme of censorship or licensing must assure a “prompt final judicial decision” reviewing any “interim and possibly erroneous denial of a license.”

Prior licensing faces still more special requirements. Like precision. Any law not giving someone “of ordinary intelligence fair notice that his contemplated conduct is forbidden” is “void for vagueness.” But laws impairing expression must be especially clear. Clearer yet must be laws subjecting expression to prior restraint. They “must contain ‘narrow, objective, and definite standards to guide the licensing authority’” so that the law does not permit “appraisal of facts, the exercise of judgment, and the formation of an opinion.”

Furthermore, vague statutes that “‘abut upon sensitive areas of basic First Amendment freedoms’” can inhibit their exercise. Unfettered discretion and prior licensing “intimidate[] parties into censoring their
own speech.” And in a loyalty-oath case, the regulation’s intricacy and uncertainty made “it a highly efficient in terrorem mechanism” frightening a teacher into shunning anything that “might jeopardize his living by enmeshing him in this intricate machinery.” So as Kellum says, speech is chilled even “by the highly-involved and intimidating process of approaching a government official and filling out the necessary paperwork.”

The third bulwark is that when expression is at stake, people are entitled not just to due process, but to “the most rigorous procedural safeguards” that reflect “the necessary sensitivity to freedom of expression.” The Court said, “[S]ince only considerations of the greatest urgency can justify restrictions on speech, and since the validity of a restraint on speech in each case depends on careful analysis of the particular circumstances,” procedures are crucial, and regulation’s validity may turn on their safeguards.

Fourth, speech may be suppressed when a truly exigent danger justifies it, most famously when words “create a clear and present danger” of causing evils Congress may suppress. More recently, the Court forbade government to proscribe advocating force or illegal conduct unless it is “directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action” and likely to do so.

The Court’s fifth bulwark is that regulation interfering with a fundamental right like free speech must be “strictly scrutinized.” That is, it must be “necessary” to serve a “compelling state interest.” This is the highest standard of justification the Court knows. “Necessary” means truly essential; “compelling” means maximally needed.

Sixth, the equal-protection clause requires treating similarly situated people similarly. Journalists do freely what researchers cannot. The saga of gutter journalism and the yellow press is fabulously longer and lusher than the history of research scandal. Journalists’ assaults on privacy are legion. Journalists try to humiliate subjects, expel them from office, get them jailed, and squeeze secrets from them. Why may not researchers do what journalists are entitled to do and even praised for?

The IRB system ignores all these bulwarks. It uses the most disfavored means of regulating speech—prior restraint—but flouts the safeguards the Court imposes on it. The last two chapters described the lack of “narrow, objective, and definite standards.” Chapter 3 (about decisions) said this “permitted and encouraged” IRBs to make “arbitrary and discriminatory”
decisions, discriminatory because similarly situated people are treated differently (doctors and clinical researchers; journalists and social scientists) and because boards discriminate on prohibited grounds.

Finally, however slight research’s risk, every project must be licensed. And this

overinclusive regulation of the mere risk of injury is all the more distant from a lawful prohibition on injury because it includes the risk of harms—such as “upset,” social “stigma,” and “moral harm”—that are the ordinary consequence of free discussion and publication. If legally cognizable harms were its sole concern, the government could rely upon the general rules against negligence or could adopt rules against specific, substantive types of injury.53

2. IRBS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF RESEARCH

[A licenser’s office] enjoins him to let pass nothing but what is vulgarly received already.

—John Milton, Areopagitica

CASE STUDY: TRUTH AND POWER

Joan Sieber is a former acting director of an NSF program who chairs IRBs, visits sites for IRB accreditation, and edits the Journal of Empirical Research on Human Ethics. She describes four cases in which social scientists studied academically powerful people who made the scholars pay “a high price.”

In 1978 Peters and Ceci wanted to see whether psychology journals were influenced in selecting articles by the prestige of authors’ institutions. They took thirteen articles with an author from a prestigious place, altered the names and affiliations, and resubmitted them to the journals that had published them, with permission from the papers’ authors and publishers. They planned to debrief the editors and through them the reviewers. They consulted senior colleagues (including two editors) and (unofficially) the co-chair of the American Psychological Association’s ethics office. None demurred.

Three journals recognized the articles. All but one of the remaining journals “resoundingly rejected” them. Their reasons “were overwhelmingly methodological ones, with additional criticisms of poor writing style. In most cases, the style of criticism was extremely harsh.”

Two editors who recognized the articles “responded with threats and insults.” One “threatened legal action and professional censure, sent a copy of
his irate letter to the authors’ department chair,” and said that manuscripts from that university “might receive well-deserved rejection for their assumed complicity in this deceptive study.” That “editor regularly published deception research,” yet Sieber says that Peters and Ceci’s research was deemed highly unethical, apparently because “busy and important people” were deceived. Two editors wrote letters to Peters and Ceci “notable for their lack of subtlety, their overt bullying, their degree of over-reaction, and their angrily paternalistic style of insulting young investigators.” Peters and Ceci’s department chair “withdrew all departmental support (e.g., use of duplicating machines, postage, etc.) from the study until the time that all editorial boards were informed of the research and the deception involved.” On the chair’s recommendation, Peters was denied tenure. He received it on appeal only after an American Psychological Association accreditation committee commented on his case in its report.

Sieber suggests that social scientists are better placed than journalists to study the powerful and “that the only reason university administrations and IRBs would condone deception research on the powerless and prohibit it on the powerful is fear of reprisal.” But what does she conclude from the fact that “the powerful typically have powerful institutions that will close ranks around them, while the social science investigator is typically left to fend for herself”? That since the powerful hardly need protection, IRB review is otiose? No. That it should be intensified.

First, Sieber seems to think social scientists should not identify powerful malefactors. “Social scientists are not investigative journalists. Their role is to generate generalizable and valid knowledge—to examine what happens, and how it happens.” She does not say why social scientists cannot also be “investigative journalists,” or why generalizable knowledge is inconsistent with naming names, or why examining what happens and how does not require specificity. Sieber continues, “A ‘gotcha’ response to the discovery of faltering stewardship is not becoming to the scientist and is especially likely to engender vengeful behavior on the part of the powerful persons studied.” What is a “gotcha” response? Why is naming names such a response? Why is it unbecoming to describe Auschwitz, Tuskegee, Watergate, or Enron?

So Sieber argues that, because the powerful felt “entitled to greater protection from intrusion” and thus “to damage the researcher and to create turmoil within the researchers’ institution,” researchers need “more
than adequate methodological and ethical review by as many appropriate reviewing bodies as one can muster,” especially “the approval of one’s department chair, and IRB.” Even if research is exempt because the powerful are public figures, “the IRB owes it to the investigator, to the institution, and to the idea of scientific freedom and responsibility to carefully review protocols for research on the powerful.”

The IRB system’s structure and ethos make IRBs guardians of intellectual, institutional, and ideological orthodoxy. Members tend to be orthodox because they are drawn from a pool in which orthodoxy (virtually by definition) swamps heterodoxy. And what committee wants disruptive members? Also, orthodox usually looks safer than unorthodox research, since unconventional hypotheses, novel methods, and touchy topics incite IRBs’ fears of trouble.

Further, scientific judgment is biased toward “the known and accepted rather than the unconventional and contrarian,” toward “the liked, in-group, high-status investigator against the unappealing, dissenting, lone-wolf, challenging, out-group, low-status investigator.”55 This may help explain why Lincoln and Tierney see a change from protecting subjects “toward monitoring, censuring, and outright disapproval of projects that use qualitative research, phenomenological approaches, and other alternative frameworks.”56 IRBs objected to “nonquantitative or experimental research methods (i.e., qualitative methods), new paradigms for inquiry (e.g., phenomenological, feminist, post-modern, Foucauldian, and/or constructivist), and lack of fit with traditional rigor criteria (e.g., generalizability, replicability, objectivity).”57

Furthermore, economics disadvantages the unorthodox. Drug company trials, NIH-funded studies, and other large projects can ordinarily afford the IRB gauntlet; unorthodox research sometimes cannot. For example, observational health research and academic translational research are marginally funded and thus vulnerable to IRB costs.

IRBs tend to favor orthodoxy in ideology as well as methodology. The regulations tell IRBs to ignore “possible long-range effects of applying knowledge” from research, like “the possible effects of the research on public policy.” But the IRB ethos virtually invites members to promote their political, ideological, and cultural agendas. For example, the justice principle seems to tell IRBs to consult their own sense of right. As Justice
Holmes wrote, if you don’t doubt your premises or power, “you naturally express your wishes in law.” As Fleischman found, “The regulation notwithstanding,” some “members consider ethical issues well beyond those related to the specific risks to participants.” And Klitzman’s “data suggest that, at times, committees do take these risks into account.”

A cavalier approach to regulations exacerbates this problem. One manual admits that despite regulations prohibiting IRBs from considering long-term consequences of findings, “when research deals with controversial topics,” discussion of such risks “will inevitably surface at IRB meetings, and members may feel strongly that legitimate knowledge to be gained from a study could be interpreted wrongly or be publicized with mischievous intent.” So “it may be appropriate for one of the investigator’s colleagues on the IRB to mention, offline, the concerns that were raised.”

Another manual warns that because merely asking questions “may unintentionally reinforce undesirable characteristics of research subjects,” IRBs may need “to help narrow the gap between strict scientific objectivity and responsible social values.” So IRBs decide what political, social, and moral characteristics are “undesirable” and what social values are “responsible.” Similar problems are posed by the advice to examine “comprehensively the emotional, social, and political ramifications of asking questions, reporting observations, and sharing conclusions with others outside of the research population.” In “Whose Values?” IRB members who knew they were being studied openly made ideological arguments and voted their ideological preferences. Robert Levine—an experienced observer—finds this “in harmony” with his observations.

Other aspects of the IRB system’s structure and ethos make ideological judgments routine. For instance, the core IRB question—whether benefits outweigh risks—can require ideological calculations. One IRB manual advises members that when a study involving risk asks “a question that is not important,” the risk is likely to outweigh the benefit. But importance rests on opinions about social values. Before the Second World War, “the dominant story both Indians and ethnographers told was one in which the past was glorified, the present disorganized, and the future promised assimilation.” After the war, the past was “exploitation, the present resistance, and the future ethnic resurgence.” Which story should an IRB approve? How should it treat ethnographers who want to give voice to the voiceless or who think that that corrupts objectivity?
Ideological and cultural beliefs also shape method. Like a willingness that would appall any court to accept racial classifications. One IRB told a white Ph.D. student interested in ethnicity’s effect on career expectations not to interview black Ph.D. students “because it might be traumatic for them.”67 Another IRB told a physician that white researchers could not interview black patients, nor black interviewers white patients. And a black scholar reports having “to fight—not once but many times—to defend her research,” as when an IRB “asked her point-blank, ‘what I thought could be learned by talking only to Black women.’ After a nine-month struggle with the board and her sense of scholarly integrity,” she yielded.68

IRBs routinely make value-laden judgments about people. Stark says: sound decisions about human subjects came to be represented in the characteristics of decision-makers rather than in the actual substance of decisions: the involvement of scientists conducting the studies under review came to be seen as a contaminant of sound judgment, lay people were ultimately regarded as having privileged moral sensibilities, and individuals from certain demographics were believed to bring special perspectives to deliberative groups.69

IRBs’ ideological judgments are likely to protect the social, political, and economic status quo. The IRB ethos inhibits research, and when inhibited research questions the status quo, restricting it suppresses those questions. Research that reveals abused power or oppression is hampered and halted. However unintentionally, regulationism, like “many other moral entrepreneurial campaigns,” favors “dominant classes over the weaker. Powerful, elite groups can now better hide their mechanisms of control, while weak and powerless groups” cannot “tell their stories from their own perspective.”70

For example, a UCLA study was “a centerpiece” of union efforts to organize casino workers. It found the workers badly off. The UCLA Office for Protection of Research Subjects said that the absence of IRB review forced it to “prohibit researchers from disseminating any of the data.” A UCLA official explained that “there was no university check on whether the study was partisan,” as though an IRB had any basis for deciding what was “partisan” (and as though research must, or even could, be “nonpartisan”).71

Murphy and Dingwall observe that “[e]thnographers often study powerful people in publicly funded settings where informed consent” protects
“the status quo from interrogation and powerful members from scrutiny.” This deters ethnography from promoting “public accountability for the use of public resources or the impact of private interests on the public sphere.” Feeley too thinks IRBs discourage “a socially relevant and critical sociology.” He describes the influential sociologist who “explores conditions under which American lawyers, judges, and other officials embrace torture” and who “would be delighted if what he wrote tarnished reputations and forced resignations.” Few IRBs would understand that delight.

Jack Katz finds “advocacy research” nationally “under fire.” The UC-San Francisco IRB “severely compromised” a public-health study of bathhouses by insisting that their managers be told the study’s objectives and consent to it. The same IRB blocked Malone when she and “community co-investigators” wanted to study “illegal single-stick cigarette sales in a low-income, predominantly minority neighborhood.” Although prosecutors acquiesced, “the IRB, after consulting with university ‘risk management’ and legal counsel, blocked the study” because stores “might break the law.” These IRBs protected the bathhouse and store personnel “as members of business groups whose profits might be hurt.” Katz finds IRBs’ constraints on “critical social research” a “significant turning point” in impeding “progressive inquiry and expression.”

Orthodoxy is shielded when IRBs stop “controversial” research. Moss, recall, expects IRBs to “protect the institutional interest” by “weeding out politically sensitive studies.” Whittaker thinks “[p]rotecting the university goes without saying.” And “Florida State’s standard consent form asks, ‘Is the research area controversial and is there a possibility your project will generate public concern?’” What might not provoke “controversy”? For one IRB, smoking-related research was “too politically hot.” Since IRB deliberations are not public, consider an analogy—research that attracts legislative attention. The NIH receives about one Congressional inquiry a week about grants, like one about 200 grants listed by the “Traditional Values Coalition,” which questions studies of “behavior in so-called at-risk groups.” Research provokes controversy by affecting commercial interests. Federal programs to punish research misconduct have given corporations a “weapon against unwelcome environmental research—the unsupported allegation of research misconduct.” Since 1892, for example, the lead industry has assailed research on lead poisoning.
Ideology also enters decisions when “community” opinion must be consulted. That opinion can be ignorant and oppressive even when the community is the country and its voice the Congress. One study concluded that most people sexually abused as children “fall in the normal or superior range of adjustment” and that few “have clinically significant disorders.” After “months of attacks by therapists, child advocates, talk show hosts, journalists, religious organizations, and politicians,” both the House and Senate condemned the study. Tom DeLay, the House Majority Leader, falsely claimed the article advocated “normalizing pedophilia,” which froze “thoughtful scientific exchange” because defending the article’s scholarship became “an indictment of one’s moral character.”

3. IRBS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF THE UNIVERSITY

The Court has “long recognized” universities’ “special niche in our constitutional tradition” and “the expansive freedoms of speech and thought associated” with them. During an earlier era of repression, Chief Justice Warren wrote that university teachers and students must be “free to inquire, to study and to evaluate.” Yet academic freedom is frail; external attacks and internal ideology lead universities to repress research. What in living memory has compromised academic freedom and fettered inquiry like the IRB system? In the ’50s, universities harassed and fired “subversives.” Today, it subjects research to review by officials free to suppress any of it for reasons they need not state. Yet few regulationists think academic freedom is at stake, much less degraded. O’Brien observes that OHRP pays “little attention” to it (e.g., one mention in the Guidebook). Van den Hoo naard finds it taking “a distant seat” to IRB members’ “subjective opinions.”

Moderate regulationists ignore academic freedom; others denounce it. Whittaker sneers at “the freedom claimants” who “bristled defensively” in those “early days when research boards were seen as an affront to the liberties of scholarly self-direction.” The “certitude about knowledge and the sacred dictums of academic freedom have permitted the belief
that every scholar has the right to pursue individually chosen projects, unfettered, uninterrupted and uncriticized.” These ideas “now belong to the dreamtime of university and research life,” and “eyebrows would be raised at any serious claim of ‘knowledge for its own sake.’” Moss says contemptuously, “The ‘Art Bell’-like hypothesis” that an IRB “conspires to stifle academic freedom is a myth largely disseminated by individuals who have never been substantively involved” with IRBs. Nobody imagines a right to be uncriticized. But it was Moss who said that “[p]rivate universities are largely corporations” where respect for academic freedom “is desirable, but not indispensable.” And Moss (the weeder-out of “politically sensitive studies”) dispenses with it. You don’t have to conspire if you are proud to advertise.

At academic freedom’s core is classically the principle that “[t]eachers are entitled to full freedom in research and in the publication of the results.” Universities depend “upon the free search for truth and its free exposition. Academic freedom is essential to these purposes and applies to both teaching and research.” Two ideas are crucial to academic freedom. First, that faculty members are not servants of the university but have independent authority in teaching and research. Second, that the university should shield faculty from community pressure.

Regulationists see researchers as employees like any others. But faculty, the AAUP says, are “members of a learned profession, and officers of an educational institution.” They are “the appointees, but not in any proper sense the employees,” of universities. They have “professional functions” the institution is neither competent nor entitled to direct. In “independence of thought and utterance,” professors’ relationship to the university is like that of federal judges and the President (who appointed them). As Curran put it, loyalty to a university is part of a scholar’s “general responsibility to his discipline, to teaching, and to research.” But “freedom to pursue these objectives as he sees fit is probably the value he places highest and guards most tenaciously.” OHRR, however, says, “Insistence upon well-conceived and -conducted research should be evident both in written policies and in actions of institutional officials. … Approval procedures should be devised such that the institution supports only well-designed and properly executed research.”

The university is also damaged by IRB distrust of researchers. Robert Levine fears “that presumptions of distrust are alien” to universities’
“most fundamental presumptions.” Research is crippled if colleagues “pol-
lice and harass each other because they think there is a high likelihood”
of dishonesty. Argument and dialogue wither “in an atmosphere of dis-
trust.”95 But IRBs are taught distrust, and researchers fear it. One scholar
finds it hard “to forget being the object of a certain kind of investiga-
tive gaze.” His “IRB, following standard administrative intimidation tactics,”
planned “to put an untenured faculty member on the spot and extract his
compliance.”96 And one respondent wondered if a survey about IRBs was
wise, since “[a]ll of our emails may be monitored.”97 An “especially insidi-
ous effect” of IRB authority is that it insulates them “from criticism by
deterring researchers from airing their grievances.” IRB attention might
bring “‘more restrictions on their work.’”98 And Amdur’s manual tells
IRBs that researchers who criticize them show a lack of respect which is
“an important finding” for “IRB determinations.”99

The Supreme Court calls the university “a traditional sphere of free ex-
pression.”100 That sphere should protect scholars from community pres-
sure to stop research, tailor results to its taste, and avoid offense, but IRBs
expose scholars to communities in novel and noxious ways. As Feeley
says, IRBs have “the form and function of censorship boards,” and “uni-
versities that embrace them uncritically indulge community standards
rather than” serving the traditional function of shielding researchers
against them.101 The regulations want members who promote “sensitiv-
ity to such issues as community attitudes.” The Guidebook says that IRB
risk-benefit decisions often turn on “prevailing community standards.”102
IRBs may waive consent in emergency research only if the community is
elaborately consulted.

Elite commissions too would open scholars to outside pressure. The
NRC and IOM want “appropriate community involvement in housing
health hazards research [sic] involving children” so that “protocols are
responsive to any community concerns.” And consent reflecting “ap-
propriate community input.” And “meaningful and ongoing dialogue” on
research design, including “the research question,” the risks, the knowl-
edge sought, and its “relevance and importance to the community.” This
“will ensure” (again) that the community vets “potentially controversial
research.”103 Similarly, one IRB manual wants researchers to review ques-
tions with “representative community members” to “reveal sensitive or
problem areas.”104
The problems with this are plain. First, it gives communities a heckler’s veto, even though expression cannot be burdened, “punished or banned, simply because it might offend a hostile mob.”105 Yet as Becker writes, good studies of community social structure “will make somebody angry.”106

Second, “community” is an empty term. (Even some regulationists admit “it may be difficult to define.”107) Is it the country? The state (in one study all Mississippi)? The university town? The town in which research is done? People with an illness? An ethnic group? If a sociologist studies Catholic parishes in Boston, what is the community? People brought up Catholic who live in the parish but don’t go to mass? People who call themselves Catholic but reject basic church doctrines? Excommunicates?

Third, what does a community “think”? Researchers must “recognize the community as a unit of identity.”108 Is it? Communities are said to have “concerns, needs, values, and priorities.”109 Indeed, but usually many conflicting ones. How can community priorities be identified? Should the sociologist studying Catholic parishes ask the cardinal? Parish priests? Parishioners? These questions being unanswerable, IRBs demand meetings to which many are called but few will come.

Fourth, why should a community’s opinion matter? If subjects and communities disagree, why should the subject yield to the community? Communities bind us by coercion (governments) or agreement (churches or clubs), but respect for persons surely frees us from bondage to a community an IRB assigns. Researchers must persuade people to participate in research, but why may a community stop a willing subject from participating?

IRBs subject every scholar engaged in human-subject research to whatever scrutiny a board of censors inflicts. Their orders cannot be challenged, however ignorant or idiosyncratic or imprudent or improper. Little could more betray the tradition of academic freedom and the ideals of the university.

C. CONCLUSION

Academic freedom is not exhausted in the right to express opinion. … Influences that gradually sap and undermine the conditions of free work are more ominous than those which attack the individual in the open.

—John Dewey, The Middle Works
Disciplined learning, academic freedom, democratic government, and human progress all require the free flow of ideas. The IRB system impairs it. It not only limits the expression of ideas; it aborts them. It prevents discovery of the knowledge on which ideas are based. It arrests ideas’ development. It drives scholars away from risky topics, socially essential fields, and controversial ideas. IRBs can censor with impunity. IRB standards are too vague and IRB procedures too loose to restrain censorship. IRBs are structured to impose orthodoxy in substance and methods. IRBs are told to censor thought when they decide that research’s risks outweighs its value. IRBs are asked to corrode academic freedom when they are told to give communities power over research. This is truly “offensive—not only to the values protected by the First Amendment, but to the very notion of a free society.”

In this part, I have asked why IRBs err too often. I said that IRBs make kinds and quantities of decisions no agency could make well. They do so without the rules—substantive and procedural—that ordinarily discipline agencies’ decisions. Finally, this chapter shows that censors’ work is so at odds with a free society that it can be done properly only if it is aggressively limited in ways that IRBs are not.
Conclusion: The Imperial IRB

[M]ankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, … evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government … such is now the necessity. …
—Declaration of Independence

Researchers have been disposed to suffer accustomed evils, but the lawless and unaccountable IRB system’s long train of abuses and usurpations has grown despotic and destructive. It cannot show it does good, but it demonstrably costs lives, health, and welfare. It is built to err: Its method is improvident. It gives amateurs tasks beyond their competence and workloads beyond their capacity. It lacks a legible and convincing ethics, cogent and convincing regulations, and effective and fair procedures. It overtaxes informed consent. It corrodes free expression and academic inquiry. A system so fundamentally misconceived creates evils that can only be righted by abolishing the forms to which we are accustomed.

On hearing my arguments, regulationists ask: “But what would replace IRBs?” This is the wrong question. The argument against the IRB system depends not on its replacement but rather on the fact that it is fundamentally structured to do more harm than good. If there is little reason to think IRBs achieve their purpose and much reason to think that whatever good they do must cost too much, the agency itself is the problem to be solved. Bloodletting was long doctors’ most common treatment. When its inefficacy and injuries became clear, most ailments it “treated” could not be cured. But that was no reason to keep on doing more harm than good.

This is not to say that human-subject research ought not be regulated. “[I]n wishing to put an end to pernicious experiments, I do not mean to
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preclude the fullest inquiry. Far from it. … I would patiently go round and round the subject, and survey it minutely in every possible aspect.”¹ In other words, we need—at last—the investigation and thought that should have preceded the IRB system’s creation, thought to identify the actual problems to be solved, find cost-effective solutions, and make regulation law-abiding and accountable.

A. THE IMPERIAL IRB

Upon what meat doth this our Caesar feed,
That he is grown so great?
—William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar

Despite the regulationist conviction that the IRB system is incontrovertibly necessary, many of its aspects are widely criticized. Even OHRP’s advanced notice of proposed rule-making seems implicitly to acknowledge many problems with the system. But despite the number and gravity of these criticisms, they inspire primarily proposals only for modest reforms. The most plausible reforms would make the system less destructive by pruning it—ending multiple review of multisite studies, sparing harmless research IRB scrutiny, making review faster and smarter, and so on. Such reforms could make IRBs less damaging, but for the reasons I have surveyed, they could not create a system worth its costs.

Furthermore, the greater the reform, the more opposition it would provoke. Even if a serious reform were implemented, I doubt it would last. Reforms that truly reduced the IRB system’s costs would usually bring it nearer its original (relatively modest) ideal. But the same forces that caused that ideal to collapse would gradually corrode serious reforms. To put it differently, the IRB system achieved its authority through the power of its imperialism, and no meaningful reform could long resist that power. Just sketching the history of IRB imperialism suggests how hard it would be to tame it and to institute and preserve genuine reform.

1. IRB IMPERIALISM

The IRB system was born imperial, its jurisdiction broad and its constraints slight. It has colonized new lands and occupied them in battalions. A system born primarily to keep government from conducting another
Tuskegee irressipribly finds more research to regulate, more duties to enforce, and harsher standards to impose. In 1978, Albert Jonsen used “the term ethical imperialism to describe the imposition of one field’s rules onto another discipline.” He thought “amateurs in ethics” practiced “‘imperialism, which is constituted by establishing a rule and applying it ruthlessly.’” In 1980, Sola Pool attacked “bureaucratic elephantiasis.” In 2007, Zywicki said IRBs’ “defining feature” may be the IRB system’s “tendency to expand well beyond” their original purpose.

From the start, the regulations defined “research” and “human subject” capaciously. The latter, for example, encompasses chemotherapy patients and captains of industry. Neither definition is tied to risks, seeking generalizable knowledge is not inherently dangerous, and many subjects protect themselves better than IRBs do. Second, IRB rules were defined loosely, and IRBs were unconstrained by appeals, judicial review, or hierarchy. Event licensing allowed IRBs to regulate research minutely. And OHRP, IRBs, and regulationists have swollen this authority, as a short review shows.

**Jurisdiction over People** IRBs regulate ever more kinds of people. It was a short step from supervising federal research to regulating federally funded research. It was a big step to governing all university and hospital research, but one taken early and easily.

Initially, IRBs supervised scholars. Graduate students were added, though they were overseen by faculty. Adding undergraduates was puzzling, for their papers are rarely published, “systematic,” or contributions to “generalizable knowledge.” They are pedagogic exercises, not research. Yet odder is IRBs’ “penetration into high schools, middle schools, elementary schools” and science fairs. The Society for Science and the Public has rules “to help pre-college student researchers follow federal guidelines,” since IRBs must protect “the rights and welfare” of anyone studied. Sheela Chandrashekar’s high-school science-fair project asked if meditation or exercise helps mental acuity more. Her subjects exercised (a few minutes of walking, jumping jacks, and running in place), so her project posed “more than a minimal risk” and needed approval from the state Science and Engineering Fair’s Scientific Review Committee. Only after “numerous forms” and “several phone calls” could the dangerous Sheela proceed.
IRB authority has for decades reached outside the United States. Scholars working abroad must submit to IRB review. And other countries must create IRBs to help regulate American research abroad (however little a poor country might want to). Even the limitation of IRB authority to people working at institutions receiving federal funds is weak, since in many fields, journals will not publish unlicensed research.

The IRB is part of a larger change in universities. Academic freedom classically meant that responsibility for research was the scholar’s, not the university’s. This is being replaced by universities that hire faculty and supervise their work. So even parts of the university that were once understood to be helping scholars in the work they chose to do—like colleges and support units—universities now think part of a regulatory system. So too in the IRB, where universities have “shifted power and responsibility away from researchers and IRB members and toward full-time administrators.”

**Jurisdiction over Subject Matter** Second, IRB jurisdiction burgeons because IRBs regulate more activities. The justificatory scandals, the Belmont Report, and the HHS regulations all concerned biomedical research, but IRBs now regulate social-science research and are edging toward the humanities. Some regulationists are eying journalism: When people are “data sources, in oral history, journalism, etc., somebody has to ensure (again) that” they get “the right sort of information.” Van den Hoonoord finds IRBs “easily inclined” to take on new activities like “in-classroom student work, quality assessment, autobiographies, ethnographies, pedagogical exercises, and the work of student interns.” And “over the horizon for research-ethics review are cultural geography, civil engineering, film studies, research in the new media, art, and theatre.”

IRB jurisdiction is reaching into hospital and university administration, like quality improvement. Hospitals have a legal and ethical duty to organize care well, a duty enforced by agencies public and private. But “the growing consensus” is that QI is research requiring IRB approval. And we earlier saw an IRB asserting authority over medical school curriculum.

The category “harm” balloons toward panphobia: financial, social, dignitary, and psychological harm, even discomfort and inconvenience. Within such categories, ever smaller risks of ever smaller injury are treated gravely. Confidentiality is elaborately covered by HIPAA, which IRBs
often enforce. In one two-stage inquiry, IRB demands for a conflict of interest or financial statement went from 10% in 2002 to over a third in 2008. IRB sensitivity intensifies when the “vulnerable”—an always expanding category—are studied.

IRBs move beyond protecting subjects to protecting, for example, third parties. So an elite commission wants researchers studying children’s housing hazards (like lead paint) to tell IRBs about “legal and ethical obligations to potential third parties.” Some IRBs and regulationists postulate communities IRBs should protect. IRBs are said to protect research itself by promoting trust. IRBs protect their institutions from liability and even controversy and protect researchers against subjects. And regulationists speak of preventing “unethical” research.

IRBs not only review more risks; they assess more aspects of research, especially its quality. As early as 1974, Cowan wrote that “all agree” that research that cannot produce “scientific facts” is unethical. A Canadian REB chair said that “[i]f ‘ethics creep’ means improving the quality of research” his REB would “run, not creep” toward ethics “imperialism.” IRBs aspire to “improve the quality of the data.” More, the standard seems to be moving from “no invalid research” to “methodologically optimal research.” IRBs evaluate researchers’ scholarly capacity. And some IRBs evaluate researchers’ ethics and character (including their deference to the IRB).

IRBs not only license research, they “exercise ongoing oversight, reviewing even minor changes and re-reviewing every protocol annually.” They train and test researchers. They “ensure [again] that institution, IRBs, and investigators” behave properly. “Annual reviews are now widely practised,” and “other monitoring” is discussed: supervision of consent, checking adherence to protocols, and “monitoring for data integrity.” IRB “supervision continues as data are analyzed and findings are discovered.”

**Paperwork** Forty years ago, Cowan called the “increasing volume” of paper documenting “safety, benefits, and risks” a “major problem” and warned that “even more reports, memoranda, and the like will so overburden” researchers “that some, perhaps many,” would stop working with human subjects. Today, applications lengthen. Trivial changes require troublesome paperwork. An accreditation agency wants a nonscientific
member’s presence “documented for every action item.” Dr. Coe yearly lists the number of patients studied, “all measurements in blood and urine in our data banks,” and papers published. Yearly he supplies a bibliography and a summary of recent literature (with search-engine criteria), summarizes “changes to the risk-benefit ratio,” answers sporadic IRB questions, and more. In multisite studies, paperwork stupefies (for one nine-site project, over 15,000 pages).

**Bureaucratization and Professionalization** Organizations gain authority by bureaucratizing and professionalizing. IRB administrators and staff members proliferate, creating a class that benefits from increasing the budgets, elevating the status, and extending the domain of IRBs. They organize to achieve these goals and claim authority from the credentials Big Ethics issues.

**New Worlds to Conquer** Regulationists are abubble with hopes for new authority. “[E]thical regulation is flowing towards ever-stricter rules.” The IOM would extend IRBs’ reach “to the entire private sector,” NBAC to “the entire private sector,” domestic and international. OHRP apparently concurs. One regulationist wants “a compendium of best ethical practices” for accrediting all IRBs, more “government control of regulations for all institutions,” stiffer IRB training, fees for IRB review, and payment for all research subjects. Another regulationist thinks it “clear” that IRBs “promote patient safety and good technical standards” and sees “further candidate roles” like protecting public health. Gray thinks disclosing “intrinsic” conflicts of interest—career advancement, professional recognition, and getting grants—is part of informed consent. Committees increasingly want interviewees to approve transcripts. Shore says that community- and institution-based review “may be the ideal.”

2. **REFORM AND THE IMPERIAL IMPERATIVE**

As this sketch suggests, attempts to reform the system must overcome an imperialism that serves what I have wryly called Big Ethics—the strategically situated people who and institutions that believe in and benefit from the IRB system. I have spoken of justification-by-scandal, but (Heimer and Petty say) while scandals “may supply the energy for creating regulatory regimes” and “shore up commitment,” bureaucracies “take on a life
of their own.” Much of the “lush growth of new regulatory bureaucracy” is the self-aggrandizement that is natural when bureaucracies attract people committed to their work and dependent on their success and who thus fight to preserve and extend its authority.34

Schrag, for instance, says the principal factor in the system’s seizure of authority over social-science research “was simple bureaucratic turf-grabbing.” Public Health Service bureaucrats were the “most powerful, determined players” in drafting regulations. They “designed rules primarily for health research” and resisted “challenges from their parent department, Congress, the White House, and outside critics.” This turf fight inspired 1974’s rush “to publish regulations before Congress could pass a law” and 1981’s rush to keep the new administration from reexamining the issue.35

When Congress debated legislation, its sponsor feared “medical research, not research in general,”36 and the National Research Act “limited its scope to ‘biomedical and behavioral research.’” Nevertheless, HEW’s regulations applied to all department-funded “‘research, development, and related activities in which human subjects are involved.’”37 The President’s Commission “failed to investigate what harms and wrongs, if any, social scientists were committing, how IRBs already handled various types of social science research, and what alternative remedies existed.”38 The Commission’s conclusions about IRBs “were unsupported, or even contradicted, by the evidence” gathered.39 The Belmont Report’s progenitors “were willing neither to listen to social scientists nor to leave them alone.”40 What social scientists had done or said was “irrelevant.” As Beauchamp (a principal author) wrote, it was “out and out” a “paternalistic commission.”41

When Reagan was elected, Charles McCarthy was Director of the Office of Protection from Research Risks (OHRP’s predecessor). As he “later recalled, ‘everybody knew that this was not a time to try to propose a new regulation.’” So he described jurisdiction over social-science research “as a reduction of regulation.” To do this, “he had to distort the effects of both the 1974 regulations and their proposed replacements.”42 He “exaggerated the existing extent of” regulation of behavioral research and “then claimed that the new rules were more lenient, stating that the ‘proposed new rules would exempt risk-free behavioral and social science research resulting in deregulation of about 80% of research.’”43 Schrag writes,
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McCarthy later admitted that his arguments had been deceptive. As he explained in 2004, he told the Reagan transition team that the new regulations were less stringent than the old ones. “Of course, they weren’t, but they looked like they were because we wrote some exceptions.” He pulled a similar ruse with the lame-duck secretary, packaging the new rules as “Diminished Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects” while trusting “nobody down there in the last weeks of the Harris administration … would actually read it.”

Bureaucrats not only believe in their mission, they benefit from imperialism. Becker describes research regulation as “an ambitious bureaucracy with interests to protect, a mission to promote, and an ideology to explain why it’s all necessary.” Zywicki says that the incentives of “academic bureaucracy generally tend toward an assertion by IRBs of enlarged influence,” which “tends to increase the director’s power” and salary and to “feed the growth of the IRB industry.” And as Heimer and Petty say of staffers, IRBs are “their livelihood, a secure niche on the edges of the research and scholarly world.” Hence professionalization, certificates, degrees, and accreditation. As one manual says frankly, “certification can provide a sense of professional accomplishment, enhancement of professional standing, and peer recognition.” And be “a valuable career tool by confirming value to current employers and by making one’s resume more appealing.”

Another part of Big Ethics benefits from the IRB system—people whose careers depend on it. This includes those who sell IRBs services (like training and accreditation) and those who write about research ethics. The latter want a discipline with a secure place in hospitals and universities—departments, degree programs, certificates, conferences, and the rest.

The actors in Big Ethics are not cynically self-seeking; they truly believe in the IRB ideology and ethos. The sociology and psychology of Big Ethics sustain them. Big Ethics moves (van den Hoon-aard says) “in a bubble of compliance,” virtually without the “critical self-reflection” and “voices of dissent” of serious academic disciplines. Thus “so many people are professionally invested in the current oversight system that they cannot imagine replacing it, only tinkering with it.” (Upton Sinclair said it was hard “to get a man to understand something when his salary depends upon his not understanding it.”) And there is Becker’s moral entrepreneur—the “crusading reformer” who is “profoundly disturbed” by “some evil” and who “feels that nothing can be right in the world until rules are made to correct it.” His ethic is absolute; “what he sees is truly
and totally evil with no qualification. Any means is justified to do away with it. The crusader is fervent and righteous, often self-righteous.”

Van den Hoonoord sees a regulationist moral panic. A moral panic is a “sudden eruption of measured concern shared by a significant segment of the population, with disproportional claims about the potential harm moral deviants” can inflict. Moral panics “involve exaggeration of harm and risk, orchestration of the panic by elites or powerful special-interest groups, the construction of imaginary deviants, and reliance on diagnostic instruments.” And “[f]or a moral panic to be effective, it is essential to seize on highly publicized, ethically dubious cases.” This overstates things (no “significant segment of the population” obsesses over research wrongs) but catches crucial features of regulationism, like its caricature of researchers, its exaggeration of trivial risks, its embrace of the paternalism it denounces, and its minute regulation of activities that law otherwise hardly notices.

IRB incentives amplify the pressures the IRB ethos encourages. In the IRB world, broader, stricter regulation seems to obviate threats from OHRP and prospective litigants. Meanwhile, IRBs (being unaccountable) freely extend their authority. And since regulation’s costs fall largely on researchers, subjects, and research’s beneficiaries, IRBs are little subdued by ordinary budgetary constraints.

Furthermore, from its bubble, Big Ethics has little reason to doubt its competence and rightness. This is human enough. For example, Kahneman says that while scholars agree that stock picking is essentially “a game of chance,” stock pickers think themselves skillful and resist facts that challenge their belief, livelihood, and self-esteem. Their “illusions of validity and skill are supported by a powerful professional culture,” and “people can maintain an unshakable faith in any proposition, however absurd, when they are sustained by a community of like-minded believers.”

Nor does life in the bubble cultivate a humility to temper imperialism. Researchers bear the stain of Auschwitz and Tuskegee; IRBs subdue them. IRBs have ethical insight; researchers are blind. As one “Research Compliance Services Director and Research Integrity Officer” said, unless the IRB “actively advocates for research participants, those responsible for harming participants are unlikely to be held to account,” for researchers are unlikely to see subjects “as ‘us,’ but more likely as ‘them.’” Having
unaccountable power over people confirms IRBs’ moral confidence. They find the malefactors they seek and have few mechanisms to correct their misconceptions (like their exaggeration of the risks of asking people questions). Working unchallenged in a bubble means never having to say you’re sorry.

How, in short, can Big Ethics—bureaucrats, IRBs, and commentators—want real reform enough to demand, or even tolerate, it? It has not: “Bioethicists and a succession of expert investigations have identified the regulatory defects of the IRB, but defined the remedy as more of the same—more review, more documentation, more training.” The IRB system was crucially shaped by moral entrepreneurs in a moral panic who were not “thinking about regulatory technique” and who “devised a labyrinthine network of regulatory bodies and an arcane and sometimes inconsistent patchwork of rules.” The assumptions and norms that have flourished within the regulationist bubble confirm the rightness of their imperialism. How can they tolerate serious challenges to it?

B. REGULATING RESEARCH WITHOUT IRBS

[A] law [that] depends upon the initiative of officials in detecting violations and in prosecuting ... will almost certainly be difficult to enforce.
—Walter Lippmann, A Preface to Morals

The IRB system’s existence and ideology have preempted the “fullest inquiry,” the minute survey of the subject that should be the basis for regulating research. This is work law routinely undertakes. For example, scientific misconduct is regulated by “trusting scholars to behave and then punishing offenders.” Doctors and journalists may be sued in tort to compensate victims and deter malefactors. Suits against researchers are rare, but lawyers specializing in them yearn for plaintiffs, so the rarity of suits probably reflects the paucity of serious wrongs, not judicial indifference to researchers’ misdeeds. If anything, the most famous case—Grimes v. Kennedy-Krieger Institute—betrays judicial contempt for researchers. Tort law has important limits, partly because damages must be sufficient to repay litigation expenses. But class actions are possible when damages are individually small, agencies can be allowed to sue on behalf of subjects, damages can be statutorily multiplied, and lawyers’
fees can be authorized. Even the threat of suits matters, for “[m]ost upper- and middle-class professionals react viscerally to the prospects” of being sued or investigated. (Thus doctors wildly overestimate the risk of malpractice suits.)

Where researchers truly sin, harsh, even criminal, sanctions may be appropriate. Such sanctions already punish some kinds of research misconduct. Eric Poehlman, for example, “pleaded guilty to lying on a federal grant application” and fabricating data on obesity, menopause, and aging. He was made to pay restitution, barred from receiving public funds, professionally ruined, and sentenced to a year in prison and two years probation.

Ultimately, however, law’s success turns on its ability to command the cooperation of those it regulates. As Lippmann wrote, “The amount of law is relatively small which a modern legislature can successfully impose,” since “unless the enforcement of the law is taken in hand by the citizenry, the officials as such are quite helpless.” Citizens are likeliest to cooperate when they believe they have a duty to obey the law and when they believe the law is morally right. Here considerable research has established the weakness of the “command and control” regulation and “alternative approaches, based on social motivations.” As Tyler puts it, “values shape rule-following. In particular, values lead to voluntary behavior, including both voluntary decision acceptance and cooperation with legal authorities.”

How does government inculcate the right values? First, as chapter 5 said, by according people “procedural justice.” Tyler writes, “If authority is exercised fairly, the law and legal authorities are viewed as legitimate and seen as entitled to be obeyed.” Tyler asks if procedural justice leads “people to voluntarily accept the decisions made by legal authorities” and answers, “Studies across a wide range of issues suggest that they do” in both criminal and administrative settings. Yet as we have seen, the IRB system’s structure, practices, and ethos little encourage IRBs to accord researchers the respect for persons it wants researchers to accord subjects.

The second way government inculcates right values is by adopting regulations that make moral sense to the people it regulates. The failure to do so has helped cause what Stewart calls “an acute problem of growing regulatory fatigue” in which agencies are asked to do more but seem “less and less capable” responding efficiently and effectively. “Regulatory
results often fall short of expectations” even while regulation grows “ever more burdensome.” Stewart primarily blames “excessive reliance on command-and-control” regulation which tries “to dictate the conduct of millions of actors in a quickly changing and very complex economy and society throughout a large and diverse nation.” Stewart describes a trend toward alternatives like promoting “self-regulating measures by nongovernmental entities.” Similarly, Tyler writes, “In recent decades, the recognition that self-regulation has value has been a widespread one within the law.”

Part of the value of such self-regulation is that without it, the federal regulations, the system’s research ethics, and IRBs’ actions too often reflect judgments researchers can neither understand nor respect. When regulating professions, the law has ordinarily resolved such problems with the principle that self-regulation is a defining feature of professions. This is essentially true even of doctors and lawyers—so often so able to harm patients and clients. Why are researchers different? Not because of research scandals. Scandals not only mar all professions, but they can be part of self-regulation, like Beecher’s article. Beecher was an elite physician writing in an elite medical journal. As intended, he evoked discussion and change. Similarly, Milgram, Humphreys, and Zimbardo inspired a rewarding professional debate about the ethical questions their research raised. As Schrag comments, “The problems with Humphreys’ work stemmed not from a lack of oversight, or from a scofflaw’s flouting established ethics, but rather from the novelty of his questions and methods. By taking his critics seriously, Humphreys became an earnest participant in the hard work of defining the ethics of sociology.” More generally, the years before the IRB system’s rise were remarkably fruitful “for the social and behavioral scientists eager to debate and codify the ethics of their disciplines.” And in 1964, before Beecher’s article, “the NIH had appointed an internal study group to investigate the ethics of clinical research.”

Professional regulation is better suited than OHRP and IRBs to develop the ethics disciplines need. Disciplines need specificity, not Belmont principles. They need debate by people who know a discipline’s ethical problems and how to manage them well. Whether studying drug users on mean streets or Muncie’s bourgeoisie, ethnographers know the risks and how to reduce them better than IRB members who have never seen meth, visited the Midwest, or read ethnography. Disciplines need open,
contentious national and international debate among proficients, not in-
sular, ill-informed, unpublished deliberations of individual IRBs or the
recurring pattern of “writing policies for social scientists without mean-
Agingful input” from them.78

Furthermore, IRBs act prospectively, but ethics often turns on develop-
ing circumstances. Recall the elite report telling researchers to “antici-
pate and define their legal and ethical obligations” to third parties and to
plan for them.79 Nobody can “anticipate,” much less “define” both “legal
and ethical obligations” to uncertain “others” in unknowable conditions.
Scholars consult colleagues about ethical problems and report them in
their journals so that researchers can better manage the novel and com-
plex ethical problems they meet. As Petit realizes, “[t]here is no regulation
like self-regulation.” Facing ethical dilemmas, researchers need to “iden-
tify strongly with” their ethical code.80 And, Halpern argues, good regula-
tion builds “on core features and strengths of scientists’ informal morality.
Where formal oversight stints or obstructs scientists’ longstanding trad-
itons,” regulation falters.81 As we have seen, governance that researchers
find ignorant and perverse discredits ethics and breeds resistance.

Disciplines are not only better suited than OHRP and IRBs to write pro-
fessional norms; they also have ways to enforce those norms. This cannot
“ensure” faultless behavior. Nothing can. But it builds on “the historical
record” of designing “oversight structures that deploy the strengths of the
colleague network and avoid some of its shortcomings.” For example, in
the mid-twentieth century, funders “created scientific advisory panels that
quite effectively monitored the hazards of clinical trials.” This “drew on
researchers’ informal traditions, adding a straightforward means—con-
trol over funding—for delaying or stopping clinical experiments judged
to be too hazardous.”82

Furthermore, legal scholars argue that “socially understood standards”
and “loss of reputation, censure, ostracism, and disruption of commu-
nity relationships” work better than “incentives and restraints established
through direct law and regulation.”83 Halpern says scientists “conform to
group norms to maintain the esteem of their colleagues” and avoid ostra-
cism.43 This hardly assures good conduct, but, Haskell writes, “our reli-
ance upon it is far-reaching and by no means misplaced,” for professions
are markets whose members value reputations.85 There are scofflaws
in professions as elsewhere, but as Veblen said, only those of “aberrant
temperament can in the long run retain their self-esteem in the face of the
disesteem of their fellows.”86 In sum, professional opinion—often supe-
rior to IRB ethics both in formulation and application—bears hard on re-
searchers. The willful and wicked can flout it, but with other constraints
it shapes researchers’ choices.

Social factors also restrain researchers. They must respect “public tol-
erance for investigatory risk.”87 Disliking unethical research and unpleas-
ant publicity, funders impose “written consent statements, insurance that
would compensate injured subjects, and review of research protocols
by panels of scientific advisors.”88 If anything, funders are more exigent
and fearful now than before. And professional journals work to exclude
unethical studies. Medical journals decline to publish research lacking
IRB approval.89 The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
wants conformance with the Declaration of Helsinki in addition to IRB
approval, and journals are obliging.90 Not least, universities and hospitals
have procedures for punishing unethical research.

Regulationists say “[r]esearchers have always prided themselves on
their methodological problem-solving skills” but particularly before “the
rise of federal regulations” gave ethics little thought.91 Halpern’s account
of twentieth-century research ethics rebukes this ignorance. She cites Le-
derer’s investigation of the early twentieth century, which concluded that
American investigators were never “‘free to do whatever they pleased
with their human subjects,’” since scientists and the public would have
rejected “reckless experimentation.” Halpern shows that concern for both
consent and subjects has “long been at the center of scientists’ moral tra-
ditions.”92 As Schrag observes, “Anthropologists, sociologists, historians,
folklorists, and others have long recognized” that studying people may
impose special ethical challenges and long “debated the exact nature of
their ethical obligations.”93

Regulationists seem to assume that only law can tame researchers.
But, for example, the Nazi experience “reveals the insufficiency of formal
rules,” for “Germany regulated experimentation in considerable detail”94
by 1931, before the Nazis and the Nuremberg Code. Generally, good
behavior depends more on the regulated than the regulators. Hamburger
says that IRBs are not “the primary obstacle to research harms and that
researchers themselves have been.”95 Studied, researchers “almost uni-
formly expressed an understanding of and an appreciation for” protecting
subjects that seemed genuine and reflected “internalization of a strong social ethical norm.” Even Robert Levine thinks “the most important reason that the record is so good and that there have been so few injuries is that most researchers are keenly aware of the potential for injury and take great care to avoid it.”

After all, researchers are no worse than the rest of us and have little wish to harm those they work with. Indeed, research can stimulate in researchers appreciation of, affection for, and gratitude toward the people who help them. Read the dedications and acknowledgments in researchers’ books to find these sentiments warmly expressed. Thus Beecher, whose article regulationists eagerly invoke, opposed “formal, codified rules” for research and thought “an ‘intelligent, informed, conscientious, compassionate and responsible investigator offered the best protection for human research subjects.’”

Why, then, have researchers tolerated IRB abuses and usurpations? Partly because they react to scandals as regulationists do—with horror. Partly out of ignorance: They are told that only IRBs can prevent Tuskegee and understand research ethics. Partly because regulationists have seized the high ground and cast on doubters the taint of Tuskegee and Auschwitz. Researchers also have a collective action problem: They do not know the breadth and depth of damage IRBs inflict, since IRB secrecy relegates them to personal experience and colleagues’ anecdotes. And while they may think IRBs pernicious in their own discipline, how can they evaluate IRBs in other disciplines? Nor can researchers individually resist IRBs: Universities fear offending the Great Funder and getting bad publicity. IRBs treat researchers as creatures of the university, a view university administrations tend to like. Worst, researchers know IRBs can cripple their work and their career.

In addition, most researchers know too little about regulation to see the system’s perversity. They do not recognize how wasteful event licensing is. How lawless and unaccountable IRBs are. How empty IRB ethics are. How little similar activities are regulated. How much IRBs offend the system of free expression. Many researchers assume that no government agency can be abolished. Many dream of exempting their corner of research from review. Many propose measures—like centralized IRBs—that might lighten their burden. Many imagine educating IRBs. They persist in hope even as IRB imperialism triumphs.
Nevertheless, many researchers feel a deep, justified anger at the unreasonable restraints IRBs have placed on rewarding inquiries. They have moving stories to tell and reasons to tell them. I hope this book convinces them to do so. IRB imperialism can also be challenged judicially. I have argued the unwisdom, not the illegality, of IRB regulation. But the IRB system is a *vade mecum* of ways to affront the first amendment and the due process clause. Litigation’s path is long, but a decision holding IRBs unconstitutional would oblige government to devise a constitutional IRB system, something probably beyond human ingenuity.

C. CONCLUSION

And who can doubt that it will lead to the worst disorders when … people devoid of whatsoever competence are made judges over experts and are granted authority to treat them as they please?

—Galileo Galilei

All government agencies are flawed. But which is so fundamentally misconceived in so many costly ways as the IRB system? It is a compound of deadly regulatory errors. The first was not asking what problem IRBs solve, the problem’s dimensions, and how best to solve it. So regulationists exaggerate the problem’s severity and IRBs’ benefits. The second error was event licensing. It is gruesomely inefficient. Better to punish malefactors harshly than condemn both regulators and the regulated to the torment of licensing.

The third regulatory error was ignoring costs. It is always bad to pay more for things than they are worth, but when the cost is lives, health, and welfare, it is disastrous. The fourth error was using amateurs for work professionals hardly do well. Evaluating scholarship and ethics in specialized disciplines is complex and controvertible. Amateurs—however earnest and admirable—must be overwhelmed. The fifth error was thinking “human-subject research” is a coherent ethical category and supposing that the Belmont principles could do more than give IRBs a kindergarten ethics. The sixth error was ignoring IRBs’ paternalism and their inconsistency with regulationist doctrine.

The seventh regulatory error was tolerating lawlessness. Law guides agencies’ decisions and constrains government power. An agency with
neither substantive nor procedural rules is foolhardy and illegitimate. The
eighth error was courting the rigidity, pettiness, arrogance, and prudish-
ness that plague censors. The error trebled when censorship was imposed
where it is least appropriate—the university. The ninth error was relying
so centrally on a mechanism as unreliable as mandated disclosure. Finally,
the tenth error was making IRBs unaccountable. It is wrong in a democ-
racy for agencies to answer only to themselves. And because IRBs are un-
accountable, they need not acknowledge their errors. “Such is now the ne-
cessity which constrains us to alter our former Systems of Government.”

Research was regulated before IRBs proliferated; it would be regu-
lated were IRBs abolished. But the IRB system is a bad tool. Event li-
censing squanders resources. Overworked amateurs cannot assess what
they do not understand. An agency without due process can be neither
wise nor fair. A primitive ethics and a perverse ethos mislead regulators
and researchers. Mandated disclosure is a triumph of hope over experi-
ence. Censorship is presumptively wrong in a free society and intolerable
in universities. So a lawless and unaccountable agency deters research-
ers from helping to preserve human life, protect human health, and pro-
mote human welfare. It is time to throw off the forms to which we are
accustomed.
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